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PREFACE

The report of the National Cbmmission for

Manpower Policy on Public Service, Employment c..onsists

of the findings and "recommendations of the Commission

together with the supporting documents listed in the

Table of Contents which follows. As noted there, the

full report is organized into three volumes. :Volume

I contains the Commission's findingsand recommendations.

It also includes an overview of the "research completed

as part of this study and a summary of the Commission's

field reviews on PSE. Volume II contains the interim

report of The Brookings Institution to the Commission

based on their onsite monitoring of the program.

Volume III contains the other papers piepared for the

Commission's use by various scholars in the field.

The Commission wishes to thank its staff and.

all of its expert consultants for their work in making

available the information an4 careful analysis-on

which the following findings and recommendation'S are'

based.

The Commission acknowledges with special thanks'

the outstanding contribution of Mr. Timothy Barrow,

who served as chairman of its task forde on public

service employment, and his-cblleague Di. John Porter.

Mr. Patrick O'Keefe, Deputy Director of the Commission,

provided excellent staff support.
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This preliminary report was written pursuant
to a contract with the National Commission
for Manpower Policy, Washington, D.C. 20005.
The opinions expressed are those of the
authors and should not be construed as
representing the opinions or policy of the
Cortunission or any other agency of the United
States Government.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The steady growth of public service employment programs throughout

the igjOs has rade these programs -- programs -that provide jobs1,..the

largest -single activity among_ employ-ment and training programs financed

by the federal government. The two major public service employment (PSE)

programs, which are the sutTje-aoll--iiiis study, are components= of the

Comprehensive Employrant and Training Act (CETA). Title II,

adoPted in 1973, and title VI, added in 3.974, together have a goal of

725,000 public service jobs -by March 1978. With combined funding of

$84-bi-11ion-on=a_ -two-year-bas-isT-they-form-the-l&Tieet-coinponent-of-the.

Carter administrationtb 1977-78 ecOnomic stimulus sackage.

One _of-finio i'itatfng to eMployment

programs--and one of the etbEit difficult to -assess--is,, the extent:towhich

jobs are =actually created-, as opposed:to thebe federal funds being 'USed by

-governments, either deliberately or-inadvertently, -'for displacement

purkoses-that is, for employment that would have been supported in the

abseride of the program. Under a- cm-tract with-the --liational ComMission

for liginpOirer Polley, the :Brookings .-Institution in June of 3.977 i:nitiated

a national ikmitoring study of titled, II_ and:NI of-CETA, concentrating

at the- 04tSet -on- the.eMployment effects= (--job creation versus--diaplateten

of- :he-program.

--ite-2Study_ iii_designecl-t,o.i=addresA-fotat--other- -*pee -a- progra*

--effectisa-4isdals_ prOgrainsatic_-,_ -socials_ 'and= -political.. -k -brief listory--



of pale service employment programs is presented in chapter 2.

-Chapter 3 discusses employment effects, An understanding of the

definitions of job _creation-and displacement-used-in-this-chapter-i

_crUciaItO the_interpretation-of-the-extent-of-displacement-fouftd-b1

this study. Chapter 11. examines the -fiscal consequences of the PSE

program for governmental jurisdictions,particimating in it. Chapter

5- eddied-Ems the programmatic and social effects of the program; it

includesian -analysis of the- -functional areas in which PSE participants

are employed, their occupations, social characteristics, and wages.

The political effects of PSE Are examined in chapter-6 whioh 'describes:

the:organization and adthinistration of the program at the local level.

Chatter 7 EdiScusses the- policy implidationa of the findings at this

stage of the research,

This study Of the PSE prograt= is= the third- in a series, of Monitoring
_ ..

.

studies of new federat'programs which the Brookirga Institution began_in____.

early 1973. The 'firat of - these studies was of the general revenue,
sharing program; the -second was of the community development block

grant prograta.l.ihe monitoring studieb rely on a netvisork of field

reteal'Aers (detiiiiiated as iBrooktngs Associates) selected for-their knowledge

if local pUblic= finances, and institutions- as well as =the .relevant *federal

tt
giant- in-aid program-.` Mos.t associates are either political scientists

or economists arid; many are gniied experts in their field, All are
-

residents of the area they study and are chosen in conjunction = with the

1. See Richard P. Nathan, Allen D. Manvel, Susannah E. Calkins,
and=Associates, ziffuilorjxx BayelyAlgemie (The Brookings Institution,
1975); Richard -P, Nathan; Charles F. Adams Jr., and Associates, jlevenue,
aulingLpat:Aga jkgail-n (The Brooldngs Institution, 1977); and
Richard' P. Nathan et , e (Department
of Rousing and Urban Development, 1977).
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design of the sample, thus insuring familiarity -with the background and-

Political structure of the jurisdictions being studied.

The associates work with the Brookings research staff in developing

the analytical framework and research design.2 In-the field they rely

on-interviews-with-local-officiaisy_available-fiscal
and program data,

and personal observations,' The central staff maintains continued contact

with the associates) reviews and -codes the field data, and conducts the

-,,,bverall analysis-. The essence of the monitoring approach is on-the-scene,

longitudinal analysis by experienced observers orerating within a uniform

analytical framework.

The--schedule for theFSE monitoring-atudy was set to proVide for the

collection of field%data-at two:points in time.:'The first obserVations

=as of-TUly-15;71977,--are-the-baSis-for-the-findingS-presented-in-the-bOdy

of this-report._ By mid-July, jurisdictions receiving
Pa funds were well

into the buildup-phase of the expanded program. The second reference

date is December.310 1977, at which time the prograti was operating at

close to its peak level. The schedule for this study provides for a

preliminary report to the National Commission for Manpower Policy on

March 20, 1978, and a final report in December 1978, A mid-study

'Conference-of field absociates-was teld--on February 1, 1978'0 to- discuss=

toasthestatua=of the-research and recent developments-and issues-. -Me-

pOrtionivof%this_denference
dealing-with -- developments in the field- -since

mid- July were transcribed- and = -are -- presented= -as appendix A to_thiareport._

'Inle=arialysiSfinnimed-for_colleotin the-data-for this report

ie presented-as:appewfix15.._



The study is based on a sample of. jurisdictions which represent

various prime sponsor arrangements, .geographic areas, and population

categories awing the governments participating in the program. Since

no- nationa3 data are- available on- the universe of- governmental juris-

dictions participating in the PSE program below the prime sponsor level

(100,000 population), it was necessary, below this population level,- to

have the associates identify individual participating governments for

inclusion in the sample. It was also necessary for logistical and,cost

reasons to have some associates report on more than one juri6diction.

These two factors led to the selection of a representative rather

than a-random sample. Tfiissample consists of forty-two jurisdictions

monitored by twenty-sii astociaZes, listed on pages v -x of this report.

These jurisdictions represent over twenty thousand positions, or

approximately 5- percent of the PSE positions filled nationwide as of

the reporting date (July 15, 1977)4 Because-of the requirement of

"maintenance of-effort"-on the'part of recipient jurisdictions-(as

discussed in chapter 3), the report dces not refer to =specific field

sites'in discussing the employment and f.scal effects of the PSE program.

To the extent possible in other sections of the report,- site- specific

illustrative data are used.

The. forty -two sample jurisdictions include sixteen large ciiies

(over 250,000 population), of'ihich eight ate classified as distressed,

and.nine small cities, of which five are subutban and fOur are rural.

Also included.are fifteen counties, of which:ten are rural and five

22



_5.

are suburban, and two school districts.
3

Within those sample

jurisdictions are gene -prpose-governmentsi_numerous other

jurisdictions such as school districts water districts, and other

local governments are involved in the PSE program through subcontracts

or`outstationing arrangements (discussed in detail in chapters 3 and

6), These _arrangements also extend to literally hundreds of nonprofit agen-

cies, referred to in CETA parlance as CEOs (community based organizations).

.

A

3. A total of thirty-;two prime sponbors are represented- by the

sample jurisdietiOns:-- thirteen city prime sponsors 'Sight county prime

sponsorscsix_Consortium prime= =sponsors, and fiVe balinea,ofstate prime

the forty-two" sample juriPsdictiOns thirteen tha

cities ,ankfiVe of the= - counties -.are_are themselves CETA prim spOntors.

..

.z



Chapter 2

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PUBLIC SERVICE DEPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

Public service employment programs can- have a variety-of-objectilzes,

among them:

-s JOB CREATION to stimula-te the economy and reduce unemploymnt
in= a recession.

e SERVICE PROVISION to supply needed additional services in the
public sector.

s SOCIAL TARGETING to aid disadvantaged persons through
emplb-yment.

s TRANSITION to relieve dependency through permanent. employment.'

TRAINING- to,-upgrade the skill levels of the labor force
thrOfigh. work . eiperience .

1E2 IMADEMM= to redistribUte- -income- -to- needy -families

_ -_-1420020Valna to absist distressed= areas,

=qv IISQAL:RELIEF- to assist_ state- -and -local governments-.

Ail_ -of these --objectives` have at -one time or-another -been,-refidted

in public- employment_ frOgratas -financed--by -the- federal =government. ;SC*

employment and training programs of the- federal -governitient_ are -primarOy

employment prbgraMsk othera- -streSa training-and= plabement; -most, -however,

nave imtiltige= -purposes. The= fact that-goals --have often- shifted -in-

emphasis,- Tilts= the pOtential tror- ia_meeessarily -a-.

central theme: _of -any exatihationiTof -the_ history -0Z' -public- serVice-

**ploy/lent prograins,



Public dirvice employment was first used as national policy by the

Roosevelt administration with the establishment of the Works Progress

Administration in 19351WPA). The WPA was directed at relieving the high

unemployment rates of the Depression; it served as an alternative to

charity in the absence of unemployment compensation. The WPA employed

over three 'million workers at its peak (at-a time when more than nine

million were-unemployed) and averaged about $1.4 billion annually in

wage payments from 1935 to its termination in 1943.1

With-the recovery of the economy after-the Depression, public service

-employment-was not widely used again -until the 1960s. "The focus of the

programs in the early sixties was- again on mitigating the effects of

cyclical unemployment, althouei with particular emphasis on the

needs of distressed areas.
2

The Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 and the.

Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 .provided employment in

designated geographical areas-, such as-Appalachia. The Manpower Develop-

-ment and Training Act of 1962 OMITAI was-enacted-as a broader program

,
pro-Viding-skill training =and work experience, especially to workers

displaced as a result of technological change.

Civti rights legislation and the social ferment that developed in

the mid-sixties dramatically shifted the focus of employment and training

_--' I. Manpower Report of_ the President (Department of -Labor and

-Tepartment-of-Health,lEdudation-,_and Welfare, 1975), -p. 4o,--

2, Cyclical unemployment refers to- unemployment which _is- a -result

of changed-economic,ccinditions wherea$,Structural unemployment refers:to

the-chronic-difficulty-of-persons-with limited education, skills, and=

mdek-experience toliecome,=and remain, employed-.

A
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programs to structural unemployment. These programs-placed emphasis

on training, job placement? and work Experience for the disadvantaged.

The MDTA program, which had barely become Operational, was reoriented to

target ohminorities and the disadvantaged. The Community Work and Training

Program, which had been established in 1962 to provide jobs to recipients

of public assistance, was expanded and renamed the Work Experience and

Training Program. In 1961, the program was superseded by the Work

Incentive' Program (NIN). It isadministered jointly by, the Departmentof

Labor and the Department of Health, Education, am4 Welfare.

*The-number of-categorical_programe-fOr'employmentand training in-.

.

creased :signific ntly -under the authority of the Economic Opportunity

Adt-of-164, The:gcb-Corps-, unique-in its use -of residential "centers,

. tas-7authOrized--by-tikle I-A of the act to _provide tralningiand eduCation

2.
:`,,for disadvantaged youths between the ages_of.sixteentand-twenty-,one,

The Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) Was'established under title-I-B of

the act tb provide part -time Ira& experience, remedial education, and

litited jobqtraining for disadvantaged youths whbeither did not coffplete

h'igh school or were potential high school drop outs; it,functioned as

dOmbination income maintenance-and maturation:program:

,Operation- Mainstream was authorized -in 1965 by an- amendment to

title II of the EconomiciOpportUnlityAet, to meet;i:he specialoneeds of

morkers-over fifty.4ive_years- of age in rural communities. This-program

also-provided income-maintenance-for-its participants.

One-year later another-amendment to the-Econondc Opportunity Act

eatablishedAhalle* Careers program, pr rily to aid disadvantaged=

2.6



adults and out-of-school youths in becoming pare-professionals in

various public- service fields, such as'health, education, welfare,

neighborhood redeVelopment, and public safety. In 1970, through amend-

ments to both the Economic-Opportunity Act and the-MDTA, the Nei Careers

program was subsumed and expanded by the Public Service Careers program.

In addition to the goals of the New Careers program, it focused on faciai-

tating placement and eliminating tarriera to- emplOyrrent.

Various work experience programs have also been attempted in the

private sector:;. TheOpportunities Industrialilation Center (OIC) was

0

founded in Philadelphia. in 1964by the Reverend-Leonil. Sullivan. The-

OIC:is a Irivate,-nmprofit training andTliC/.1: experience programs supported

by -both federal and private funds..--It'was develored=in-tespOhse to. the

-plight/of urban -- minorities and-is distinguished _by its grass-ro9ts,

Comtunity-based-suppor4: and its self -help_ doctrine.

The,I0B6 _(Job Opportunities in the Business ector) program-was-

-established in 1967 as-a joint effort-of the public and_ private sectors

-to assist businesses_ in developing jobs and training programs -. By ,

July 1968,,165,009-permanent jobs had-been- pledged_rfar surpassing_ the

original goal. The eccmotic slot/down- which began in 1970, however, had

-an immediate impact on this _program. Workers were laid-off and_etployers

-became reluctant to meet their-outstanding -comitments and declined to

41

Make further pledges.,'

3.' Chailes -R. Nrry-et 24e Impact of-Gdrermment,Manpower

Prams (Philadelphia: Illelft;rton,School,.UPiitersity=of Pennsylvania,

167514 P. 187..
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-Rising unemployment rates in the 1970s brought a renewed emphaSis

on countercyclical public employment programs. The Emergency Employment

cr

Act of 1971. authorized the Public Employment Program -- (PEP). which was

designed as a two-year pilot program aimed primarily at reducing aggre-

gate unemployment rates .

14-

The program was funded at $1 billion in 1972, -

$1.25 billion in 1973, and $250 million in 1974. Funding was triggered

automatically- -by- local unemployment rates in excess of 14-5 percent, with

additional allocations to areas with unemployMent rates of 6 percent or

more. As would-be expected of a countercyclical program, the participants

were better,educated and leSs disadvantaged than participants in the pre-

vious more structurally oriented programs, and fewer were from minority

groups, Although training was authorized, little of the total _funding

was spent An this way; it was- estimated that 94 percent of all PEP funds

were spent on compensation of participants.
5

The -Comprehensive Employment and Training: Act (CETA) was passed in

December 1973 and took effect in July 1974. The purpose of the act " was

to decentraliZe =and decategorize many Of the previously enacted federal

emplbymerit and training programS.;Title II, the public service employtent

,(PsE) portion of the act, was de'signed as =primarily ,a structural rather

Ithan: a countercyclical policy measure: The $250 Million appropriated

for PEP in: 1971i. Was' to-be used ,to provide a tranaition to CETA-- -title II,

which had total authorization of $370 Million for 1974.

Thy PEP program contaitied= some -structural-eleMents in- terms

of the groups to- be- liven priority. These_ included_ yietnaii-era -veterans,

youths- and= -older workers-,_ migrants, non - English- speaking workersr.wel-

-fare- recipients, disadvantaged -persons-, _and-disPlaced- scientistS- and

-engineers!. -See- Manpower Report of the President, 1975,_ -p.

5._ Sar A._ revitan and-'Robert: Taggart,_ eds-.,_ Inier2encv Employment-
-Acta :The PEP Genera is (Salt :Lake -CitY: -01,YmP144): 19714, -P. 16.

;
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Participants were required to come from areas of "substantial unemploy-

rent," defined as having 6.5 percent unemployment for three consecutive

months, and to be unemployed or underemployed when they entered the

program. (Underemployed was defined as working part time but seeking

full-time work or working full time but earning less than a poverty-

level income.)

With the rise in unemployment that ancompanied the recession in 1974,

Congress in December of that year passed the Emergency Jobs and Unemployment

Assistance.ict of_1974 which, established title VI of 'CETA as a counter-

eyclicai public service employment program. The authority was temporary,

providing for only eighteen months of operation. To be eligible under

title VI, an-- individual had to have been unemployed for thirty days; or

fifteen days if the local. unemployment rate was over 7 percent. Under

the 1974 legislation 1875 million was appropriated= for title VI. 'This

was in addition to the original title II funding for fiscal 1974 and

$350 -million of obligations of title II funding fOr fiscal 1975. By

June .1975 enrollment in title IrAd reached 155,000, and the total for

titles- II and VI, plus the remainder of PEP enrollnilt., stood at 310,000.

Authorization -for title- VI expired on- June- 30, 1976. -Extension of

the program was held up by Senate insistence on major changes in the program

'aimed at, reducing what was =alleged to be the high displacement of local

employMent ponder this program!' and the =substitution of federal funding for

local revenue. However,, given continUing high unemplOynent rates,-

Congress passed an Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act on April 15,

1976, which-provided-tor a continuation-rot' the eMployment of title -111

perticiPants by transferring- them, to title: II _funding:.

s,
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On October 1, 1976, Congress passed the Emergency Jobb Program

Extension Act of 1976 which provided a title VI appropriation

retroactive to June 30, 1976, and title VI ftnds.for fiscal year 1977.

As of October 1976 there were approximately 50,000 enrollees in title II

-and 260,000 in title VI. The addition of $6.6 billion in funding for

-.titles II and VI-in the May 13-, 1977, economic stimulus_ package will

raise the number of participants to 125,000 under title II and 600,000

under title VI in fiscal year 1978','

T16 major changes were_Inclucitd in the extension of the title VI

prograitr. One was :the introducition- of the "project" "approach. The-
....

:additional title VI funding was to be used first to "sustain" the level

of-PSE employMent that_lad existed- previously under the- PSEprogram-in

.4he area. Remaining funds were to be used for positions in locally

-designed puhlic'service projects. A project was defined as -a specific

task or grout' of related tasks with a public service objective which

mild be comPleted-in less than a year and would' not- be undertaken by

the local area without PSE funds.

The secOnd change -was that the eligibility requirements were made

more reStrictivel ta?geting the program on the long-term unemployed,-

low-income individuals, and recipients of AFDC. TheSe requirements were

tate4pplied_ito all _pOsitiams_:created -under the project-approach -and= to

one-halt-of the vacancies filled: among- the "sustainment"-:positions:.

The_intentoftorth-changes_was-to-redUde job_displacement-and= the-

ettendent_fiscal subatitutLan, effects, One result, however, is that-the-

-initially countercyclical title VI :program noir has the eligibility

30
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requirements of a more structurally oriented program, and thednitially

structurally oriented title II program now has the minimal eligibility

requirements more characteristic of a countercyclical program.

The current'CETA authority expires iirSeptember 1978. In his

January 1978 State of the Union-message, President Carter requested

the-continuation of the-PSEprogram-under -CETA at the-level-of-725,000

jobs fOr fiscal year 1979. The issues raised-'by the most recent changes

in the legislation, plus revisions now being discussed, make this an

appropriate time to review the operations and effects of the CETA-PSE

program.



Chaptet 3

A DISCiJSSION- OF THE DISPLACEMENT ISSUE

During a recession, many state and local governments, faced with

laggitig :tax receipts and rising service demands, need-additional revenue..

,
The- perionnel budget iS one of the major expense items which local govern-

ments can control relatively quickly. Thus personnel containment measures

and reductions- in force are likely to be in effect at the very time that

countercyclical federal funding -for job creation is increasing. 4ris
potential conflict in goals between the national government and local

jurisdictions produces a major issue for federally funded programs aimed

_.at stimulating employment by state and local governmentsthe di4lacement
_

issue, .Job.displacesent under PSE refers to the substitution of federally.

funded= _pdsitions -for positionti that Would- otherwise have -been :supported,

-by lociti funds.. To- the -eXtent_ this- occurs, the employment- effect of the

federal job-stimults :program- id- idindriiShed.

:Displacement has- been. _a- source -of concern- in 'Congress-, =as eVidented-

by_an__amendmett to the Emergency Jobs- Program = Extension Act of 1976,

introduced-by :Senatdr--Henry -Belltdon WhiCh require* the

-National -COmmission for Manpower Policy to- report -to -the- Congress- ort: the_

!net-employment__effttet of the piiblid-tervice- employment programs-under

titles- II and VI -Of _CETA. The- issue of -ditiplacement/arose, again- in-1977

=during the- Senate-ts -consideration: of- the increase of --10,5-,Q00- publid

ser=vice jobs= _contained in-_ the- -Carter,--adminiStratiotOt -econoirde_ _stiniulus-

itir-amendMent introduced-by Senator -Richard- -SChWeiker-

to-delete-the TOG ---pOtiop- of -the- package -wasidefeated- by _thirteen _Votes

!ter a-lengthy zdelxite-.

PtOitiOus-stlidieiti nt,effects of pOlic service- employment-
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programs have reported considerable variation in the rates of displacement.-

In studies of the PEP program, George Johnson of the University of Michigan

and James Tomo la of Harvard University estimated that the displacement rate

rose from 39 percent in the first quarter to 67 percent after two years. 1

Alan Fechter of the. Urban Institute estimated displacement at 50 to. 90

percent after one year.2 In reexamining the Johnson and Tomola data, _

Michael Wiseman of the University of California at Berkeley estimated

that, depending upon the assumptions used; the rate of displacement after

one year varied from zero to 80 percent.3 The National Planning Association

examined the results of the PEP program in twelve demonstration sites that

received sufficient federal funding to absorb 8 percent of local unemploy-

ment and estimated displacement for the demonstration sites at 16 percent

after one year. r,

Studies of displacement under the CETA program show a similar range;;-

A study by Johnson and Tomola covering public employment under the PEP

program (1971-74) and its cOntinuation through the end of 197 -5 uqnder CETA,

estimated displacement at zero percent after one quarter, 58.percent aft'er

one year, and 100 percent after one and a half years.5 A -Congressional

1._ GeOrgejolulson--and- Jaines -Tomola, "The-:Efficacy of -Public Service
gragoymexit Programs,' TechniCal -Analysis Paper no. 17A, Office =of the
'Assistant -for Policy, 'Evaluation,: and -Research-, Department o'f Labor, June
1975;_ processed.

2. Fechter,_ blic -- Emnloymerit P -Study
ashington,;D.C.t- The Urban- Institute -,_ September 1974)-.

3-. -Midhael Wiseman, "-Publi-c._Employment as- Fisdal -Policy," 'Brookings
P avers-On_Econodo -Activitv, -no. I -(1976), -pp. 67-114.

-AD-Evaluation-of the Economic Impact ltojeCt -of the Public Employment,
program, --Final_-Rerort :(Washi on, D.C.: -National Planning Association, 19741.

5. George-J_ohnsbn and -- James= Tomola, "The- Fiscal Substitution Effect -of
=Alternative 'Approached= to- :Public -Service _Employment -Policy_," The Journal of

Reqpurces 14-no.-1 -Ninter 1977): 3=26.=

3 3
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Budget Office (00) study assumed displacement rates under CETA of 60

percent after one year and 90 to 100 percent after two years.6 A later

study done by the _CBO when the Carter administration's economic stimulus

package was being considered assumed a first year displacement rate of

25 percent and a second-year rate of 40 percent based on program

operation' at a rate of 30,000 'new positions per month.7

tisplacement is detrimental to the. PSE objective of increasing jobs.

Consequently, it is prohibited under the "maintenance-of-effort" requirements

In the -enabling legislation/ for toth-the title- II end VI _programs-. Section-

208- (a) -of the -Comprehensive- EmployMent -and=-Training Act -of 1973 states:

The-Secketary shall not =provide -finanCial assistance- -for
any prOgram =or activity -under this title unless he ,deteivinse,
in- accordance- with such_-regUlati-ons-as he _shall prescribei that
(1)- the- program-(A)_ will result in an increase, in eMplOyMent_
opportunities---over -those-opportunities= which-would, :otheriise--
=be-available:, -(B) snot_ result in the-displa-c-ement of
-cuirently -einployed workers_ (inclilding -partial =displatetent -such
ae-t reduction in the hours-_of non-_crettiine work or-Wages or
emploijment benefite)-1 -(C): Will -not impair existing-- contracts-
for services -or result in the -substitution of _Federal tor other
-funds---dn -COnnectica -With work that would- -otherwise- be-performed",
and -(D)- -will nOt- -substitute public _service- j_-Cbs_ tor-_eXisting_
federally -assieted

-The= iMplementing regulations -Tor the- Emergency Jobe-and-Unemployment

Assiistance Act Of 197k-stipulate- that-spa:wore_ Canndt rehire- laidoff-

Vorkers-under -CETA:-unless they -(1) meet- the -- eligibility -requirements-8nd

-(2)- "iiere- not laid-off with theLpdie.,,..r-of -ceiling them-tack Into jobs

funded-Under thiS-program:- The-stals0-mUst maintain "substantive

docUthentatide4budgetS-,_ dipenditureei revenues) etc-.) for-One-year-after-

Offito-=,_-litiroh- 1 = These -figures--
ldupLra_ittLof-±60

,(Congressiortal= Budget_
reent -and--60: _perc-ent
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rehiring and make this information available at the request of the DOL

regional administrator.
8

This is not to say that displacement is bad. In the view of organizations

concerned about the problems of -older and declining cities, a public service

employment program that concentrates on these jurisdictions can provide

fiscal relief where it is most needed. To the extent this happens, PSE

operates, in effect, as a form of countercyclical revenue sharing. By

relieving the pressure on the local tax base (i.e., through the use of

PSE Participants to fill .regular goverment positions), the PSE program

puts these jurisdictions in a better position to stem the outflowof residents-

and industry as well as to stimulate= -new deVelopment. Where the resulting

fiscal effect of sudh displacement is to cut cr stabilite local taxes

(see chapter 4), then _PSE Still has a stimulus 'impact, but in this case

it is in the Private sector;

Likewise, displadement is not incompatible with other goals- of the PSE-

program, for-example, the targeting of 'assistance- On- disadVantaged perscns.

For- disadVantaged persons, Pa =can-mean increased employment -opportnnities_

=even if- displacement occurs, -The-program-can change- the composition of the

-recipient governmenti-s -work force by adding employees= frau- groUps that- -were

-not_ repreteritedas Ieavily in- the-preexisting work force. Under these-

conditions,- the- -PSE program-can be thought-of as -a hybri&,_ -having_ the

8. 7ederal Register 40; no. 7 -(3'an.10, 1975), pt. 1, p. 2360 (99.1c,
aee.h). BecauSe of these requirements-,in the law, local officials of the

sample gOvernmen-ts were assured that iite-Spedific information would = not
be published in the sections of reports on this research- dealing with--

net employment effeets of = the -Pa. prcgram.
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attributes of both a revenue sharing program and an affirmative action

program to promote the hiring of minority and disadvantaged persons.

In short, the policymaker is likely to be interested not only in how

much Pa displacement occurs but in where it occurs and what its economic

and employment effects Are in instances where it does occur.

As emphasized in chapter 1, the analytical task of the field

researcher in gauging displacement. is a substantial. one. Because of this,-

and, in light of the tight time schedule for the initial phase of our research,

this chapter takes the- form of" a discussion of the displacement issue. Its

purpose_ is to indicate the waysin which job creation and displacement occur

under PSE and to discuss on a preliminary basis, the net employment effects

observed at this stage of the research.

raynezicas OF JOB= =CREAT- -ION= AND= DISPIACEMENT

It was necessary at the' beginning of the research project to provide

the fieldiAssociates with a- framework for identifying -job creation:-and-

-diaplaCement. Job --creation- represents empioyment_-and:-iactiVities- that_

-would not.have_ been undertaken without, PSE;- four-possible types = were listed=

In the analysis form used by the associates:

1. }Jew nrofframs and services: ',dases in which additional- programs

or services were undertaken viith PSE funding.

ZrAtma_ranunical: Cases in which,the level services was

raised- or -Services were improved _under existing programs:by Using

1SE
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3. aveialL. r,ps:qesLte: -Hew, one-time projects with a duration of one

year or less undertaken with PSE funds-.9

program maintenance: Cases in vaich
.
PSE employees were Used to

I

maintain existing services that would -have_have been curtailed- in the

absence of PSE funding,
'1

Displacement,, on the-. other hand, invokes the use of PSE participants to,
1

-
--..- :-.

fill rOsitionS and provide services -that wotdd otherwise- have been_ provided with

other revenue. The types of displacement identified in the analysis form for

the associates were:

1. Transfers:, CaSes involving the transfer of existing State and local

government posilions to PSE funding.

2. rehires: Cases in which state or local employees were laid off and

then rehired ivith PSE funding.

_Contract reduction: Cases.- in which PSE Participants- Were used to

.providt services Or to work on _projects that had hem; or normally

woad cOntracted to an outside organiation or private firm.

The - identify job -creation _and- diaplacement in this study-

differs_ in--some respects -- both implicitly and explicitly- -from those- used-

'in other 'studies of the impact of federally tunded- _public employment prOgramEW

=as -- indicated. in- the dondluding- -seetion/cif_ --this= chapter. 9

t n- i h res: Cases-in which -ME-participants -were---hired to -fill`

positions -that_ _otherwise- wouidi haVe -been -funded -with-other- revenue.

9_-._ This.= _definition-of sjspe-Cia.1 _projects"- it= tighter than =the_ definition
in the -law:- -Under-the_ ia*, =all of the-Stimulus= =15SE_ funds- fOr 1977i-78-and
half =of all 'replicement._positiOna: for _the- 1-isustaiiimentn- level of -PSE _Mutt be
deVoted- to- special_ ,rbjects: -with -iv:duration- -Of _one-year -or- lets4 -However,
-these- projeCts-can- expand:or-maintain- ex-tiding- programs= -where it_ -den_ be-
=demonitrated- that_ the= programs= _invoiVea--otherWise_ -Would- have been= -cut -or kept
at, =a -0:inatint level, _ :The -definiti-on of -special_ -projects- =ts-a---Subcategory of
job :creation., uted= in- this-.,sttdy is litited to -ner-aotiv-ities;_ it does not
=iitelUde- projectt whieh_--expand-or =aVoid reductions- in -ongoing _programa-.

__37
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There are also differences between .chat might be called the legal

definitions of job creation and displacement (as used by the Department of

Labor) and the definitions used here. For example, DOL regulations "prohibit

the use of PSE positions in any agency where a layoff has occurred. With

the framework presented above, such an occurrence would not be prima facie

evidence of displacement. If an agency experienced layoffs for reasons

having to do, with the fiscal condition of a jurisdiction, then assigning PSE

workers to that-agency would be job creation, program maintenance., since the

jobs would not -have been filled in the absence of PSE.

-There is still a third concept of displacement to be considered--the

popular impression that if PSE workers account for a high proportion of the

lOcal government's employees performing primary services (police, fire,

sanitation), this is a subsidy to local governmente analogous-in its impact

to-_general -re-venue sharing ,fund.a. Again- the- apProach- in this -study differs- -from

the conventional wisdom, -The study -often identifies-I:SE:employees= providing_

--basic or traditional city services as= job, Creation if the service involved=

would otherwise have. been ciit or would not have. been e;cipanded- in the absence

of the psE program.

THE ANALYSTS ---PROCESS

While con-ductirii,their_ research, associates were- in- frequant contadt-

with= Brookings_ Staff members.-- In-diffiCult cases- involving the -identifica

tion_-of employment effecta,_ they- often called to- discuss - the approach =and-.

the types of -data they propoSed= to- use in-making-- their_ -classification-. Thi-s-

:consultatiOn-- process restated, in the development of a- sampling-procedure
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(described below) which was used in collecting the- first-round data for a

number of larger cities and will be used for all larger jurisdictions in

the second round. The principal reason for adopting this sampling procedure

was that, among the types of data that can be-brought to bear in the

employment' effects analysis, it increasingly became evident that it was

necessary to consider the activities of PSE participants - -whit ti*y are

doing at Ate job site and the.nature of the supervisory and the administrative

arrangements involved. A second reason for deciding to> se a sampling

procedure--a factor that -will be even more Important for the second round of

the research, When PSE employment has increased-=-is the large number of
O

nonprofit agencies that liere expected to have project PSE positions

by December 31, 1977. In one larg e City, for exaMple, it was projeCted that

there would be 770 subcontracting, agencies when the buildup of .P,SE

eniollment was conrplete. Random sampling of part icipants, which was attempt

in one location, was found to inefficient since it did _not reduce the

-number of agencies that had to -be yisited. Consequently, the decision was

. "tb apply a sampling sprocedure on an agency basis.10

10. -The-sampling -procedure is -as_cfollows-. _ease d-on .the total number
of positions in the jurisdiction, a sample size is -developed- that would'
yield- a-_ 5 pe_rcent confidence'.interVal, if the -diSplacement rate Were -50-
percent:':. (The -reason- for this assumption is that the staildard--error of a-

- sample, :- proportionand -, therefore, the- sample -size- necessary for a- confidence
interval of a given=- size--is -at its maximum -if the sample-proportion- ie

percent)= Thd resulting sample- -size-liu_uaually in the range-!of 300- .

participants'. Tbd-sample-, is then- assiOld- proportionally to each -title
(II, -VT sustaitiment, VI project)-- -and withili _each title assignmenta_ are _made
proportionally to-pOsitions in the government, other governments,, ':and

-nonprofit =orgenizations.*911i/hin- municfiel..gpvernthents- an-attempt ia_ -Made to
oleiect reptesentirig-,conton-tunetiOns etc.) and.variable
functions -(-libraries_, -museuts-, etd.):.:v-NOnprofit organizations- -are- grouped

by _general type -(dducational, -health+ -cdiriMixiity _groups, -etc.) '_and-sreCific:
A =
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'rhea* are five -types of data which field researchers can use to analyze

the net employment effects of PSE. One obvibus type of data for monitoring

research is interviews with local officials. libmever, msintenance-of-effott

requirements (as-discussed above). limit the potential use-4. mess of interview

data in studying the impact o1 the PSE program.% Some, local officials

'resisted-diacussing the displacement issue, although others provided

important information and insights on the program!sjlet employmdnt effects.

Altogether, the five types of data that field researchers can use in '

analyzing the employment impact -of the Pp programs-de:, (1) interviews;

121 observations of the actual tasks-performed-by PSE participants; -0y exam!,

-itatian of overall budget and-eMployment conditionsancltrends; (it) exam-

ination of budget, and employment data for the'specific agencies in which r

4
; PSEpartio/pants'are employed; and (5) assessment of Atkdemand for, the

.

,
J/

f
,r- i - .

servicesthat=are-being performed.- The first two types-of data--intervipw

. and activities data - -have already been mentioned; the-other three are

= discussed briefly-below.

In borderline cases the associate's, analysia of fiscal trends and

conditions was critical to the- terpretation of net employment effects.
.

The --most difficult borderlin cases-tended=to be those where it was

necessary to choose tetween i'am maintenance, which is a form of job

creation-in the classification-system -for-this study, and-the potential

otganizatibns fOr examination -are selected from-among thete types. The

results-for the-,sampled-organitations are-appliedito the total number--of

logitiOnd in thc_jurisdictiOnl_again by titlerto take into account the relative

'size-of the-jut1.-sdicticin. While-thiSpirocedurs,does not produce results

tb-whidh stritt-:confidence intervaiS danlae -applied, it-does-result in-

estimates- repreSentatiire of the experience of the -program_ in these,-jurisdic--
.

.
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hire category -of displacement. If the associate determined on the basis of

interviews and- financial and employment data that the- fiscal pressure on a-

,rjurisdidtion -*as so severe as of the observation date that it would have

had to 'cut existing service levels (and many cities were in this position),

then using PSE employees -to maintain these services was not at_-thart

;xi time displacement.` Alternatively, if-the associate determined that a

jurisdiction had used, PSE funds to maintain .services that could have been

provided with other revenue, this was a case of displacement of the potential

hire variety.

In one large city, for example, 90 percent of the title II and 'title VI

sustainment positions were retained by the city; 64 percent of these were in

primary city services such as police, fire, -and atnitation. For project

title VI the city retainedall the positions filled as of'July 15, =87

Percent of which were in primary serviCes. In some cases these positions

represented direct transfers of regular positions to PSE. Such conditions

create an Obvious -suspicion of' displacement._ But the essential question

is the fiscal one. How many of these -workers would have been employed

by-the city were it not for the availability of 2SE? Based on an ,analysis of the

fiscal position of the city, it was determined that all of these positiona would

halt= -been- unfilled- were it -not for PSE. Independent experts on the fiScal

Situation- of- the city- were consulted -and;'concurred_ with this analysis.

The -fourth type of data used to identify the -net employment effects

of PSE was employment t7-*.tnda in the department or organization to which

PSE participants were assigned. For example, cases were found- in which

,PSE paiticipants were assigned to specific jobs in an agency and then

similar positions that became vacant through attrition were allowed to

41



remain unfilled. This, in essence, transferred the position to PSE. In

other cases it was determined that PSE was used-to displace some part of

the' rural" growth in employment, i.e. growth that would have occurred

in the/ absence of the program.

The last type of datausectto identify PRP employment effects was-

the demand for the service that PSE particiran were providing.. If they

were performing tasks for which- demand" was rising, this raised the

possibility of displacement -of the potential hire variety even though

outwardappearances might suggest a job ,creation impact. For example,

in one sample -city last year's hard winter-resulted in the need-

for-more streetrerairs. ME-participants were used for this purpose

under conditions where it was judged-by, the-associate that they-were

Alaraticing_That otherwise-would -have been increaseclseasonal_emraoYment.

A similar form-of-displacetent-can occtri,where federal- or-state-mandated

services- are increased -. In one-case a number of PSE participants-were

'assigned as :gUards and=cOnstruction security personnel in penal institutions.

Since-these 16sitions were established -to comply with a court order, they

were classified -as displacement, rotential hire.

To illustrate -how job. creation and displacement were interpreted,_

examples are rTesented below^for each employment effect category.

ji:Xammles-of Job Creation

1. pew-Programs and-Servicea

A large eastern=city assigned -PSE-poditions- to a-local-nonprofit

'kits= group to-awns-or special-ballet programs_ in the schools.
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A midwestern city set up a program to install smoke detectors

in housing occupied by the elderly.

In a southern city ninety-five PSE participants were assigned

to the parkway commission to landscape the medians of highways

leading into the city.

In a large midwestern city five typists were assigned to the

city clerk and one to each member of the city council who did not

have a secretary.

grogram Expansion

In a large eastern city, twenty-five title VI project and twenty-

five title II and.VI sustainment participants were assigned to a

pretrial release program. They conducted interviews, collected back-

ground information, and arranged- for social services. This program

had.existed before *but was significantly expanded through the

employment of the PSE workers.

In a midwestern suburban city two additional dispatchers and a,

lab technician_ were assigned to the police' department.

In a large midwestern city three PSE participants were assigned to

planning in the City- developnient office, seventeen to the fire

depertinent as fire inspectors_, five to, parks_ and recreation for zoo-

maintenance, sixteen to-the -water depOrtment fur pipeline cleaning,

-and- eighteen to the sanitation depat`ment for sewer cleaning :and repair.

abecial'PrOlectS

In one rural town three title All-projeat .participants= erected

a- fence around the town landfill and _planted :grass seed;_ in 'another
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A.

Part e the dutp they -slit -a -pile of tires "the size of city-hall"

to prevent-them: from: later 'rising to the surface.

In a large eastern city, 126 title VI project positions

were assigned to rehabiiit -tion of an abandoned city park in a

lOw-incoMe area, City officials indicated that there was= to

possibility that they could have justified this _type and scale

of activity in. their regUlar budget.

A western suburban county assigned twenty-three- participants

to a project to provide hOme-mairitenance services for seriior citizens

and astigned tiro:others to a metric eduoation project in 'the

-cooperatiVe extension service=.

In -one city -a program -was=-undertaken to-- employ seventy-two-,

artists tor =a year under PS-E. Teati3 of Six artists were assigned'

to neiighbothoodd to work with sschoOls, g.route, and

neighborhood--associations., Aniong other tasks, they-put on

dewonstrations, provided- instruction, and painted wall murals.

Another group was assigned to work with senior -citizens._ In

addition a pool of performers (singers, dancers",_ actors, and

musicians) was organized tr. present entertainment programs throughout

the city.
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4. 2r6eramMainterlance

In a large midwestern city the functions of the model cities

agency-had been cut as funding ran out. These functions were

restored with PSE funds. The associate indicated that these

functions would have peen eliminated in the absence of the OE

program.

In a southern county, five PSE employes'perfarmed maintenance

and-equipment work in the garbage collection division of the-public

works department. These employees contributed to the 'maintenance of

this service for the county yet would not have been hired without

the PSE funds.

In a. rural north-_-central county, three deputy sheriffs were

hired to maintain the services of =the county-sheriff's, office. The

coUnty -would- not have been able to hire these -additional employees

without the PSE funding.

kamules of Distils-Cement

1. Transfers

In a small eastern city vacancies that -occurred in the regular

-work _force- were- kept-open__ and- PSE_workers -were-assigned= to fill
.

_

=_Sdhool -district:ninety4iro_ PST_ _particitents- -were- zemplOyed--

as- librarians,-_ _guards:, and- teadhers_t aides,_ and- the =School budget was

thrt itreas--._

-1_arge -mithwistern_ _city., :the- public- -Works -_department reduced

its staff U]. positions the administration, public building,

'engineering-,_-aid_-stree_t- -Ma.inienance-departtentel -and-7adde4=-80 PSE

workers,, in effect * to replace there.
4-5

.
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2. jtehirej

In an eastern city a force reduction in a city department

required the city to lay off an employee that it especially wanted

to keep. The employee was laid off for the required number of

days and then rehired under the PSE program.

In midwestern city eight firefighters were laid off and then

rehired under PSE.

rozntrkct Reductions

In a large eastern City a -PSE project was established in the

police department tO tow away illegally parked.and abandoned vehicles.

The -city- had= _preVioUsly -COntracted- out thie.-servide.

In-a sam.9-..Oity-where. a- privately owned = bus company was taken-

-o_ r by the cityi_ the -city employed. two -tut- -washers- -under -PSE. -=Previou-sly

_company had- uoed -an---outside -contractOr for this purpose-.

tjal

-In -a large city- ESE -eaployeee--wereassigne-d. to- the- achOols-

-help= provide eftexcechool activities -and- - assist te-achert. ;Local

-officials indicated- that_ -somethixt_had- to be- done_ -to= reddce

tensiono- cadsed= by .a -recently-zeitablished :busing Program., The

-associate -determined= -that at least 30: percent:of -theta _workers

would - -have = =bees- =hired= the-absence. of the- PSElorogra14.

In- `a large-midireotern-eity humber- Of- PSE-- PartiCipante Were

assigned -to- the_ city's= Vehicie-maintenance_garage, The zgarage

=Operates :Out -fUnd-and',Charges- its-costs- to the various.

-eitudepartieinto-=
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ABSORPTION

The literature on the effects of- PSE programs, although varying as to

the rut,e of displacement, is consistent in reporting that the dipplacement

rate crilegatE over time,. One way this can 'occur is for PSE positions

established as job creation to become displacement positions through what

we refer' to'in this study as "absorption.`.`11 This is especially likely to

occur as economic and fiscal conditions improve, as they did in many of the

sample' sites in the six month period betWeen midsummer 1977 and the end of

the year. Under these circumsta.nces jurisdictions were increasingly able

to fill positions which they_ retriously could not have funded.:- PSE workers

assigned in mid,-July to maintain programa that otherwise would have been

reduced could- by December be hired as regular employees. In = some cases

these workers have been transferred to unaubsidiied employment. From the

point views of the iktrticipant this is a dedirable outcome since it

r,Pre$znts transition to regular government. If, however, these positions

contixLe to be flinded under PSE; what was = originally job creation becomes

displacement-, ; In identifying absorption, the asicciates' observations abotit

fiseal conditions aie often crucial. In one small City, sewn _potations

at a mfalicipal utility were originally
identified as PSE _job creation.,

RoweVez, with the expansion of the utility; these positions have

tetome essentials_ according to the associate.

I -have-- littls-du-,-bit that
-these/positions- Would= be- pieIced= -up

by _1_ocal- funding if -PSV--funding were withdraWn-. In fact

this is definitely reflected_ in- the- dity-redords.

,atv -eletted staff have .suggested, as long as ._

these, _p4SitiOns;-are-sUpported under-CETA--_-and- federal funds
Can te--uded, it would -be regarded as_==fisdally, irr_espon6

dereliction of =duty to: taxpayers to transfer

these ITc_isitioneto- ideal tAi-littpport.

See = appendix A, F. 163.
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Another way absorption can occur is- through the creation of a

perception of a need, or the development of a- constituency for a service

provided: by PSE-_ workers.-
. In this case what originally was job creation-

comes tc- be regarded as- a "necessary' function of the recipient goVernment.

At--this point the participant _may -be molted into regular government employ-

ment. Alternatively, if the position- has becone- eSsential _hit the local'

-goVernmerit allows it to -retain on -PSE funding, then at some point the-

position- becomes displacement. This is_ a-case of PSE,,creeted- demand.

In one sample jurisdiction; the associate :became =cOnVinced that three

employees at the civic center ha& become, _in the minds of city officials,

potential tires: "This -bras not the case originally, but the work of these

employees -had. been- so satisfactory-that it appears certain the positions

gill becothe regular positiond, in the 'neit budget." Questions -involVing

abtorptiOn can be. expected to= be more ntmerout in the second= round==of the

field research,.

AGGIMATE JOB CREATION ARO DISPLACEMENT RATES

At the time of the= midsummer observations-for this study, the thirty-
seven goverrunents for which data are included in --this .chapter employed ,

24,557 PSE participants.12 Of these, 5 percent were excluded from the

analysis because it was not possible for associates to determine whether

_

12. AlthoUgh- there :are-fOrtytito: Jurisdi-ctions in the =main= samples_ .
_five were excluded- From: this ,p-orti-ct- of the -analyisis--tedause of -inadequate-
dati4kt-therzetiti.oft-rAtie--for the-__iteparation_--of -Total
positions_ also' -a -state ggenOy doUnted- separately as -a
governinentaljurisdiation._
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they represented job creation or displacement. In addition, application

of the sampling procedure resulted in the exclusion of three -thousand

positions in levier cities. Conse-quent4, most of the tables presented

in this chapter are based on a total of 20,334 PSE participants. Of

these, 5,226 participants, or-approximately one - fourth -of the total,

were in title VI projects. Title n and title VI sustainment account for

the remaining 15,108 participants.

-De Relationship of PSE to -City Employment

In public discusdions of PSE, considerable interest has focused on

the= progranes relative share of local gc*ernitent employees = ai

of PSE employment rises. _Often such reports fail to take into account

the outstatioAing and contracting out of particiients-which---cari7--

=be appreciable =der PSE. OutstAtioning refers tO: the prattice of paying

people through the personnel, nenpower,,, or some other office of a lodal

pvernment which receives tn_alloCttion of :PSE positienis, =but then-

=assigns the participant to work iesone Other organization; :slieh as =a school -,

t hospital, a social security Wide. Contracting out, on the otherliand,

refers to =eases in, which t jurisdiction= receiving ,a'-PSE allocation_ does tot
.

expend some pOrtion- of its PSE funds-, but instead cOntract,s -with =another oi.gani--

tation to use these furidt- for ISE= pogitiona, These:' positions-, as, discussed-

in -the; _fita-I -sectitin of this::thapter,_ -make -macroana-lyais-- of the -effe-ctErof-

PSE-very--difficult to-do-With rtirtilable :statistical -data._ (=contracting -out
,

WAS- found to be much--ntore prevalent than outstationing._)

In considering the latportAnce of PSE parti.ciients relative to regular

dity: "payrolls,- it 1S- t ecetsa--r r y- to omit--frowconsideratio si _positions which

tre-idaxtracted-f-out or zottataticned:.- As= of nid4uky_.197(7,_- fok
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cities in the sample, the PSE participants -directly employed by city

governments, taken as a percentage of their 1976 municipal labor force,

ranged from 3.4 percent to 18.9 percent.13 The unweighted mean, for the

sixteen cities for which such data -are' available is 8.8 percent. These

figures are probably inflated because the base for comparison is 1976

city employment as reported in the U.S; Census of Governments.

If police and fire are examined separately on this basis, in the two

cases for' which PSE employment in July 1977 was highest relative to regular

city employment for these two functions, it amounted to slightly- over

13 percent of the city's 1976 employment base for protective services:

Eurploliment Effects bv Emplovin0 Graanitiation

Table 3-1 shows the allocation of PSE_ rarticiPants by title and

according to the type of organization, in which they were employed.

Participants employed by the sample governments are shown in colt= A;

columns B-F show PSE participants employed by other organizations

under subcontracting or. outstationing agreements With the sample governments.

Overall, 70 percent of the positic;ns-shown were retained by the sample

goVernments. The- share =of positions retairied wad" higher for titleS II

and VI stistainrrent (79 perc'ent) than- for title VI projects (59 percent).

'Nonprofit -Organizations -account for 24- percent of the title_ V-I -positions-

-and- 10- percent of the title II and= VI sustainment positions,_ making_ them

the- largest_ recipient of PSE -pOsitions--ou-taide-of- the sample :governwrita-

-themselves.

Table 3-1 also provides figures for job 'creation and displacement,

broken doWn by title. and tyre of employing organizatiOn. Thre.e. itpdrtant

13. -The -Second- highest- perdentage- Was- 12-,2' pertent, so the 18,9 -percent
cane stands out -by-comparison; The- 1976 :baseline- data folitunicipal eployees-
fiCludes-'CLTA-l'SE thoUgh Eit .a_ tithe-when the -program-was

:ciperatittg__,at a 10 rile-Vial rfor-rost- cities,-



Table 3-1. PSE PoSitions Classified as Job Creation and Displacement by Title and Type of .Employing Organization

Sample

goVerzunents
-(K)

Other schoOl.
districts

(B)

Other local
governments

(C)

State
agencies

(D)

-Federal
agenci,-1

'(E)

Nonprofit
organizations

(F)

Total
(G)

If & VI Sustainment-
8,1158 (76)

2,738 (24)

11,196

(79)-

874

163

1,037

(7)

(84)

(16)

631 (76).

199 - (29

830

(5)

508

41

510

(It)

(93)

.(7)

24

1

25

(*)

(96)

(4)

1,453

18-

1,471

-(10)

(99)

(1)

11,948

3,160

15,108

(100)

(79)

(21)

Job creation

Displacement

Total

Percent

VI Protect
2,865 (93) 278 (74) 389 (89) 95 (93) 1,188 (96) 4,815 (92).

Job creation

-. Displacement 205 (7) 99 .(26) 47 (11) 7 (7) 53 (4) 411

Total 3,070 377 436 102 1,241 5,226

Percent .(59)1 (7-) (8) (2) (24) (100)

\
All Tities

Job creation 11,323 (79)- 1,152 (81) 1,020 (81) 603 (93) 24 (96) 2,641 (97) 16,763 (82)

Displacement 2,943 (21) 262 (19) 246 (19) 48 (7)- 1 (4) 71 (3) 3,571 (18)

Total 14,266 1,414 1,266 651 25 .- 2,712 20,334

Percent (70) (7) (6) (3) (*) ( -13) (l0O)

Source: Field research ,data;
Note:= Figures in parentheses are percentages.

4114ss than 0.5 percent.

51
52_
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,findings stand out. First, according to these figured fhe displace-
went rate for PSEeimpl4ment is -ctinsiderably- lower -than that reported loy

other res.earchers.' For Ali titles-and far the sample as a whole,
18 percent of the positions were jiitig41-bir the associates to represent

.
displacement And: 82 percent _Job -creati0._ If the results -in. the pals=
dictions :here: the Sampli*te propedureTwas used are Weighted to- reflect,

.. ..

the-relative- size-. of the -.Program in these jUrisdictions, the extent, of
displacement for-the sample as -a -Whole rises = to 20 percent. This_ is:

still vett below the results reported by other researchers (see Etbove in

this chaPter) 2)4'

Second, the diSplacement rate Varies depending on the employing

organization; The: rates for aatple governments (21 percent).,. school

_districts- -(19' percent), and other- local _governments -(=3.9 percent):

Were= io.ightly -14-ighet- than= the displacement" -rate for all -eMployinit-
/organizations_-doilbined:. "The rates for -State and 'federal :agenOleirand -i'_or

bottProfit -organizations,-iby _contrast,. Were- lower- than-;the--ioverail =rate,

-Same pialifying comments-are_ needecNhere-. Federal -agencies receivedstich-

a--enall_ number ot--pbsitione-_(-25 Out of a--- total-of _20ioco) -that.'thez extent-
__

of job- creation and- displacement -cannot_ really be determined; AS, Tor-

nonprofit -'brganizatiOns-1, their-ow- displacentent rate undoubtedly reflects

the- =faat that =many =of the =agencies involvedi. came liar; existence- -with-_

-Thei±se#14-0, data were-also -adjUsted- in relation to- the -PSE: progre.m.-_
TifraX. Since there is.-no-- national, distribution-,Of- -11SE tYpe-go_yernefent cement rates were generated the -, governments within eaoh-

-"ei-Kiteetete;-end-_sitatewide-4 -_consortium,- county,. dtty)

lat

tad try tie -percent ve-the--19/74&T-funding--alloCated-IO:,taCh-_-:spoileOr types,
4:41.1e etutimint-loate:_thtit ketilltectisAileb: --percent.
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their application for PSE .funds. In.such cases, all positions (PSE or-
.

otherwise) represent riew emiooyment and new expenditures. Also, some

nonprofit organizations use PSE funds to monetize existing volunteer work.

We do not classify this as. displacement.

A third important finding is that the displacement rate was sub-

stantially higher for -title II and VI sustainment. positions .(21 percent

than for title VI -project positionS (8' percerfe).-; These figureS 'also

I

vary depending on the employing involved. Nonprofit-

organizations had the loweet rate-of displacement in both categories,

sustainaent and project. a

mong- positions- retained -by,the sample_ governterits, nearly a

quarter of the sustainment positions were judged to be displacement

as 'opposed to --only 7 tercent of the project positions-. The 11.1pnres- for

other local governments were similar to -those for sample governments.

Among positions filled by school districts, on the other han,d,,the .

- 0_

displacement rate' was higher-for-project than for subtaininent
positions.

bovment Effects bviTyre of Jurisdiction

Table 3-2 gives a_breakdown of job creation and displacement by type

or jurisdiction for the sample :jurisdictions and six of the larger sub-

LA>

contracting ,goVe'rnments or 'ffsubgov-ermrients" studied; as well as ;ill of the

state. agencies for Which data are available. Since=rour concern here is

with differenceti tween types--of jurisdictioriii,_ only the p5sitions retained

by the samPle goVernments and giubgovernments, ire included in the analysis.

The -governments and subgbvernments are g in' the follOwing dategoriesi:

54
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.

karze -.cities, including central cities over 250,000 in population

Suburban, including smaller cities (the largest being a subur--
ban 'city of 111,000) and suburban counties

jittral, -iral towns (with a population of less than
50,000) and con.. s outside SMSAs

State agencies

For title II ar.'i fl s us tainrcent PSE, one-fourth--of the positions in

-large cities were c...c.egorized as displacercent. We divided -these jurisdictions

auto distressed and other eities, but found virtually no difference between

the two groups. 15 Suburban jurisdictions had the highest level Of displace-°

ment,29 petcent. Displacement was lower among positione.assigned-. to state

agencies, (17 percent) and- was almost nonexistent in rural jurisdictions.

For -title VI project employment,- the extent of displacement was

general-1,y lower. For the -large cities displacement embunted to 7 =percent,

10 percent in the distressed large cities and,4 percent in the-other large
- =

cities. in-q)]..ticemeni waS -6 _percent of----the- project employnt in the

suburb* juriSdictions_snd 5percent in- state agencies. There =was no

displacement in projeCt VI employment in:the rural- areas. However, the
-

number of positions involved was very small Son two reasons. In SOW

cases the overlying sponsor allocated only sUstainment positions to rural

coUnty governments in,-Other cases the rural _comtyi goxernments had

'

15. For a- diseissiori-..iof the urban- Onditions- index used
-dibtress, spe,-Paul _Dommel et-a1.4_ Decentralizing 'Como:Butt-4y
-(Washingt,pn, -D-.C-.-: The Brooking Inst_itu-tion 1978)-2 appendix

250_-was adopted.

Detoveralotepmelirbnnta
2. For this



Table 3-2. -PSE Positions Classified as Job4reation and Dieplacement by Type of Jurisdiction and Title for

Sample Governments, Six Subcontracting4overnments, and State Agencies

Title II and VI
sustainment Title VI project

Job
creation '

Displace-
ment
_

/

Total
Job

creation

7,553 (75) 2,490- (25) 10,043 2,466 (93)

Suburban 62o (71) 254 (29) 874 458 (94)

Aural, 349 (98) 7 (2) 356 37 (100

Stte 572. (83) ;126 -(17) 692 142 (90

Total

Displace- -Job

went Total creation
Displace-

ment Total

195 (7)

29 (6)

0

7 (5) ,

2,661 10,019 (79y -2-,685-(21) 12,704

487 1,078 -(79) 283 (21)- 1,361

37 386 (98) 7 (2) 393-

149 714 -(85) 127 (15) -841

,
Source:- -Field research data.

Note: -Figures t4 parentheses-are Tercentages.
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project positions but subcontracted most of them toother organizations,

which means that the positions are not included in this section of the analysis.

TYPES OF JOB CREATION AND DISPLACEMENT

In this section the PSE positions in the sample governments and the

employing organizations within those jurisdictions are clasSified using

the categories of job creation and displacement described earlier in the

chapter. We deal first with sustainment and'then with project positions.

Title- II and VI Sustainment-Positions

Table 3 -3 presents data- -for 15,108=title II and VI-sustain-bent posi

time. -Of these positions apptOximately l.,000 -or 26 percent-were pub-

-contracted or outstationed- to school districts, other local' governments,

state-and federal-agencies located-within the-sample jurisdiction, and

nonprofit organizations. The largest category-nonprofit agencies-,

reCeived- 10-percent of the suatainment lositiOns,

-0i-the positions=retained sample- government, half-of

those classified as job-creation-*ere categorized_as program Maintenance.

This represents 41 percentOf-all-suStainment positionafor the

sample-governments. As -will become clearer in the analysis-of fiscal

conditions which-follows the-classification-of positions as-progrmn

maintenance- -that is, provision-of_serviceamhich in the judgment of the

-associates would-otherwise have been cut--is an important reason why the

findings presented -herediffer from-those of-other-studies.



Table 3-3.. FSE Positions. Classified by Type of Job Creation oi Displacement, Title II and VI Sustainmeni

Sample
governments.

School
districts

/
Other local
governments

State
agencies

Federal
agencies

Nonprofit
organizations Total

.aem- prograins

-spansion-

Siaecial _prbjects

Program
Maintenance

1,660

2,776
86

4,536

(9)

(25)-

(1)

(41

92' (lo)

453 (44)

329 (32)

26-

448

49

108

(3)

(54)

-(6)

(-13)

25

218

6-

259

(5)-

(4o)

(1)

(47)

2

22

(8)

(88)-

136

6o6

38

673

(9)-
(41)

(3)

(46)

1,339 (9)

-4,435 -(29)

247 (2)-

5,927 (39)

Total Job
creation 8,458 (76) 874 (84) 631 (76) 508 (93) 24 (96) 1,453. (99) 11,948 (79)

Transfers 1,256 95 (9) 21 (3) 3 (1) 3 (*) 1,378 (9)

-Rehires 17 -(*) -- -- 2 (4) 1 (4)1, 3 (4) 23 lie)

Potential hires- 949 (8) 03 (7) 177 (21) .23 (5) 12 (I) 1,234 (8)

-eoritraet

reduction 109: _(1) '1 () ilo, (1)

Other- -407 (4) 8- (1.) 415 (3)

Total
displacement 2,738, (20 163 ( 16 ) 199 (24)- 41_ _( 7) -18 (1)- 3,160 (21)

Total= ositions 11,196_.;- 1,037 830 9 25 1,471 - 15,1084100)

Source: Field research data.
Note:= Figures in parentheses are percentages.
*Less than 0.5 percent.



Title VI Project Positions

As of the observation date there were approximately five thousand

title VI project positions in the sample jurisdictions. In table 3-4

these are broken down by employing organization and categories of job

creation and displacement. Although the regulations governing title VI

project employment stipulate that a substantial portion (one-third) of

these positions should be allocated to nonprofit agencies, only about

a quarter of the project positions reported in table 3-4 were

assigned to nonprofit agencies. A total of 41 percent of all title VI

project positions were subcontracted or outstatianed to other organizations

(including nonprofit organizations) located within the sample governments.

The percentage varies considerably by jurisdiction; same units chose to

filllail title VI project positions themselves, while others allocated all

or most of these positions to other organizations.

Perhaps because of the-project requirements, or-the relative newness

of the program, the extent of displacement was considerably lower for

title VI projects. Only 7 percent of the positions within the sample

gavernm nts and 8, percentof all the title VI project positions were-

judge'. to represent diblacement. Displacement for title VI project PSE

was most likely to occur in independent school districts for which

,26-percent of the positions were judged-to-be displacetent,_ predominantly

in the form-of potential hires.
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Table 314. Pa Positions Classified by Type of Job Creation or Displacement, Title VI Project PSE

Sample
governments

New programs 110

Expansion- 1,326

Special projects 1,195

Program .

maintenance 234

TotaI job
creation 2,865

Transfers 19

Rehires

POtential hires- 142

-Contract
-reduction 34-

Other _ 10

Total
- displacement 205

(4)
(43)

(39)

(8)

(93)-

(7)

Total ptisitions 3,070

School
district6

Other local
governments

1

State
agencies

_

Federal
agencies

Nonprofit
organit'ations Total

14 (4)

66 (18)-

170 (45)

28 (7-)

79 (18)
75 (17)

227 (52)

8- (2)

1 (1)
30 (29)

61 (60)

3 (3)

191

384

539

74

(15)
(31)

(43)

(6)

- 395

1,881

2,192

347

(8)
(36)

(42)

(7)

278 -(74-) 389 (89) 95 -(93) 1,188- (96) 4-,815 -(92),

7 (2) 2 (*) 1 (1) 29 (1)

2 (*) 1 (*) 3 (4)
79 (21) 43 (10) 6 (6) -- 52 (4) 322 (6)

13 (3) _ _ _ __ 47 (1)
...Paw -- 10 (*)

99 (26) 47 (11) 7 (7) ./.11 53 (4) 4u. (8)

377 1 1Q2 0 1,241 5,226

Source: Field research data.
Note:- Figures in parentheses are percentages.
*Less Than 0.5 percent.

6 2 6 3

_
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Among the types of job creation, special projects (as defined for

this study) and program expansion account for most (80 percent) of the

impact of title -VI projects. Despite- the fact that all title VI project

positions are required to. be used for what the law -defines as a project,

these positions t-are- almost equally divided between what is defined more

precisely for-this study as a "special project" and the expansion of

existing activities.

both Titles

--,For ease of comparison, table 3-5 shows the distribution of total

positions for title II and VI sustainment and title VI project PSE, and

the combined distribution for both titles for the sample- as a whole. (Sus-

ta.frownt employment accounts for 71. percent Of all of the positions in

table 3-5, although this distribution can be expected tb change in the-

-second round when employment in title VI projects-should- be higher.)

The major =difference -between eustainnen.t and-project PSE is in the

special projects and programi_naintenance Categories. For the project

portion of title VI, 46 percent of the positions classified as job creation

are in special projects; however, only 2 percent of the title II and VI

sustainment positions are-classified in this Category. Half of the

title II and VI sustainment job creation positions are- claisified as

program inaintenance compared to 7 percent of the title VI Project positions.

These differences tuidoubtedly'reflect the stronger project orientatio'n and

the higher level of involvement of nonprofit agencies under the stimulus'

portion of the title VI program.

64
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Table 3-5. PSE Positions Classified by Ty-le of Job Creation or

Displacement, All Titles_

Title
VI project

total

Title II & VI
sustainment

total
Total Tor
all titles

Rev programs 395 (8) 1,339 (9) 1,734 (9)

Enansion. 1,881 (36) 4,435 (29) 6,316 (31)

Special projects 2,192 (42) 247 (2) 2,439 (12)

Program 2

maintenance 347 '(7) 5,927 (39) 6,274 (31)

Total, job

-.creation- 4,815 (92) 11,948 (79) 1.6-,763 _(82)

A

Transfers -29- (I)" 11378 _(-9) 34407 (7)'

-Rehires 3 (-it ) 23 . -(*) 26 _(*)_

-Potential -hires- 322 (6)1 1,234 (8)- 1,556 (8)

-Contract-

reduction. 47 z(1) 110= -(1) 157-_ _1(_4

-Other- 10- ,(*); :415_ -(3) 425 1(2)

Tcdal_dis-
placement 3,160- (21) '3,571 -(18)_

Total pOsitions 5, -26)- 15,108- . -(74) 20,334--(100)-

Sourde:- -Field research- data.

=Note: Figures-/inicparentheses-are _percentages-._

ILessz than:0 _percent.



CORREIATES OF DISPIACEMENT

In this preliminsiry- report, several variables are discussed as

correlates of displacetiment. The first sectionon fiscal pressure--

-is especially importarit for the anal,ys.is in this chatter.

De2ile9f.esSure
ITable 3=6 indicates the extent of job creation and displacement by

the degree of fiscal pressure of the :sample jurisdictions, as rated by
16

-the associates. For- this part of*--tle analysis sixteen suhgovernments

beloi the level of the sample jurisdictions were included since inforimation

was available on the -dparee of fiscal pressure, job creation, and displace-

lent -Alarl -these jurisdic tions. Only :positions -retained -by the- sample
1

governtent or Subgovernment- for employment within those _governments_ are
I

included- -in- this _section.

For -sustainment ?SE, -didolaceMent-was-found to be highest in those

jurisdictions witif little 03? no fiscal pressure -(-3)i. percent) and lowest for

those with extreme- fiscal pressure :(15_perdent)°. In-governments with
6moderate fiscal pressure, ,27 percent of the PSE positions were classified

as displacenmnt.

The most important point in= regard- to this section-Of the analysis-

has to-do- with- the job- Creation category -of program smaihteria.nce, cases

where P,SE -employees were used to-avoid- service reductions that-in the :assess-

-ment or -the_ associate -Would, -otherwise have -been- Made. For sustainment PSE,

-fi1 tundrases hbaegy -of- pm- nas_the degree -of: oa tre t s intinanCe

from,z-ero_ in jurisdictions-with- no fiscal pressure -tp-65_ percent in- juris--

-dictiOnti facing-extreme fiscal _pressure . This Is- iiccompanied:ty _a -decline--in- -the

/16. See- theanslySie: form, -appendit =B=0. age--206, -for- inforMation- op-
_hOit ilie:saage--itoternaents,-were-Jolassifitict by fiscal cosiditi.

.



Table 3-6. -PST Positions Classified -is- Job -Creation and Displacementby Degree of Fiscal Pressure,

Semple Governments -and Selected Subgoiernments

litle--H and VI.
-austainmerit

Job - creation i

-Expansion

-program-maintenance

Displacement- -

-Total positions=

Title VI nroJect

Job creation

-E:cpansi-on-

Programmaintenance-

-Displacement

Total-Tositions

=All titles=

.

Job_ creation

-Expansion ..

_-_Program_maintenance

=DisPlacement

otal- positions

=Nona,

Degree- of fiscal pressure

Relatively
little Moderate ExtreMe Total

.,

182 -(66) 974166) ,4,255 -(73) 4,o62--(85)-. 9,-473 176)-_

-178=17- 1'65)- 7531-54 1--,946 (33) 7643-_-(1). 3;5z0 .(28)=8
_ -__

-0- I 114 -(8)=- 1,466-125)_ 3;101(65) 4,681 -_(38)=

-92 (30 .508434)- 1,612==(27)_ 710-1-15) _2;922 -(24)-

-274 ''. 1;482 5,867 -' 4;772 - 4-2-,395_
. ... .

-. . . . .
. .

212 _1-98)-- -697-(90) 1,646 -(98,) -531 (81) 3,086--(93)1
47-(22) -487(63) 637-(38)- 199130) 1,370- (41)==

- =0- -7- (1) 74 7(4)- 178==(27) 259- (8)-
A . (2) 75-_(3.0) 32 -(2) 322-(19) 233-, _(7)-=

216- 772 - 1,678- 653- 3,319
..

0--
, .

394 (80)
.
1,671 -( 74) ;J90= -(78)7 4,593-(85):. 12,559 :( 80Y

225 (46) 1,.240-(55) 2583- (34-), =8:14?._=-(16)- 4,890 -(31):
0 121 (-5) 1,540 12(0_ 3-,279'-(60)=- 4,940- (31 -)

(20)_ 583_(26)- 1,648 (22) 83:(15)-- 3455 ,(20):
T 490- 2,254- -7-, 51+5 5,425 15,7

r__/!

Source: Field research data.

S: Figures in farentheses percentages;
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a

share of positionS classified- as expansion of existing programs, from

65 percent for thosd jurisdiCtions with no fiscal pressure_ to 13 percent

for those with extreme, fiscal pxessure: The same relationship between

program maintenance and fiscal pressure occurs in project PSE but to a

lesser extent. It should be noted that decisions about the staffingfa,

levels of the recipient governments_ in mid-1977 were made in almoSt all

cases (depending on, the budget year used) at or near the trough of the

1975.76 recession. Sustiinment positions ,categorized as program mainten-

ance jyrisdictionii under extreme fiscal pressure- are heaVily concentrated

in distressed- cities. Of the 4,681 positions claSsified as prograi

- maintenance, 85 percent are in foUr large distreased cities. Taken

together jurisdictions classified as facing extreme or - moderate fiscal

pressure account -for percent-of the _positions imthe program

maintenance- category. '

-A -number =of. assodietes stressed the fiscal problems-of their jurisdic-

tions= is deScribing the-program ,maintenance- effects-_Of PSE. or onemaintenance-
,

-F_

-distreSsed the- arii0Oci-s.te_:baid, -"These jobs -would- not Mire -been- -filled-

had' it_ not been- -for -CETA. .- Federal funds have in esaelice=enabled-

city to maintain esseritial city services thrbUgh a period of depression."

= -In a sialar case, the, associate conclUded- that PSE enabled the city to

"maintain services--at -a-higher _level _thaw it mo-uld have in- its -absence and-

-to- insuie- the -stirtrival of some-agencies that might =have_ been 'dropped- alto-

_gethet:"=7:Another - associates- noted= that "the PSE' pr4ram- is viewed by the -city

-government_ ag- -a devide for- nittintain#g _servides; the availability of PSE:

funds is important-for minitizint -an' Otherwite-eimifioant reduction in
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public services." For a similarly hard-pressed city with a declining

economy; the associate reported that "layOffs would have been unavoidable

were it not for the periodic infusions of aderal manpower funds." For

one of the distressed rural jurisdictions in the sample, the associate

reported that "CETA funds were used to provide manpower to maintain several

itiortant county functions."

A critical question for the second round of the field research is

whether with.improved economic conditions these prOgram maintenance positions

will be classified by the associates as absorbed.
17

To the extent this occurs,

the displacement rate will rise for the- second round, unless of course these

effects:are swamped -by others--for example, the-increase-in project positions

sponsored-by.nonprofit organizations. (Nonprofit organizations, as indicated-

earlier were found in the first -round to have-relativeli little displacement.)_

Ob'Jectives of the Program

Table presents overall displacement rates-by_title for the

sample_ governments according to the associates'- reports -as to-what

local-officials Terceived: to be the principal objectives) -of the

PSE:prOgram. These were coded as follows: provision Of regular

government services, transition-to unsubsidizedemployment, selection-of

the most qualified workers, and emphasis on hiring the economically-

disadvantaged. Among the other. responses received were. axing

skill levels, staying within the Dot guidelinls, and selv uir new

17, Zee-the_diacussion-of absorption -in the-beginning of this-.

nhapter,_0. 29-30.
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Table 3-7. ?SE Positions Classified as Job Creation and Displacement bylocai Objectives of the PSE

Program; Sample Governments Only

Objectives
_Job
reation

Title II and
VI sustainment

Transition- 1,149 (61)
= Emphasis on_the-

'-adOnomieally disadvantaged

airing_ the most

qualified employees--
-Rbgularlovernment

.

12516_

181

(70)

(70)

services 2,67 8 (69)

-Other 6,548 (76)

= Title VI n-roiect

Transition 240 (63)

At4hasis-on the
economical-4_disadvintaged- 1,032- (89)

' 1

=-Regular governmedt
-,/

-services 4o6 (77)

Other 1,137 (90)

1

\

Displacement Total-
/

.Number of

jurisdictions

i 727

652

(39)

(30)

1,876

2,168

10

10 -,

79 (30) 260 4

1,205- (?1.) 3,883 15

2,05,.; (24) 8,584 20 '-'

139 (37) 379 9

89 (1a) 1,159- 11

122 (23)_ 528 -8

729 -(10) 1,266 -16

-

I

-:Source: -pAeld research data-.

ote: -Mures in parenthees are percentages,
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employees. One jurisdiction was said to stress "make work" as a major

ISE objective.

The analysis form in this case allowed-for- multiple responses.

Consequently a single jurisdiction can be included under more than one

category.
18

AMINII

18. The-objectives were tlso coded separately -for title II and

title VIaustainment. Theref:re, a further multiple response-oocUrs

if the jurisdiction indicated: dIfferint objectives=for -these two titles.
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The differences between the results for sustainment and for project PSE

are particularly interesting. The objective most often mentioned= for

the sustainment prof am was the provision of regular government services;

this Was followed by transition and hiring the economically disadvantaged-.

For project PSE, hiring the economically disadvantaged received the highest

number of responses, followed by transition. ;Provision-of regular govern-,

rent services was mentioned' for only eight goVernments for project PSE.

The highest level of displacement for both sustainment and project

PSE was found for jurisdictions that emphasized transition. The lowest

,displacement rate was recorded for those that emphasized hiring the

economically disadvantaged, especially for title VI projects.

These results reflect two facets of the -PSE protran2. The first is

that local ,governments-_generall,y take -a-- different v,iew-iof the _project

portion:of PSE than the-f -do of the :dustainment component. Projects =are

more commonly viewed as prOviding employment for the econotically

disadsiantaged while sustainment PSE -tends to be regarded-as _basically

for the-provisicin of governmental services.

A second important point shown in table 3-7,--apd discussed

at the February 1 research donference--relatea to the competition between

the objectives of transition and job creation. To,many local jurisdictions

transition- to- unsubsidized__employn*nt-teans-transfer- to the jurisdietianta

reg4lar work forde; PSE =funds are 'Used either to train participants fOr

eventual vacancies and neW.positiont or as a device for- creating a pool of
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screened applicantS from which new employees can-be selected. In both

cases such positions are quite likely to be classified as'displacement,

thus 'undermining the job creation aim of PSE.

Functional Activities

-rata on the functional areas of the activities of PSE participants

were collected by the' field associates,both.by title and, where possible,

according to the classification of positions as job creation am displace-

ment. (A detailed discussion of the -functional activitir.ts of PSE participants

is presented in chapter 5.-) The activities data were combined into four

main categories: primary services (which includes administration,

protective services, public works, and utilities and sanitation);

social and cultural services (which includes social services, health,

culture and the arts); parks and recreation; and education. =It was

hypothesized that displacement would be more' prevalent in the primary

services and that job creation would be more concentrated in social and

cultUral services and parks and recreation. The hypothesis holds up for

title II-and VI sustainment; the displacement rate in primary Services

vas:17 percent compared to 7 per-cent for-social and cultural seryices- and

13-percent for parks and recreation in the samplegovernments. For

alI of7the sustaimment Positions, 18 percent-of those-in primary-services,

if percent in social andcultural-services, and-15 percentin:_parks and

recreation were judged to- represent-displacement. For project employ-

-merit the hypothesis breaks down and diaplacement is higher insocial

laul cultural services and parks and recreation than-1n primary-seintites.

13
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salaracteristies -of Participants

Information on characteristics was collected to the extent possible

for partidipents filling positions classified as Job creation and

displacement. In many cases, part of a group of participants was

classified as drsplacement and it -was not possible _to assign the

characteristics of specific participants to Job creation or displacement

categories. Thus the data in table,478 represent a smaller number of

partioikants (8,295) than the functional -areadata.

The -distribution of tha characteristica of participants classified

as displacement is especially interesting.,- It is widely assumed --and

:.this was the working hypothesisthat, to the extent displacement:occurreci,

if Would result in -"crezuking" the Participant pOol, -that is, selecting

people more like the regular work force of local governMenta-. This. does

not appear to be the case. For sustainment PSE,. there i not much

difference between the chtiracteristics of those classified as Job creation=

-end displacement, although there are somewhat .smaller' proportions of

minorities and yoUnger persons in displ.acement positions. The displace-

sent category has slightly higher rthppoktioha of AFDC recipients,

economically disadvantaged persons, 8.nd_ members of households beloW- -the

lower-aiving standar&-all of which gdes against_ the creaming hypothesis._

For title VI prc:dects,--agaiti the -surprising_ fact 13 not the de...

gree -of difference hilt the degree of similarity between participants in

dittplaceMent and job creation positions. The percentage of characteris-

tics are almoat exactly the- Bailie for minorities,- and- persons of less
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Table 3-8. Characteristics of PSE Participants in_Job Creation and

Displacement Positions, by Title (in Percentages)

All employing

Sample governments only organizations

Job Displace- Job Disp6.ace-

Creation went Creation ment

Title II and:

VI sustainment
.

:Vale-- 62- 63- - ..

idnority 76 59-

-Under -22 years-of age 17 14

60- 62

74 56

16 14

'Ube, than 12'Sreats

-of-education 18 16 15

Unemployed--more than-

15 =weeks

Znenplciyed 15-- days-but

leis- than 15 weeks_
a

-AFDC=

Ik10,--70--retcent cf
lower living-standerd-

t octotically disadvantaged-

Nuzikbet -of -paitieipaiits,

51 57= 48 57

44 33 141 34

7 1.1. 8 11

,24. 35 28- 34

45 53 45 53'

-4i497 638- -52729 900
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Table 3-8. (continued)

All employing
Sample governments only organizations

.Job Displace- Job Displace -
creation ment creation- ment

Title VI -project

Male 75

iti.nority 78

Under 22 years of age 23

less than 12 years
of education- 31

69 72 66

80 69 'Ti

11 22 13

28 28 22

-Unemployed-_more-

than- 15 -weeks 92 77 -= 91 82

AFDC' -18 .. 14 3.6 16

Economidally disadvantaged- 92 79 90- 87

limber-of participants 1,926 133- 2,566 313

Source: Field research data.

te: In somecases the percentage of participants possessing a given
cteristic is calculated on a small number of participants due to

missing data on that item.
7

O
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than a twelfth grade education. There is a slightly smaller proportion

of AMC family members in displacement positions, although the relation-
/

ship is the reverse for economically disadvantaged participants-19

The essential point is that the widely held view that the PSE

program-is used to hire workers who would otherwise be hired as

regular employees white, middle-class personsfinds little support in

data obtained so far. Persons in displacement positions tend to be

very similar to those in job creation positions and to reflect the

social targeting objectives of the law.

0:..mpations of Participants

Related to the above expectation that persons with characteristics

similar to the regular work force would -be found. in displacement positions

is the similar proposition that, higher skilled persons would be found

more extensively in displacement positians.2
0

We faind little evidence

of a tendency for displacement to be concentrated in more highly skilled

positions. In fact, as shown in tine 3-9, the opposite is true for

professional end technical workers in sustainmerit positions retained by

the sample governments. It Wes noted abort* that, to the extent displacement

occurs, the impact of pa might be similar to revenue sharing for

affirmatiVe action. However, if =displacement iS concentrated in lover-level

- 19. This is a common- pattern in other parts of the anal,ysis, i.e.,
the higher the incidence of disadvantage, the lolier the number of AFDC

family members.

_20. The law-allows for the supplementation of PSE salaries above

$10,000 (see chapter 5).
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-Table 3-9. Percentage 'Breakdown of Job Creaiion-and Displacement.

Positions, Title II and VI Sustainment, by Occupation, Sample

Governments Only

-Occupation Job creation 'Displacement

Managerial '2 . 1

-Professional go 7

Technical 8

Clerical 18= 23I

-Craft 3- -2

-Operative 8
-5-

laborer- -28- -20

-Service 11 38

Total 101 100-

Number -of _positions- 111757 1,139t

o-
: Field research data.

4 .

"
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occupations, the effecton the composition of local government employment

would be reduced; these are positions into which individuals with

characteristics similar to those= of PSE participants mightave been hired

anYway.

se

0
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ti

CONCLUDING CONVENTS

The level of displacement found in this 'study, using, the analytical

framework described at the beginning of thechapter, was lower than

expected, based on previous studies. One possible reason for the

difference between the results presented here and. those of earlier studies

is that, with the exception of the most recent effort by.4eorge Johnson
4.,

and James Toirola; thole- studies were done for the PEP program. It has
been suggested-.by Michael Wiseman that, given the economic conditions

_Under which CETA-PSE waSitiplemented,..and with' the increased attention
-paid to the maintenance,o-feffOrt provisions, the extent of displacement

uaderCETA-PSE would= be lower than displacement under PEP.21 In_ addition,

the l976ameadments introduced the "project" concept and tightened

eligibility requirements.

tFurther differences between= the rsults found here and those of other

latudies-,-that is, differences -in-- addition to- those that_ -may- -be -caused- by

-propel:pia-tic and- adirinistrative changes-relate- to- the definitions used,
ii particUlar that of =program Lain tenance-., Associates -= determined -that

31 percent of the Jositions studied_ (85 -perdent of which -were in four-

-dittresSed- large _Citied) -would- not -have_ been .filled- in, the-absence -of

fund3-tra_ AS- noted- in- -the diseixision of this. employment effects-

'category, -we -will -be interested- in -whether Some Of these --positions; are,

21. Michael Wiseman;_ "Public, EmpldYment =as: Fiscal Policy-0U 21221algal.
Papers on, Economic Activity, 1,18. 1 (=1976), pc -91.
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classified as absorption and displacement in the second round of the field
, -..z.

.

research. Such a reclassification would occur in cases in which associates-
./.

,

determined that by December..19 fiscal' position of the jurisdiction /.

had improved-to the point where the, positions involved would have been

funded in the absence of PSE. Increases in displacement could be

offset by other factors, such as the increasing role of nonprofit

organizations under PSEI_ -In any event, the program maintenance category

of job creation is potentially more fluid than the others used in the

analysis. This suggests that, in-comparisons of various research findings

Z

on PSE employment, a three-part framework should be used for the findings

in this study: new services and activities (51 -percent)-, program

mAntenance (31 percent,) and job displacement ;( -18 percent)

There are other -ways in which the use of a methodology different

from that adopted for this study would- produce different,re4ults..

1. Studies: using aggregate data generally are unable to

. account for positioni that are subcontracted tol federal

agencies and- nonprofit Organizations and are jaded for

job creation purposes
22

, The funding= for these _positions

tends_ to appear in the -Oudgets of the jurisdicitions,

receiving the PSE allocations involved, but the posi-

tions themselves are not ref-lected- in theitemplayment

level. Based -On -the findings of the first round -of

_edjustmuits- to -other studies to -take this

2g The. 1974.-Johnson and- Tomola jp*,,r")---on. the PEP' -program -Cited .earlier#

excluded education f_romilihernment emzyii4nf/and then
made an adjustment of

PSE data to reflect subcon_tracting toJitihiiol didtricts.
.1

If of
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,

faator into account could reduce the displacement rate

observed by as:much as 10 percent.

2. Chapter 4 indicates -that for -all the jurisdictions under

atudy 11 percent of the monthly funding was unobligated

at-the time of the field pbserVations. This could-be
,

included in aggregate data as additional,-funding to local

governments that-was-not spent for employment and therefore

could be-interpreted'as displacement.

-While it is -not possible-inthia-first report to- compare -the findinge-

h
-from the-variots-studies: an- -a specifid basis-, it is clear that the

lecisions -made in-developing-differentMethodologies-can-considerably

-alter the results-obiterved.

82
O

.°
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Chapter 4

FISCAL EFFECTS

This chapter introduces another dimension of the impact of the PSE

program--its effects on the finances of the recipient governments. As

in the case of the analysis of employment effects, a framework was

developed with the cooperation of the associates and incorporated in the

analysis form for 'the first. round of field observations.

The fiscal, analysis in this chapter is an adjunct to the employment

effects analysis. It, considers the fiscal effects of the federal- PSE

dollars:associated -with the positions classified as job creation and

displacement.,` Where displacement- occurred, associates were asked to assess

'4.21A Pubstiiution impact in terms of the- equivalent state- -and local resources re-_,

leased !or other parposes. No attempt was made to analyze the program's -fiscal

impact in 'relation to funds used by recipient governments to -supplement

the salaries of PSE parti4parits or to puettlikse- materials and =supplies for

Pa projects, (=Federal PSE funds: _Cannot 1,e USed to pay`salaries. boVe

$10,000 zper annum. )

Ili the =same vein, this =_analysis of fisca'i effects does not take into

: account - differences in*Troductivity betwe4n -PSE Activities-and _regular

=government ?programs., If -PSE employees" -are less -- productive than the peraons--

itho-,$thez*S.ses WouldhaVe- teen-- hired- in- cases-whete- displacement- occurs,

-thipriwOultt free- resa- -Money in the budget -of the recipient .government

then' Jassitmedi in -thiss.-analysis-. On the other hand,- if :PSE -- workers=

receive fr lOwer wall_ (presumably still the "prevailing" rate,_ but for -a-

losir skill _level, -OlariSification). and yet -are amore, _just,-as, -pidduetive
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as higher-paid regular employees, the opposite; effedt would occur; "PSE

fiscal relief would be greater from the point of vievi, of the local budget

than the federal dollars contributed. This maYt_in fact, -be the case.

When associates were asked for their overall judgment of the productivity

of PSE workers compared to regular employees,' ',the reaultS on the whole.

were positive. Although associates tended to -resist making summary

statements on productivity:, most .reported. that PSE" participants were

,engaged in the se.ne activities as regular workers. Six associates

/ qualified their response; by saying that PSE participants tended to be in

lower priority jobs. 1h four cases,_assOciittes 'judged PSE participants

to be more productive than regular workers, anc in: three caSesl,par iciparita

ti

were said to- he more -prOductive in title II and VI positions= but. not "in=

title VI piojeets. It is possible that thiS situation.will change as the'

-project pOrtion of the.-PSE-Iirogram expanda.

DEFINITIONS

In cases *here the employment effect identified is "job creation, the

fiscal effect is additional expenditures for employment admini.Strative

purposes, related;to the: jobs created under PSE. Only-the direct rffedt on
ir

governments is considered.' Vie do not consider private .se:tor and' second-

order consequences, that it, indirect. steriding:StImulated by PSE or the

included effect3 of PSE spending; The emphasis here, as throughoutcthis=
=study, is on the near term. The relative multiplf tr impact- of EPSE'l is not

examined, 'although some exploratory work is underway to consider this

subject. 'in- :field -Studies,

_For the- fiscal' effects analysis_ in, this- study, the -most important _cades-

involve displteement, here, the' -key :Concept- is Substitution. If -at_jurisdic-

i
ton- uses- PSE -funds to:displace _sOmeone- who= otherwise would have bet?n, employed] by

that __governmantr this; substitutes- rfederit1 =money for local resources 1Whicy can
-84=

-
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then be used for other purposes. Such substitution effects can occur in,

one of three ways. First, taxes can be cut or stabilized. Both kinds of

tax effects, in essence, transfer the direct_PSE stimulus from the public

sector to the private sector.

The second kind of substitution effect is to maintain a higher level

of fund balances than otherwise would-have been the ease.- Increased fund

balances raise a special problem since it is less clear than in the case

11.

of tax substitution that a private sector, stimulus would result. As there

is likewise no stimulus impact in the public sector, to the extent that

fund balances accumulate, the economic stimulus effect -PSEAS-delayed

or 'dissipated.

Associates classified -thefiscal effect of PSE as increased fund

balances only where their examination-indicated:that this was- regarded to

be the lcing=term-effect of some portion of the PSE funds-received by-a

=sample government Where increased4und balances -were regarded to be-a
#,

temrorsyy effect, associates were asked-to report on what they regarded as

the most likely eyentual outcome of displacement. This is an important

;Dint since nationalicome accounts data for 1977 indiCate a large buildup

of_state and local surpluses. SuCh-a buildup of surpluses as a consequence-
.-

Axf PSEhimelmat. reported in-this study. Another-possible reasonlfor_te-
/

difference
/
between the fiscal effects datson substitution reported-here

and'th4,nationaI income accounts data is the fact that municipal_governments--

'and lairge cities in perticular--are disproportionately represented in the sample,
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The third kind of substitution effect involves cases in which the

. observed employment impact is die;lacement yet the recipient government

uses the, freed resources to expand other programs. The key point here

is that displacement 'can occur in a way that has a direct (or nearly so)

stimulus effeCt in the public Sector, either for capital or operating

purposed.

To recapitulite;,the fiscal effects of PSE. job displacement on the

recipient governments are 'Subdivided as follows for purposes of this.

study:

Tax- Ei'fecta

1. 102L deduction: Cases in which fundereleased as a result of PSE

job displacement are used to reduce tax rates at the local level.

. lax stabilization: Cases in which funds released through displace-

ment are used to avoid a tax increase or to reduce the amotint of a

tax increase.

kereased Fund Balances

Cases in which funds released' through displacement result.in

increased- fund balances-:

-Extenditure Effects-

1. preratinz:- -CaSes in _which -funds released through displacement -are

used= elsewhere in the government- o increase employment or for

-other operating- purposes.

Carital:- Cases; in which funds released through _asplacement =are
I

-used- for CPTItal- projects or the purchase-of equipment. In essence

-tacit was to be-a qubsidyto- labor _beconest, subsidy to- capital.
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FUNDS RECEIVED BY THE SAMPLE UNITS

The associates, provided fiscal data for the month of July based on

-the disposition of PSE funds as of the observation date for the positions

reported in chapter 3.

Nationally the allocation of PSE funds to local governments includes

funds to maintain the existing level of employment in the program and. to

Increase that level through March of 1978. The grant represents a stock

of dollars available to the local government, but the operation of the

program is in the form of a flow over two fiscal years. The rate of that

no* was increasing in mid-1977. Altogether the governnents in this chapter

will receive slightly over $500 million in- fiscal years 1977 and 1978. As

shown in table 4-1, they planned to spend approx.imately $21 million in

July 1977, 0f this sum three-quarters represents title II and title VI

sustainment ftmding and the remainder title VI project funding.

Table 4.4. PSE Raiding Allocationb to the Sample Units fol.July 1977 an

Planned Spending for Wages and_Adrninistratiou

Monthly
gllocation,

spending for:

,- Title II and VI
sustainment_

o

Title- VI_projedit

Total

$15,420,100-

5,663A00

$4,013,500

$14-4302-,300=

4-A60-A00-

. _$3.9)162-i-600

$1,117,-800:

803,000

_$1,920,900-

Source: Field research data..

_I;
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Of the monthly total of $21 million, sample units planned to use

91 percent for wages and 9 percent for administration. Administration

does not include PSE employees assigned to administrative duties for;PSE.

The proportion of PSE funds accounted for by administration was fairly -

constant across jurisdiction types and therefore may be generalized to

the program As a whole. Under the regulations governing the program, a

local_government may use up to 15 prYrcent of its grant for administrative

. purposes.

Of the funds planned for use in July ($21 million), approximately
.

$2 imill -ton had- not been allocated as of the midmonth observation_ date;

most of these funds (41,515-1000). were re assigned to title 111 project

positions, which generally take longer to organize than title II and

title YI sustainment positions. Another $1,854,000, not included in
mo,

the analysis that- follows, representsPSE funding for the nonsampled

positions in the six cities-where ai sampling procedure was used- in the

first round of the field- research. This leaves -- $16,671,000 for the

20,334 positions considered in the employment, effects analysis in chapter 3.

data and analysis,in the remainder of this chapter are based on this

number.

SUMWARY FISCAL EFFECTS DAXA.

Table 4-2 summarizes the, fiscal effects data for both titles for -all

of =the sample units. More than four-fifths of the funds included in this

analysis were assigned to 'direct stimulus effects through increased

employment on the part of local governments and other, sponsoring organizations.

Amonusubsititution_effects, tax stabili74tion Wite far and away-the mo t

impOrtant fiscal effect of displaces-int on the -finances- of the gove

end agerzies receiving funds for-PSE positions.

at.
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_

Table 4-2,. Fiscal Effects Data for the Sample Units.

Effect -Amount Percent

Diredt PSE stimulus
Job creation $12,366,300 73.0

Administration- 1,920,900 11.5

Substitution 24583,700 256
209,300Tax reduction 1.3

Tax stabilization 1,730,900 10.4

Increased fund balances . 69,400 .4

Operating expenditures 65,000 .4
.

Capital expenditures 29,000 .2

Unallocated (displacement) 480,100 2.9

Total U6,671,000 100.1

Source: Field research data:

ANALYSTS OF TYPES OF SUBSTITUTION EFFECTS,

Tax Stabilization

Altogether,.fourteen sample units were -found to have used PSE funds

to stabilize taxes. Ten of the fourteen'are cities and all but tio of these

have populations over 100,000; distressed cities stand out, in

terms of both the number of jurisdictions invOlved and their rate of tax

stabilization. Eight of the jurisdictions with- tax stabilization-effects

. were judged to have used all of the funds released c,9 a result of PSE job

displacement for this purpose.

In their analyses, associates for the jurisdictions in this group

emphasized the policies of local officials-] For a distressed city in.the,1

Eat, for example, the associate wrote, "The city is under` intense pressure
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-not to raise its already very high tax rate. Cutting the budget to the

fullest extent possible is an overriding policy." The associate concluded

as a result that it is "reasonable in: this setting to classify PSE dispaxe-

ment.as aiding the city in achieving its tax stabilization goals." The

associate for another distressed city, in this case with an especially high

displacement rate-, stressed the pressures -on the city-to-provide services and

the temptation that the PSE program represented in this context. This city

nis=like a retired lady who sees her pension reduced and her surroundings

growing shabby but manages -frugally: Someone _gives her $10,000 and tells-

her-she must_spend---it-on-luxuries. She tries to accommodate-but can't resist

finding mays of banking some of it."

-For an economically -much stronger city in the Southwest, the associate

motedithat tax _statdlization-washa very iniortant objective-of _the -city,

"Given the ,salience of that objective, it is not surprising that local

.policymakers met the challenge of a recession-triggered revenue shortfall

in the1975476f iudget by placing a -freeze- on hiring:and then, in -the words

of the-mayor-at the time, 'unfreezing -with CETA-1"- In this case, the

city budget for 1976-77 contained language which-referred specifically to

the use of PSE positions to "free up-general funds."

Anothei: city in this group, also relati4ely ;ell-off, had a high-

displacement rate (46 percent). The assorciate stressed the conserva-

tive attitude of its officials and concluded that without PSE the

city would-have-hadito increase the fees charged for city services and

probably-ilio-to raise its-general sales-tax from2-cents to 3 dents-
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Tax Reduction

Three jurisdictions (two counties and a city) were classified by asso-

ciates as having reduced taxe2 as a consequence of PSE. In only one case

was this the sole substitution effect, a`case involving a suburban county

classified 23 having a 15 percent job displacement rate under PSE which

enabled the county to reduce its local property tax iii 1977.Likewise, in

a distressed city in which development goals have received major emphasis,

PSE waszdescribed by the associate as enabling the city to reduce its property

tax; especially for business-development purposes.

Increased Fund Balances

Four jurisaictions -were found to have- used- -PSE money to increase

local -find balances. This group includes -two coun ties and- two. cities.

In one of the cities the associate basid his. decision:on an analysis of

city *finances and`the maintenance of a high level of vacancies parallel to

filled PSE positions under the supervision of a "hiring freeze cOmmittee."
.

For the county government with the largest proportionate fiscal effect

in -this category, the associate finked the analysis to the rate of public

works spending, indicating that PSE projects in this area enabled the

county tolaintain a higher fund balance than otherwise would have been

the case.

Wenditure Effects.

Tile third set `of substitution effects in the franiwork for this analysis

involves cases where displacement was observed as the direct effect Of PSE-,



but the recipient governments used the released funds for 'other expenditure

purposes, either capital or operating. Additional employment that

resulted from the expenditure of these funds was not counted as job

creation ill chapter 3. However, if these funds Were treated as direct job

dreation expenditure rather than- displacement, the findings in this chapter

would not change significantly.1

Three jurisdictions are' included in this group, two counties and one city.

By far the most- important case is that of a medium-sized suburban city

which was judged by the associate to have used- all of its released PSE .funds

for anew city office building complex. A bond issue for this project had

been turned down by the voters, Local officials indicated that the question

then became how to finance this project without bond support. -According to

the associate, "the solutiorrwas to shift funds and personnel from iegular

-sources- into this projedt and rely on fedcTal (CETA) fUnds and personnel to

support traditional city programs." The local ohief executiVe was reported

to "belieVe he has discretionary Use of all federal funds. . . Hence, by

1. From a macroecoitothic point of view there are =basically three types
of fiscal effects: direct expenditures-, tax cuts lincluding tax stabilizfatiOn)
and increased= fund balances. If the direct expenditures identified. in-
this study Its fl.tcal effects of displadement are added to dirOct job
creation expiriditures, the diatribution of fisda3.=effects is= as follOWS:

Expenditurei- foi. job -creation. and adinini.stration

Tax cuts and= stabilizatidn
Ithieateds_ fund= balances

unallocated- displacement
1.

4. I

$14,1$1,300
1,940,2co

69,03
48o,I.o0-

85.-1

0.4
2.9_

$16,673.,000
I

The,--difference between the displacement est.?;:letet -and= -the substitution-

oiStisiat,ea _ic- a -fttiaeticin of wage -diffekentiali.

._,

-
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shifting funds, he has managed` to meet the goals which he and the city

cow-Lail have determined to be in the best interest of the city." No

other caseswere found -where the associate was told by local officials

that they could and would regard PSE money on such a fungible basis.

This is not to say that the sample, governments were rigorous about

respecting fedeial purposes and unwilling to bend thproiram to meet

local objectives. Rather, the point is that this was the only case of an

overt and -determined effort to treatoPSE funds ion a revenue, sharing basis

in it way that quite explicit :_y challenges federal policy objeCtlyes.

One of the main reasons g n for this low level of overt transfers

of PSE funds to achieve other public purposes has to do with the availability

of federal grants generally. Associates point?d out that, access to more
_

. . flexible federal' funds under other programs, plus the late increase in

federal. grants in 1977, 'reduced the pressure on local officialkto shift

PSE.-funds into other pockets. Additional reasons given for the Dick of direct

and overt budget manipulation of PSE funds relate to the PSE program itself, .,

for example, the expectation that spending under this" program-would be reduced

in= the recovery-phase, the new eligibilitSr'requirements, the policy- that

one-third of *project positions should be assigned to nonprofit organize-

tionss and the durational limit on projects. These explanations foilthe

fiscal, behavior of local officials are, 'of course,' equally'related to the

' findings in chapter- 3 cmithe relatively low- -tit is, lower than expected--

displacement rate under- the PSE Program in-mid -July.
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Chapter 5

ACTIVITIES AN]) CHARACTERISTICS 0J PSE PARTICIPANTS

The purpose of this_ chapter-ie to, examine the programmatic and social-

effects of the PSE prograt, The-three rain questions addressed are what
-do participants dp, .who. are they, and what -vages do the,y/ rebeive?

/One of the main purposes of PSE is tb Provide needed public services
at the community level; To study these programmatic effects of PSE, the

'analysis preiented.in't.he first two sections Of thii chapter considers the
functional. areas: (health, protective services,kparks and recreation) .and

4 occupe.tions of PSE participants (clerical, laborer,, and techni:cal). )We
, ,

do nci:e in this chapter examine outputs, slthough as noted . chapter 4,

associates=- indicated that PSE paitidipants on the -whole appeared to be

AO.

as productive as other -workers:

The third- section orthe chapter deals with the effects of the sodial
-targeting reqUiremen-ta of -tile PSE legislation. The characteristiOs =of

participants are examined in.,relatiOn ta the eligibility requireMents Of

current law; data _presented- inclaide demographic clialacteristics _(sex, race,
age, level C.).? educatibn)i labo force status,_ and income, categories.

. The fourth section of the dh pter anal,yZ s'the vageo,,of PSE. participants-.
.EmPha sis is placed-on wagelevels--_ relation to-the- occuPational,dladeifica=

tions of participants. Data_- areL °a o presented oti -the, 3.0CaI contributiOn

torwage_s paid. in zexcess of :the federal_doritribution4'

L
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ANALYSIS BY FUNCTION
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'Not onl r.does the> PSE..prograp help participants by providing them

with employment,. the, participants "pay back" the community through the

provision of public services. Relatively little current information is.

available on the types Of services provided under the PSE program. The,

lacKof -such information can be .attributed in pelt' to,::the fact "that the

legislation /and' remulations focus more on who is to be, employed;than on

k the services fio be provided. The result is that.. recipient governments can

,:tailor their PSE programs to their particular needs in terms of the func-

tional areas in which participants are employed and the type of work in
w ,..,,: -"-

which they are engaged-. The amount_ Of ,latitUde that recipient governments.

,,
0-

_are; afforded is very broad. , 3, 4
. - I i-_

4t The Depiirtmerit\ofLabor (pot)_ currently collectS information on the-
1

hinCtional areas in_ Which- -PSE Participants -are employed for` title VI ./,--,

projeqs. (f3rior to the adoption of the title VI project authArity,_ -DOL /
i

;

di-d- not collect such information.) -Since this -part of the _pro:7.ram is just

=getting_ unde y_ the field- data_ collected-tin this- studyt on the- functional,'
, . ,- 4, , -,

area- assignmdnta of PSE- participants for -both titles _Provide_ -an_ iinpOrtani' source

-of current -itiformatton on this aspect of the program_ .i, . /
In the dnalYsis we examine nine 'functional areasfihidhare grouped

1

,
into- fourilma -categories,._ The categories- are- d?ScAbeia-belo*and

i

illuatiited in table 5-1,

-

1:
.

44-services; pu /ic irorkS, utilities and sinitation and general a stration--/ . :
. ,

.,.. V
-generalli ixtzltillel. the Census Bureiu defi nitiOn of comm3n. Arndt-tons for

; - ' / --,
sr .:* -..

services: These four funotional areasprotective
.

municipalities.

/



2. Social and cultural services: This category includes

flinctionssthat"ray. or may not be provided by cities and counties. They

are considered to be variable functions in the anal,yses ,of local 'public

finances.

.3;
..
Parks and recreation:: This category combines both park.,building

I / 1 ki

and maintenance functions a's well as more socially ori4nted recreaticinal

functions.
\..

,
1

.
""' li. -Education: Education is. classified separately in this analysis

'tbcause in most cases this func:tionis provided by school distriCts,tti . .. 1
of which are independent.

, \..
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Functional area Illustrative subfunctions Specific examples

:Primary services

Protective services

Public works

-o Fire protection
Police protection-
Prisah-iecurity per-36:1nel

Airport and harbor main-
tenanee
Building inspection and

repair
Highway beautification

Utilities and sanita- Cleanup activities

tion Operation -of power

plants
Operation of sewage

systems

General administration Activities involving
general admtnistrative
functions such as goy-
ernnental financing,
planning, and personnel
administration

ocial and cultural services

Social services

Health

Bilingual services
Day care center
services
Programs fOr the elderly

Clinical staff
Hospital personnel

9 7

Police caders-and---

trainees (Detroit,Mich.)
Prison security guards

(BO:SI-Arkansas) ,

City street repair
(Tulsa, Mla.)
Housing improvement-ad-
tivities (Jefferson
Parish, La.)

Energy power plant
'operators (Rapid City,
S. Dak.)

Trash and debris
cleanup (Houston,Tex.)

o- City- manager 's office:

personnel and data
procesbing-activities
-(Rachester, N-.Y.)

Administrative assistance
ta the-county board of
commissioners (Alexander
County, Ill.)

Social service program
tor ex -offenders-
(Kansas City, MO.)-

o- Planned parenthood
counselors -(-Phoenix,Ark._)

Health-aides and
planners (Baltimare,,Md.)
-Hospital nurses' aides
(White County -, Ark.)
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Table 5 -l. (continued)

Functional area Illustrative subfunctions

,,,,

Specific examples

Culture guides
Theatrical productions

Parks and recreation

Education

Park preservation
activities

i Recreational programs
for youth

Comuunity colleges
Public schools

Community art center

personnel
(Chicago, Ill.)

Musicians for an or-

chestra (Kansas
City, Mo.).

Leaders for recreational
prograts (Arapahoe
County, Colo.)

4-Park rangers_ and

grounds keepers-
(Maricopa -County,_ Ariz.)-

School security patrol
r(Hawthorne SchOol

School teachers
(Independence,Nb.)

Source: Field research data.

98
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The analysis in this section is based-on 17,232 positions repre-

senting thirty -six governments.1 Of these, 12,071 (70 percent) are
.

title II and VI sustainment positions; 5,161 (30 percent) are title VI

project positions.

1.

1. Six jurisdictions were excluded from the analysis in this chapter

'because of insufficient data. For the five included jurisdictions where

a sampling strategy was used in the first round, only the sampled positions

are represented in this analysis. Positions-for one state agency are also

included.

6
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Overall Analysis

Fable 5-2 shows-the distribution-of positions-by functional area and-by

title. Aiiexandnation of the four main categories shows that the overall

distribution does not vary significantly by title. Primary services, for

example, account for 50 percent of title II and VI sustainment positions and

44 percent of the title VI project .positions.. Within the primary service

category, however, the distribution of PSE positions among the functional areas

shows considerable variation. Protective ;ervices.account for the largest,

share-of-title-II-and VT. sustairment positions--19 percent,,,but_only_24ereent

of title VI project positions. In the general administration category, the pro-

portion for sustainment.positions is three times that for project positions. On

the other hand, the percentage of slots assigned to public works is almost

twice as high for project as for sustainment PSE, and for utilitiesand

sanitation the pattern is similar.

These data suggest that within the primary services category the functional

areas of public works and utilities and sanitation are particularly amenable

to the'project apprcach. One relSonfor this maybe time constraints.' Be-

cause of the pressure to develop projects and spend money quiCkly, the easiest

solution often is to assign PSE positions to activities that require the

least%anourit of planning. Public works and utilities and sanitation frequently

have a workshelf of planned but unfunded projects, some of which involve

relatively limited capital costs. .Together the two functions account for

nearly 40 percent of all title VI projects in the sample.

There was also a -tendency among some jurisdictions to segregate title

VI projects so that, if and kien-the level of federal funding for PSE vas

tf



Table 5-2. Percentage Distribution of PSE Participants by Functional Area

s

and Title

Functional area'
'Title II1 VI

sustainment

Primary services ;(2

.
Protective services 19

Pdblic works 14

Utilities_ and sanitation 5

"'General administration 12

Social and- cultural services 19.

Social services la- -

=Health- -4

Culture and -arts . :2

Parks and recreation ig.

Educeion 11

Unallocated
8 .

Total 100 101 101

Number of participants 12,071 5,161 17,232

Title" VI

projects-
All titles

44 -48

2 14

27 18

'11 i
-4 9

24 g.1.

19 15-

-2- 3

3- 3-

4,.s. 13. .

-10 1.1.

7. 8

Source: Field research data.

1 131
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reduced, jurisdictions could disengage relatively.easily. This desire to

avoid becoming dependent on ISE was mentioned by several associates at the

February 1, 1978, conference of field associates, in reference to- the - program

buildup period, -July- December 1971.

It sh4d-le pointed out, however, that the distribution shoWn for title

VI projects may be due to the seasonal nature of many public works, and

-utility and sanitation activities. These activities generally involve

outdoor work which is presumably most easily performed during the summer..

It will be interesting to compare the findings in this report for the midsummer

observation date with those for the December 31, 1977, observation date, to

be presented in the final report on this study.

Another imortant factor in considering the overall functional area

distribution is the fact that the midsummer observations were made when school

,

was not in session. For this reason, education as a function was saieto be

smaller than otherwise would be the case for both sustainment and project

'PSE. Several associates indicated at the February 1 conference that they

fourd a much higher proportion of PSE positions in education for the

December 31,. 1977, observatIon date.

A Comparison with Regular Government Employment

One approach to the analysis of the overall distribution of PSE

positions by functional area is to compere the distribution for PSE with

that for regular employment by local governments. As shown in table 5-3,

the-proportion of PSE positions in the primary services category is similar

to 'that of regular government workers - -in--both cases over-half, In-the other

three-main categories, however, there are considerable differences between PSE

1 02
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Table 5.3. Percentage Distribution of _PSE Positions and Regular Government

Positions by wunctional Area

.

Functio area

Sample goverment Regular positions

and school distiidt within cities and

PSE positionsa --counties °

Primary services

Protective services
17

Public works
21

-Utilities amd sanitation 7

General administration
11

Social and cultural services 10

Social services 5

Health - 3

Culture and arts
2

qk 21
8

10

5
12
NA

Parks and recreation

Educations
1 21

Unallocated
8.

Sources: Field researchdata; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Public Employment

in 1976, ser. GE76-no.1 {Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,-1977).

a. Sample government positions and school district positions are

combined to provide greater comparability with U.S. Census Bureau data.

b. Data on major cities and counties only. U.S. Census Bureau

functional areas were changed to provide greater
comparability with Brookings

field data.

c. PSE position's include those for both independent and dependent

school districts. Regular city and county positions include only those for

dependent school districts.

1 0 0
+.1
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and regular government employment,i,Compared with regular government employment,

-PSE employment is propOitionately much higher in parks and recreation and

much-lower in social services and education (though the qualifications stated

. .

-earlier regarding midsummer findings on PSE employment in education appV'

re- to6) -.

There is also considerable variation within the four main categories of
n

functional-areas. Pdblid works has the largest proportion of PSE participants

'Within primary services yet is the smallest functional area under this heading

within the regular government- work force. Similarly, within the category of

social and cultural services, health accounts for a much higher percentage of

regular.government employment tban of ESE.

To -suinmarize/ it appears that,- compared with regular public employment,
--J

PSE i more oriented toirard projeet=type activities that can be organized .

quickly and toward functions that involve a relatively low level of capital

intensity, as demonstrated by the considerably higher proportion of PSE

workers in social services as compared to health services.
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Distribution by Tie of Organization

When the functional area- data,are analyzed according Lo the type of

employirig organization (as shown in table 5-4), several important pdints

emerge. Of positions within nonprofit organizations, there is,a high

- concentration (68 percent) in the social-and cultural services category.

This is contrasted with the sample governments, where the-largest concentra-

tion (64 percent) is in primary services. The distribution for other local

governments is similar to that for the sample governments; state agencies

show a-more even distribution between Tritary services and social and cultural

services.

.
The most important finding here is the prominence Of social services in

nonprofit-= organizations -as- compared -to sample governments-and other local govern-

-merits. With -new regulations, which stitUlate that nonprofit organizatidins should-

receive one-third of the project funding, the percentage of total pcsitionb

can-be expected to- increase In the social and cultural _services category.

Table 5-5 shows the types of services provided by nonprofit organizations

under the PSE program.
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All,Tirble 5.4. Percentage. bistriliution of PSE Participants by FunctiOi.l. Area and:Enrploying Organization, All,Tities

YundtiOnal area ' Sample
governmenta

Tritary--servides

Protective _services

64-
'-

-Pali° works 24
Utilities and = sanitation 8-
General-. admini-stration 13

Social and--cultural services- 12

Social services- -6
-,4

Culture _awl arts

Parks and recreation 1Z .

Edueation

UnallOcated 5

Total 101

Number of participants -11,317

Source: Field-research data.

School
districts

0 .

(CI

0_

0

220

0

.100

1,361

4

'cf .-

.41

Other' local
governments

- -State
-agene sa-

.
-Nonprofit-

organizations-

la

13.
23
7
6

8
1

3.

28

' 100

1,175

.115.

5
3
*-

3.7

24
11
2.

1.E1-

99

651

-{.

2

*
3

. 5
-1

68

=66

2
6

2

14 ,

100-

2,703

Note: Federal agencies were excluded. from this analysis because of the low number
of PSE -participants (twenty-five) that were employed.

* -Less than 0.5 percent. 107



Table-5-5. Examples of E Positions in Nonprofit Organiiations

85

Organizations
Examples of positions-

Aurora-Association for Reta ded Children

(Ara oe County, Colo;)

COMITIS,- q.

(Arapahoe -Coil. nty, Colo,)

Southwest Boston Seniot Service

(Boston, liSss.)\

YWCA
(Boston, Mass.).

Professional Skills Alliance

(Detroit, Mich.)

River- Indian Community
Oiricopa Cqunty, _Ariz

-* National -Conference of Christians

(Mhricopa-County,, Ariz . )

Center against Sexual Assault
(Phoenix, Ariz.)

American National Red Cross

(Phoenix, Ariz.)

-Phoenix Urban -League

(Phoenix, Ariz.)

MANS
(St. Paul, Minn.)

Zoological Society

` (Seminole County, Fla.)

Casselberry Chainber of Commerce

*(Seminole County, Fla.)

Arthritis Foundation
(Tulsa

_ Up-with Trees, Inc,
=(Tulsay Okla.)

Youth program coordinator

and JewS%,

Counselc54` for young drug
Abusers -and delinquents-

.

Part-time visiting aides

and- drivers

Program coordinator and
Child care workers

Counselors, photo journalist,
boxing .coaches for youths)
especially those in youth gangs

-- Construction workers- for

hoUsing ass is tance-program

Rib development -supervisor,
secretaries, and. _program- aides

tor employment services

ager) supervisor, and =.

c unselors

41 'First aid instructor

-Accountinesp-ecialist trainee

and administrative assistant,,

o- Artists- for a community =tar 4

agency .

Animal caretaker

Clerk

Carpenter and- assistant for

home modification for the

e- Expressway beautification-
-project director'

Source: Field research data.,

Note;Dcamples -include both allocated and filled posi=tions,.

4
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Distribution by Ty Te of Government

When the data are organized by type of-TOYernment using the categories

defined in chapter 3 several interesting findings emerge .2 As shown in

table 5-6 distressed cities have a higher concentration in primary services

_than other types of governments. Large cities as a whole tend to concentrate

more positions in primary services than small cities and suburban areas

and rural jurisdictions. Among primary ervices, protective seryi,
ft

public works account for nearly halt of all PSE positions within c istressed

cities. For small cities and suburban areas, the proportions in primary

services and social and cultural services are almost the sdr.a. Social

services algge
_
acliount for over one-quarter of- the PSE positions. 3

2. In this analysis FSE positions subcontracted to or outstationed
in school districts, other special districts, state and federal agencies,
and nonprofit; organizations are included with the sample government with
which these employing organizations made the.suCcontracting or outstation-
lig agreement. ---

3. It should be noted that the patterns observed in the small cities
and suburban areas and in rural areas may be effected by the relatively
large proportion of unallocated positions

109



Table-5-16. Percentage Distribution of PSE Participants by Functional Area-and Type
0
of Government, All Titles

Functional area

Large, dis-
tressed cities

-Other large
cities

Small cities-and
suburban areas

Rural
areas

Primary services

ProtetiveserVites
Public works
'Utilitiesiand sanitation
General- administration

Social and cultural services-

_Sodial services

Health
_ -Culture and arts

Parks and recreation

'Education

37

?9
3

7

gl-

13
-4-

1

La

12

11

11
13

12

3.1

4
4

1Lt

lo

aa ,

8
12

. 4-

6

i a

26
t ]2-

22.

16

40

_9
17
3
ii
20

13
4

3

4

19

'Unalloo
8 A 12.--

a ted
3:

Total
lOo 101 162

100

Number of participants
9,186 6,836 3,342 617

.

-

Source: Field research data.

1 ' 0

03
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piatribution 1:67-Fiscal Condition

As in chapter 3, where fiscal distress was found to affeCt the distribu-

tion- of PSE positions among the various employtent effects (notably_influenc,.

ing the program maintenance category), the fiscal condition of the sample

d

governments appears to influence the functional mix of their-PSE programs..--

Distressed governments are much-more likely to use PSE positions for.

primary services than,for other kings of activities. As shown in table

5-7, a majority of the positions in the governments with extreme fiscal

. pressure are in primary, services. 0f the samrae jurisdictions experienc/ing

no fiscal pressure -almost one-third of the rositions-are in-sbcial and-

Cultural services.

.
Variation also occurs within the -primary services category. The-summary,

list belovshows,thedominant activities within primary services -for the -foliFc

fiscal pressure- categories:

fiscal-condition

Eitreme -fiscal pressure

-Moderate ilScal preSsurd
Relatively little fiscal pressure
IbifisdaI -pressure

-Dominant activities-within primary services.

ProtectiVeaervices; rdblic works
Public works; general administration
Utilities andaanitation;_ public works
No particular pattern

The findings--here parallel those in-charter 3. The fact. that ralmary

services are predominant'in sample jurisdictions under-extreme fiscal pressure

reflects the importance reportedly attached by these governnents to

avoiding service reductions.

112



Table 5-7; Percentage Distribution of Participants by Functional. Area and Fiscal. Condition, All Titles

Ikinetional area
No-Ili:lad

Ta.essure

Relatively little
fiscal pressure

Moderate

fiscal- pressure

Primary- services

Protective services ' 8 9 11

Public ii,orks- 9 15 3.9

Utilities= -and sanitation 3 17 5

-General adininistratian -6 6 14

Social and cultural services 20 16

Social services 29 17 9

_Health_ * I 4

Culture and -arts 3 2- 3

..=Parks_z-and-recreation_
10 12 13.

EdticatiOn' 2.-2
-8 11.

Unallocated 12 13 1

Total 99 100 98

-Number of participants 2,115 3,263 _8,916-

Source: Field research - 'data.

1* Less than -0:5 percent.

Extreme
fiscal pressure

21
21

7

20

15
4-
1

16

Z

4

'99

-54803--
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Perceptions of Local Officials

One final factor was identified that ii-Oluences or at_Ieast-appears-------

to influence, the functional mix of TSE-participants-_-the perceptions-
)

and preferences of the officials of the sample governments. This factor

was emphasized by a number of associates at the February 1 field research

%

conference. For example, where PSE is considered an extension of regular

government activities, the functional mix tends to parallel that of regular

employees and, as might be expected-, primary services are especially

important. According to one associate;

In White County, Arkansas, the PSE program is perceived as
a helpful,way of obtaining needed employees. While a
state *an spells out the priority groupe to- be .served,
such objectives are carried out in an incidental manner.
The needs of the county government seem to come first.
This should notbe interpreted to mean the county does
not care about these objectives. PSE is perceived by
county officials as a way to help county,government,
rather than a -way to relieve unemployment.

In contrast
Y some jurisdictions appear to make a conscious attempt to

ensure that PSE does not tecome _part of the reguiargovernmentai activities,

In Houston, Texas, the concept of pa most important
to local officials Is that the entire CETA programs division
is on- "soft" Loney, thus it is "left alone" by the-other
departments and divisions of city government. In essence
the objective is to provide a mechanism to reduce and
prevent high unemployment -rates, reduce public assistance,
and provide career'` development for Members of minority
groups to the extent necessary in order'to have a permahent
and positive effect-on the- persons involved.

In-this jurisdiction, almbst one-fourth of the PSE pOsitionS were in the

social and cultural services, Although primary services still accounted.

for over half of the positions used, only3_percent were in _protective

services,

ti



ANALYSIS BY OCCUPATION

91.

Under programmatic effects, the occupations of PSE participants are also

considered. DOL data are not available on,the. occupational classifications

for title II and title VI sustainment, only for the new title VI project

component of CETA. This study provides occupational information on both

sustainment and project positions and shows that there are substantial

differences between these two main components of the -PSE program.

Table 5-8 shows the occupational-breakdown according to the +standard

occupational categories used in the analysis form; occupational data were

obtained. for 21,042 PSE participants .4.- The second column of -this table shows

the distribution of all employed persons in comparable occupations in the

United States- in 1976. As expected, ,there is a much higher concentration

6f psg participants in lower skilled occupations; over half are clasSified

as TabOrers arid service workers compared to 20 percent for the national

labor force. On the other hand; the proportion of persons 'ilithe craft and

operative categories for the -national labor force is three times that for

the PSE program, and for the managerial category the ratio is 6:i. Perhaps

the most interesting point is _that professional, technical, and clerical

personnel account for the same proportion of both groups:a

4. In some jurisdictions there are PSE participants working as

technicians, paraprofessionals, and other types of aides. In this analysis,

these =positions are categorized with the occupational level to which they

are an adjunct. In the second round of research, separate occupational

categories will be added for technicians, paraprofessionals, and administrative

positions.
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Table 5-8. Percentage Distribution of PSE and Non-PSE Employees by_OccupatiOn

Occupation -PSE participants All employed_persons, 1976a ".

lianageital 2 12

Professional 11.

Technical 6

17b

Clerical 20- 20_

=Craft _2- 11+-

Operative 8 17

Laborer 29 6

Service 22-

Total 100 -1(0

Nutber :21,042 78,100,000

Sources: Field research data; U.S. Department of labor, Bureau of -labor
Statistics, Handbook of Labor Statistics, 142177, Bulletin 1966 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1977), p.- 20402.

-a. Excluded are sales workers, private household workers, farmers,
farm laborers, farm managers, and farm supervisors.

b; This figure includes both professional and technical occupations.

117



When-sitilar data are examined for the sustainment and project portions

of the PSE program (table5-9) two interesting points emerge.
First, the

proportion-of professional clerical, and-service workers it much hither

in the sustainment portiOn_of_the programithan-for 'die-project ,portion.

,Second, the proportionof operatives and laborers is higher in projects

than in sustainment. These findings reflect the greater concentration

_of -projects in-the-functional areas of public works and utilities

and sanitation, pointed out earlier. -Countervailing trends make projections

-difficult, hdwever. As more projects reach full operational level and:are

initiated,_ the proportiOn of lower skilleUpositionaiOuld be-eipecteAtid

-increase. 'On-the other-hand, as more positiont- are prOvided-to-nonprofit

organizationt, giVen the tendency of these organizations to have higher

skilled PSE personnel, this could cause the Prd-portion of lovier
4,

skilled

positions to decline. (One associate offered at a qualification here

that nonprofit organizations may overciassify the skill level's bf PSE

participants.)

118



Table 5-9. Perdentage Distribution- of Pa PartiCipants by Occupation-and

Title

-Occupation

Managerial

Professional

. Technical

Clerical

Craft

Operative

Laborer

Service

Total.

Number 16,656 . 4,386

Title Ii, VI
sustainment

.,
Title VI
projects

2
..."

13 5

6 _ 6

23 -9

2 3

1 a 4 24

28 37

24 - 14 _

102 100

Source: Field research, data.

r

1 1 0A.-4v

V
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StWARY-OF -PROGRAWATIC -EFFECTS

A number of summary_points concerning the programmatic effects-of PSE

can be made here on the basisof the functional
and-occuvationai data for-

the first-round field observations: ti

1. Primary services are predominant in both sustainment and

project,PSE, although less so for the, projects.

2, Within primary services, PSE participants in sustainment

positions are more likely to be in protective services and

general administration. Project participants tend to_be in

public works, utilities, and sanitationiwhich are more

amenable to theeproject approach.

-----3",-The7propOrtion-of-PSE-participants
ih-e-dudtitiddris

small, but this may be explained by the midsummer observation

date,

4. CompatO to the regUlar government labor.force, PSE participants

are more likely to be in public works and-parks and recreation,
.3 -

again reflecting the - project orientation of the PSE program.

5. Nonprofit organizations tend to-concentrate-PSE positions-in

social and cultural services. This could-affect the oVerall

functional distribution as the role-of these organiZations

expands under PSE.

Large
citiesrand_fiscallyhard-iressed jurisdictions tend to

devote the largest proportions-of their PSE positionkto primary

services (especially- protective Services-and works).



Small cities and suburban- jurisdictions tend to have a higher

concentration of PSE-tartidiliaht§ "ii social services.

7. PSE participants are more likely to-be in lower-skilled-occupa-

.4-!
'dons than other workers. As between sustainment and project.

PSEr the proportion of lower skilled poSitions is greater in

the project portioh of the program.

In sum, PSE participants tend to be working in basic service areas.

They also tend to be in- relatively-low- skilled positions, although there is

a_sizable proportion-in professional and technical capacities. It is

expectedthat as of the December observation date there will be more PSE

participants in education and social services and perhaps a somewhat higher

proportion in lower skilled job categories. Little-evidence was found by

associates that PSE is a "make York" and "leaf raking" program., This'is not

surprising light of the present dopiihance-of-Primary services. However,

both the functionarsiea distribution and skill levels may change

_role of nonprofit and other employing organizations grows and full operational

levels are reached in both titles.



CHARACTERISTICS OF PSE PARTICIPANTS
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A recurring theme.in this report, and in the literature on- PSE, is the

iftirig and sometimes- conflicting objectives of the PSE Program. Especially_

--important is the relationship between the PSE objective of stibulating the

-economy (its counferCyclicaI purpose) and the objective of%aidipg the

disadvantaged (its structural purpose). Thistrelationship is ,clearly

-reflected in recent legislation. The 1976 emergency extension of title VI

reflects -ttie stimulus purpose- ofthe program while at the same time adding

social targeting requirements which strengthen the,atruotUral objective of 'PSE.7

The analysis-in this section is -based=on three typesofParticipant:

-characteristics --Aemographic variables (sex, race, age,_ and educational`

attainment-); labor forge status;
6

and income VariableskAFDC status,

7
-economic-ditadvantage0A and 'number of-persons-at or-below 70_pereent of the

5. See chapter 2, pp. 12-13.

6. Persons employed udder.title II,and those selected to fill up tq'one-

half of the vacancies which arise under the title VI sustainment portion df PSE

are required under current law to have been unemployed for at,least thirty

days (or at least fifteen days for title VI sustainment in areas of excessively

high unemployment). Persons filling the other half of.titletVI sustainment

anvacancies d all persons in'title VI projects are require o have been

unemployed for fifteen weeks or more oUt of the:immediately precgdpg twenty weeks.

Ills requirement does not apply to such groups as: (1) persons who have

exhausted their unemployment coMpensation; (2), AFDC family members; (3) recently

-discharged veterans.

7% An economically disadvantaged Individual is defined a% a person in

poverty who does not have suitable employment aqii.A either: (1) a high school

dropout; (2) a member ot aminority; (3) under twenty-two years of age; (4) forty

years of age or older; or (5) handicapped. PoverV,is determined by taking

into accoiint several criteria including the receipt of cash welfare payments,

end annual income adjusted for faMily size and location.

9



13iet living Standard-.0

Characteristics data were obtained for 19,239 participants representing

'thirty-five sample jurisdictions, Of all the data Collected for analysis-,

.associates had the most difficulty obtaining characteristicainforiation

These problems were discussed at the February 1

incompatibility- of local management infortation

conference. tie,

systems with the needs of

this study often necessitated the use of individual participant files.-

Mbreover_, these files were frequently incomplete. The availability-of

characteristics data by major category varies considerably because of these

limitations. Data on demographic variables are the most extensive, with
4

approximately 18,006 positions reported. Income variables are less complete,

and labot force variables are the least complete, with approximately 8,500

positions represented.. Due -Col3he considerable variation among- sponsor

and government typei, when the characteristics are considered, these-data

o

are-notpresented in aggregate form in this,preliminary report. *They -are

presented first by type of prime sponsor and then. by type-of governtent_ ,

:cteristics by Type of Prime Sponsor 1

Uhle5-10 shows the cliracteristics of PSE participants according to

the type of prime sponsor-of which -the sample jurisdictions are-a part. ,One

important finding is the highTroportion of minority gtoup members in city

prime sponsors as-compared-with other types `6f prite sponaors. Three-fourth's

of the PSE participants forcity prime sponsors axe-Minorities) whereas

.

8; Tle lowers living standard is annually determined by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and takes into accOupt family size and location. For title

VI projects and at least half of title VI sustainment vacancies the
eligibility requirements stipulate that a participant be either economically

:.disadvantaged or at or below 70 percent of the lower living standard at the

time ot entry "Into the PSE program.

12,3



_Table 57.10.__Percentage Distribution-of Participant Characteristics by Type of

Prime Sponsor, All Titles

Characteristic, Cities Counties Consortia -States

.
,

Vale 70 59 62 63

ar.

Minority

Under 22 years of age

Tess than 12 years_ of
education

(13,853)

75
(13,748)

18
(12,896)

21

(12;896)

(44o)

28
(44o)

21

(360)

28
(360_

(777)

56

(777)

17

(T77)

22

(777)

(272)

31
(272)

11
(261)

-26

(272)

-4_. '

AFDC family member- 10 4 10 3 ,

(13,167)- (256)- (777) =(251)

Imdme-beioW74 of the -45 50 32 -6

lower9.iyingstandard (4,154)- (161)_ -(585) (202)

.
, ..,

-Economically disadvantaged 59 59 -62 46
1 (13,748) (333) '(777) (262)

,1

Source: Field research data.

Note: Figurea in parentheses indicate the number of _participants for-whom

'data are available.

1 2,4
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slightly over one-fourth of the participants for county prime sponsors are

minorities, Other important findings are the high proportion of economically

disadvantaged participants for consortia and of _males tor-city-prime-

sponsors.
9

It is possible to compare the field data with demographic data collected

',,by the Department of Labor in its Continuous Longitudinal Nhnpower Survey

-(CLMS)= of PSE participants (see table 5-11,,10 Since tile tINNE data concern

new enrollees for each calendar quarter and the field data include all

program participants-as-of the midsuMmer-observation -date, several quartCrs-

of CLMS data 'have been combined to make-CLMS figures and the field data-

more comparable.

:. Differences tetWeen figures from the two data sources generally do mot

exceed -5 percent._ Notable exceptions are- the= minority _group perdentage-

for city and-consortium _prime sponsors. This reflects- the fact that the

_

Brookings sample tends. to emphasize larger-cities-and central-cities

within consortia,_whereminority groups tend to- be- proportionately larger. i

-There-are also some differences for state sponsorabutthemumber=ot

participants in this category of the field data is -quite small.

9. The higher proportions of males for all sponsor types may be

due to the preference given to veterans,in hiring. All PSE vacancies

must be listed in local employment service offices at least forty-eight

hours before the vacancies are filled, so that qualified veterans have

a chance of being referred for the position.

10. These data were made available by the Office of Evaluation,

Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.
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Table 5-11. Percentage Distrintion of CUSS PSE Participant Characteristics

for Fourth_ Quarter FY 1976 to Third Quarter FY 1977-by Type of Prime Sponsor

Characteristic Ci4ies Counties Consortia States

Male 64 65 63 64

Minority
,)

nority 63 35 41 .23'

Under 22 years of age 20 22 19 22

Less than 12 years of

education 22 24 23 30.

AFDC family member 9 9 8 8

Economically disadvantaged 63 58 62 61

Number of participants 50,258 82,780 128,066 137,367

Source: Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey, U.S. Department of Labor,

:special tabulation from preliminary data.

12
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Characteristics by Type of Government

Table 5-12 presents characteristics data for all titles by type of

government.' The figures show that the proportion of AFDC family members

was higher in large, distressed cities (14 percent) than for any other type

of government. Small cities and suburban areas, on the other hand, account

for the highest percentage of economically disadvantaged participants (82

percent).

The most notable finding is the difference between larger and smaller

jurisdictions in the percentage of minority participation. Almost three-

lotrths of the participants in the-large cities_ dremembers of-minority

groups:, compared-with one-fourth in smaller jurisdictions. Eciwever-,4hen

these findings are compared with the relative proportions of minorities in

the population in 1970 (table 5-13), two important points emerge, First,

in all types of governments in the sample, the percentage of PSE parti-

cipants from minority groups was considerably higher than the minority

percentage in the general population, using 1970 as the base year.

Second, small cities and suburban areas actually served the highest

proportion of minorities relative to their minoritrpopulation.

When the distribution of participant, characteristics is shown by

title, several interesting patterns appear (table 5-14): Except in

small cities and suburban areas, a greater proportion Of project= partici-

pants have less than a high school education. For all types of governments

the percentage:-ofAEDC family members and economically disadvantaged

persons is higher for PSE projects than for the sustainment portion of
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Table 5-12. Percentage Distribution of Participant Characteristics by Type-

of Government, All Titles

-Characteristic
Latta, dis-
tressed cities

Other large
cities

Small cities and
suburban areas

Rural
areas

73
( 7,014 )

67

'c7,503)

6o
(42o)

63
(299)

Minority group "74 74 26 22

member (6,909) (7,503) (420) (g99)

Under 22 years 11 23 21 14

of age (6,057) (7,503) (350) (288)

Less- than 12 years 27 16 29 36

education (6,057) (7,503) (350) (299)

AFDC family member 14 7 4 5

(6,909) (6,922) (246) (278)

Economically:- 63- 82

disadvantaged (6,909) (7,5o3)- (228) (289)

Source: Field reSearch data.

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate the .number of participants for whom

data are available.



Table 5-13 Minority Group Representation among PSE Participant 6 and

in the General Population, by Type of Government

large, dis-
tressed cities

Other large
cities

Small cities and
suburban areas

Rural
areas

Tercentlpinority
TSE- participants 74 74 26 22

Percent minority,
1970 census 37 20 6 12

Sources: Field research data; U.S- Bureau-of the Census, County and
City Data -Book. 1972, StatiStidal Abstract Supplement (llaShington,-1).C.:
Government Printing Office, 1973).
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,Table Percentage Distribution of Participant Characteristics by Type of Government and-Title

_large, distressed
cities -Other large-cities:

Small cities and=

-suburban areas* -Rural areas*- -

Suatain,-

ment
Froj-
-ect

Sustaih-
: ment

Proj
ect

_Suatain-
_- ment-

Proj-
ect -_

Sustain-
'ment-

-

:Proj-

-ect

Male -6013,280)- 84_13,734) 67-(6,414) 67 (1,089) i -62 (335) 52-(- 85), r-_62(262)= 74-( 37)

Minority 7813,28C-- 70 (3;629)- 75-(6,4141 -7211,089) = 30-(335)= -81 85)- 19-(262) 42-( 37)

Vh4er-2Z
years of age 1112,727) 111-3,330) _ 23_16,414) 29 11,089)__ 25-(265)- 10 (:85) 13_1262)- -25_1 26)

Less than-

12-yeara-

education 14-(2,727) 37-(3,330)- 1516,414) 24 (1,089) ,33-(265)- -(A35) 341262) 50-( 37)

Unemployed 15
weeks'out of
prior 20-weeks 50 1538 79 (3,364) 60 (1,821) -82 _On- 68-(-147) 66 -( 10- -41-(262)- -90 -( 37)

Unemployed; 15

days-, but less

than 15-Weeks 44 -(538) NA 18 (1,821)- , NA_ _231147) NA = 59 (260)-

AFECLfatily i

-member 8 (3,280) 19 (3,629)- 7 (6,414) 8 (508) "2 (-170 =8- ( 76)- -4 (262) 19 ( 16)

Income below_ 70f

-of the lower
living standard- 37 (1,091) NA 5312,958)- NA 43 (147) NA -281227) -NA

Economically
disadvantaged 34 (3,280) 7513,629) = -531(6,414)- 93 (1,089) -47 (242) 93 ( 81) 56-(2621 100 ( 27)

Source: Field research data.

_Note: Ilgures in parentheses indicate the number of-participants for whom data-are-available.

*Percentages -are affected by ithe small numbers.
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the program. Among large; distressed cities and rural areas, the per-

centage-of-males and _participants who are AFDC. family members is-muth.

higher-under title VI projeCta.

lbe main conclusion to be drawn from table 5-14 is that for persons

wi -th the characteristics that are
specifically targeted in the legisla-.

tion--jobless for fifteen out of the prior twenty weeks, economically

disadvantaged, and members of AFDC families--the percentage being served

under the new title VI projects is higher than under the sustainment

portion of the program. It must be remembered that title VI projects

were still in the buildup stage when these data were gathered; the

results should te considered preliminary until supplemented by the

secOnd-round=date,

-13
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WAGES OF PSE PARTICIPANTS

The "final section of this chapter examines the wages received by

ESE participants. Data on hourly wages we\re .collected according to the

eight occupational categories for 15,768 rticipants representing thirty-

eight sample governjoents. When mean wage rates are calculated on the basis

of these data, the results, tend to ref-lect the higher wage levels, prevalent

in large urban areas, since large cities account for a disproportiOnately

large number of the sample participants. III order to minimize this effect,

Ai
-wage date are in most cases presented= y :type of government.

Wage Supplementation

One issue- receiving a considerable amount of attention is local

supplementation of wages.
11 The regulations for PSE specify a maximum wage

payment of $10,000 per participant. This has been interpreted =to mean

$10,000 per year or $833 per month. On an hourly basis this amounts to

$4.83 for a forty-hour week or $5.12 for a thirty-seven and a- half hour

work week. If "wages above these levels are paid, the difference must te

paid out of local revenues. Consequently, many local officials inIC/vas
.

with high prevailing wage rates feel that they are subsidizing a federal

program and that the maximuro wage should be raised. The Department of labor,

on the other hand, has proposed in its CETA reauthoriza.tion a supplementation

limit of 10 percent of PSE funding.

Table 5-15 shows the distribution of wage rates by type of govern-

ment for an titles. The table suggests that supplementation is

11. In this study the only type of local supplementation investigated

is that of wages. Governments may also supplement the PSE program through

the provision of materials, supervision, equipment, and so on.
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.

Tabfe 5-15. Percentage Distribixtion of 'Wages by* Type of Jurisdiction, All Titles

UPS:

*2.30..2.65-

2.66-3.05
3.0644.83

Total

*
1

58

arQe cities

Distressed

0

0

20

Other

71+

=4.84-5.12= 8 5 9

5:13-6.00 -

-6.o1 -7:90

11
11

22-

21

6

6

7.01,=!8.00- -4- 11 1

=8.01,-9.00- 6 19

9,01,-9.98 1 1

Total-**

-Perdent
abOVe

13,776

33

-4,063

74

9,713

15.
-$5.12

Source: Field research data.

46' Le s s than '0.5 percent.

Small cities`and Rural,
suburban areas areas

8

-8 - 52

7-

4)

0-

0;

0
o.

.0

1,485 396

***Number of participants for whom data are available.

134
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not a problem for rural areas. None of the participants in these

go-vernments earned more t1an $5.12 per hour. These wages reflect

not only the generally lower wage levels in these governments but also

local policy decisions`, according to associates - for some jurisdictions.

The percentage of PSE participants who earned over the maximum wage-

=level wirs also low in small cities and suburban_ reas.

In large :dities, howeVer, there is a considerable amount of

supplementation. One-third of the PSE participants in the large sample

cities were paid -more than $5,12 -per tour, and=41 percent; were -paid

inote thari_$14..85. The extent of supplementation was slightly -higher for

suttainment positions than forproject positions (54 percent and 29

percent, respectively,_ atsuming, a thirty-SeVen- and a half-hour -Work
ti

week- and = thus a--Inakimum wage of $5.32)..-

'The extent of supplementation was appreciably greater in the large

distressed cities than in other large cities. Almost three-quarters of.

the positions in the distressed large citiesireceived wage supplementatLn;

the proportion was only 15 percent in other large cities. Over four-
._

fifths of the stistainment positions in the large distressed cities

involved some degree of local supplementation.

Analysis by Occupation

When the wage data are examined by occupation (table 5-10-, we find.

-a wide ;Inge'in wages depending on skill :level. The differen4s are

greatest in large distressed cities, where the average wage for psg

S.

Participants in the highest-paid occupation (mahagekal),is 58' percent

higher than that for the lowest-paid occupation (service). A similar

13r:
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pattern exists in rural areas, where there is a difference of-46 percent

between the highest-paid occupation (managerial). and the lowest-paid
0

occupationt(clerical). Two notable patterns emerge in other'large

.
cities and in small cities and suburban areas. First, the highest-

:paying Occupations are not managerial and "Professional tut operative

ti

..and craft' occupations. Second, the wage differential between the

managerial and clerical occupations is only l'8 percent for other large

cities and 16 gercent for small cities and suburban areas.

A second major'finding illustrated by table 5-16 is that there are

large differences between the types of governmmt in the average hourly

wage-for all occupations -combined The average tor large distressed-
*

' cities is more than twice as= high .as- that for rural areas and 3s 62

percent higher than that for small-cities-and suburban areas._ To-a

certain-extent this- reflects -the occupationaLdisiribttion of PSE

participants Tithinthe types of goVernmente. Foriiemplel in large

distressed -- cities 23 percent of the positiona'are in the higher-paid

managerial -and =- professional categories, whereas in the rural jurisdictions

onlYT-percent of the PSE-pariidIpants are in these-occupational

categories.

i°
...1

136',,
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201p5-16. Average Hourly Wages Paid to PSE Participants by Occupation

and Typerof4.4Goveihment, All Titles

Occupations

Large, dis-
tressed cities-

Other large
cities

Small cities and
suburban areas

Rural
-areas

Managerial ' $8.22 $4.72 $4.09 $4.10

(64) (129) (56) (9)

Professional 3.03 4.69 4.28 3.92

(859) (1,007) (148) (18)

-

-Technical 6.57 4.51 4.14 3.36

(321) (341) (99* (37)

Werical 5.73 3.99 3.52 2.80

(435) (2,231 -)- - (380) (116)

Craft_ ' 7.55 4.81 4.45 3.52

(66) (154) (25) (6)

Operative.. 5,70 5.04 3.58 3.22

-(676) (627), -(64) -(27)-'

Laborer 5.39 4.7 3.85 2.97

(930) (2,366) -(444) (118)

Servide 5.19 4.50 3.75 -2:87

-(711) (2,-862) <266) -(67)

Total average $6.17 $4.51 $3.82 $3.03

_hourly wage (4,061) (9,712) (1,481) (399)

Source: Field research data.

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate the number of. parti4pants for

whom data are available.

1 37
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Probably more important--especially in view of the specification in

the CETA legislation that PSE participants be paid prevailing wage

levels--is the general tendency for wage levels in urban areas to be

higher than those in rural areas. However, the generally higher wage

leVels in unsubsidized employment in urban areas-do not explain the large

difference between PSE wage levels for distressed and other large cities.

As shown in table 5-16, the average wage paid t8 PSE particifants in

the lowest-paid occupation in large distressed cities was higher than

the average wage for the highest-paid occupati ill all other types of

government, Local labor market factors such -as _Labor unions -may be

involved here; this subject will be considered in the final report.

Analysis by Title

Table 5-17 shows that there is considerable variation in average

hourly wages paid to participants in sustainment and project PSE. First,

for each occupation in large distressed cities and other large citis,

sustainment participants are paid higher average hourly wages than

project participants. This finding is reversed in small cities and

suburban areas, and in rural areas, where project participants in- many

occupations are paid higher average

This may be ref -aced to the analysis

earlier in the chapter, which noted

wages than sustainment participants.

of functional area data presented

that project participantS in smaller

jurisdictions tend to be concentrated in social, cultural, and

educational'services.

A second finding from table 5-17 is that disparities in average

hourly wages between sustainment and project tend to be the greater in
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Table-517, Average Hourly Wages Paid to PSE Participants by Occupation, Type of Government, and Title

Large, distressed
.

cities Other large cities

Small cities and
.

-suburban areas Rural areas

,

Sustain-
Bent

Proj-
ect

Sustain-
ment

Proj-
ect

Sustain- '
merit

-,

Proj-
ect

Sustain-
ment

Proj-
ect

Managerial $9.86 (45) $4.50 (20) $5.03 (85) - $4.12 (45) $3.44 (23) $4.56 -(32)- $4.10 (9)

Ftofessional 8:06 (849) 4.85 (10) 4.78 (909) 3.85 (98)' 3.99 (68) ?+.53 =.. (8o) 3.92 (18)

Technical 7.58- (231) 3.98 00) 4,61 (280) 4,02 (61) 3.84 (46) 4.48 (46) 3.41 (31) $3.09 (6)

Clerical 5.83 (407) 4.20 (28) 4.03 (2112) 3.34 (120) 3:44 (246) 3.67 (134) 2.79 (111) 3.19 (5)

Craft 7.55 (66) 5.63 (91) 3.63 (63) 4.85 (14) 4.00 (12) 3.52 (6)

Operative 7.25 (175) 5.15 (501) 5.61 (172) 4.82 (455) 3.71 (30) 3.46 (33) 3.22 (27)

Laborer 6.26 (369) 4.81 (561) 4. (1681) 4.33 (679) 3.64 (209) 4.04 (235, ) 2.91 (ge) 3.19 (26)

Service . 5,28 (645) 4.30 (66) 4.61 (2431) 3.90 (431) 4.04 (131) = 3.46 (134) '2.87 (67)

Total
average
hourly
wage $6.78 (2785) $4.84 (1276) $4.58 (7760) $4:23

,

(1951) $3 =71 (774) $3.94 (707) $3.02 (61) 0,14 (37)

Sturce:, Field research, data.

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate the number of participants for whom data are available,

;1,20



the -higher skilled occupations than-in the lower skilled occupations.

hit_rattern was most strikirig in large distressed=citieS4

2
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Chapter 6

OP,CANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE PSE PROGRAM

The Gomprehentive Employment and Training Act of 1974 had its roots

in the "New Federalise program of the Nixon-Ford period. The act was

part of a broader effort to decentralize and decategorize federal aid

programsr which included the general revenue sharing and community

development block grant programs, both of which are also the subject of

Monitoring studies by the Brookings Institution.

THE CETA SYSTEM

From the vantage point of decentralization, the most important

Component of CETA,Was title I which proVides block grant funds to state

and-local governments for employment and training services; this title

accounted for over half of all funding in 1974 when CETA was first_

enacted. The =-PSE component of CETA, which,thas grown dramatically since

1974 and will account for approximately 60 percent of estimated CETA

funding in 1979, is also characterized by decentralization and a high

degree of progra6 fleXibility. The federal government has; in effect,

set broad goals for PSE on a basis which then enables recipient

jurisdictions to translate these objectives -in a Manner that reflects

their particular policy and prograr preferences and fiscal conditions.

A number of the comments at the February field research conference

for this study illustrate this pdint by showing the variation in local

objectives for the PSE program. Discussing Houston, Texas, for example,

the associate described the purpose of PSE as aiding minority groups;
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the attitude of city officials is to "let these groups do.what they want

with these funds-."1 Similarly, the associate for St. Louis Missouri.,

reported that the city "from the very beginning insisted upon targeting

for the low-income population." Some jurisdictions in the; sample

facing serious fiscal problems stressed the use of PSE funds to provide

basic servioes. According to the associate for one distressed city,

"Above all there has been a continued emphasis on the preservation of

essential city services." Other associates noted an emphasis on

transition and training. For the Shawnee, Illinois, consortium it was

reported that local officials "are very big on transition" and the use

of*PSE to "train people arid get them into some kind of = permanent Job."

A particularly strong emphasis on transition was reported for the

Penobscot-Hancock consortium, which includes the city of Bangor, Maine:

"In a few weeks the consortium will be sending out a new letter sa

that the employing agency must return a signed form certifying the

length of time required for the PSE position, the kind of outcome'

expected, and a realistic expectation of the transit: )n possibility."

Beyond philosophical preferences for decentralization, another

reason for the emphasis on local flexibility under the PSE program is

pragmatic. It is difficult to envision the federal government directly

employing as many as one million PSE participants. Moreover, there are

few alternatives to relying on states and localities. Total reliance

1. The- quotations in this paragraph,are from the edited transcript
of -the; field research conferee. e on February 1, 1978,_ appendix- A to this-
report.
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on -community-based nonprofit organizations, even if feasible, would

the type of jobs_and transition opportunities which the program could

:provide; and probably would engender public resistance.

;PonSotahip Arrangements

.
The system for determining which local governments can participate

-under-CETA is-more Vitri.ed than under most similar federal grants. Rinds

are allocated under a legislative formula to "prime sponsors," an

-artificial creation-of the CETA legislation aimed at making the

adenistration of employment :and training programs More efficient by

increasing the size and reducing the-number of units receiVing:fegeral

money. As-defined-in the law, a :prime sponsor is_ aigenerai.Turpose

government--in most cases a city or county--with a population of at least

100,000, or a -consortium of jurisdictions, at least one- member of, which

has a population of 100,000 or more.3

Jurisdictions not qualifying independently as-prime sponsors often

haves =ohoite of joining a-consortium or being grouped together ina-

"balance of state" _prime sponsorship. For many jurisdictions-the

flexibility of the CETA program begins at this-level, as they choose-

whether or not to join a consortium and in some cases-which consortium

to join. The decision of the local community maybe influenced by the

2. The-most comprehensive-discussion of the admiaisttation of-CEMA

-is-William Mirengoff and Lester Rindler, eds.,-The domOrenensive EMploy7

mentand-Training.Acti Impact on People-. Places. -PtOgrans -(Washington, D.C.:_

National Academy- -of Sciences; 1976).

3., Ekcdptions to this rule can te made for preexisting Trine sponsor

arrangements, as-is the case of the rural Shawnee:, Illinois, consortium

included in this -study.
4
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bonus funds provided to consortia under title I. Other factors, such as

regional political and economic ties or the desire to limit demiinds on

the local bureaucracy, no doubt enter into this decision.

Below the leVel of the prime sponsor, the range of possible:

administrative arrangements multiplies. Although the prime sponsor is

the only unit that receives PSE funds directly from the Department of

Labor (DOL), it is not the only unit that spends PSE funds. In convert-

ing funds into jobs, the prime sponsor may directly hire PSE workers; it

may also pass through some of its PSE funds to other units of government.

A city prime sponsor, for example, may assign portions of its ESE funds

tq special-purpose governments (such as water or school districts), to

local offices of federal or state agencies, or to nonprofit organizations

in the city. These agencies and organizations in turn act as

subcontractors, hiring PSE workers. The city may also 'Choose to hire ESE ,..

workers itself and outstation them in other governmental units or in

nonprofit-organizations under agreements with. these organizations.

When the prime sponsor is either a consortium, county, or

balance of state, the distribution_of its PSE funds under cettain

circumstances is not fully discretionary. Within sudh 'Prime sponsorships,

any-general- purpose government with a population of 50,000 or more is

entitled to receive a share of the consortium's funds based on the

national allocation formula. If this jurisdiction chooses to act as what

is termed a program agent, its share of PSE funds must be-automatically passed

through by the prine,sponsor. The program agent can use these ESE funds

at .its discretion, either hiring workers directly or subcontracting with-

other local governments or nonprofit organizations. If a governmental

145



unit eligible to act as a program agent chooses not to do so, it has lib

adsdnistrative role under the CETA program but.is nevertheless assured \

that its share of available funds will be used by the prime sponsor

for persons residing within its jurisdiction.

Fo-r the sample governments, almost every conceivable pattern of

distribution of PSE jobs can be found., as illustrated by the following

capsule descriptions of PSE administrative arrangements for a city, a

county, and a balance-of-state prime sponsorship.

Capsule 6-1. taltimore. Maryland

The city of Baltinibre could have chosen to be a prime sponsor,
could three of the other five jurisdictions with which it joined to
form a -consortium. By joining together, the jurisdictions received
a "consortium bonue under CETA title I. For purposes of titles II and

VI; the Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources in Baltimore oterated a
program completely separate, from those of the other consortium members.
The city received froth the consortium the same allocation for titles II
and VI that it would have received had it chOsen prime sponsor status.
About three- quarters -of the job slots for PSE workers funded as of

Jiffy 1977 were retained in the Baltimore city goverment. The reminder
were parceled out to other governments and agencies, including the
State of Maryland and the federal government, under noutstationing"
agreements. PSE workers in the Baltimore office of the Social Security-
Administration, for example, were outstatinned; they worked in a
federal government office but were technically employed by the major's
office. Though a contract had not yet been signed as of the July 15

observation date, the Office of Manpower Resources later made a
subcontracting agreement with the Health and Welfare Council, a "holding
company" for many of Baltimore's -nonprofit organizations. Among the
PSE workers hired by the council, some worked in its own offices while
the majority were outstationed in its member agencies; all were
technically employees of the council.

Capsule -6 -2. Maricopa- County, Arizona

Maricopa County was formrly joined_ with Phoenix in A conSortium,
-but that arrangement was dissolved because of rivalries between the
county and tha city. The county now constitutes a separate =prime
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sponsorship. As of mid-July 1977, direct employment in the Maricopa County
government accounted for about one quarter of the 1,325 PSE positions
funded in the county. The remainder of the positions were subcontracted
to nonprofit organizations, other local governmental units, and local
offices of state agencies, or were passed through to the Program agents
in the county--Tempe, Scottsdale, and Mesa. The program agents in turn
used some PSE money for positions in their own governments and
subcontracted with specia1-purpose governmental agencies and nonprofit
organizations for other positions. Tempe, for example, retained half-
of its PSE positions*in the city government and apportioned the rest,
under subcontracting arrangements, to the school district and to local
nonprofit organizations, such as the YMCA, Girls' and Boys' Clubs, and
the United Way. Mesa elected to serve as a program agent for title II
and title VI sustainment activities but chose not to administer title VI
projects. Therefore Maricopa County was obliged to set aside Mesa's
share' of title VI'project funds and to arrange for employment of Mesa
residents with these funds.. The county was also required to earmark a
share of the -PSE funds for Glendale, a city that was eligible to act as
a program agent but chose not to.

psule -6 -3. Balance of Oregon

There are seven prime sponsorships in the state of Oregon-7one city,
one county, one balance of county (some of the county's territory is in
another prime spQnsorship), three consortia, and the residual area of
the state, grouped together as "balance of state" (BOB) Oregon. As- or
July 1977, 30 percent of the PSE funds allocated to BOS Oregon had been

\ retained for employment in state agencies. The remainder was apportioned
`among thirteen planning districts, some of which were single counties,
while others were combinations of counties. The planning districts had
two options: . they could take responsibility for planning and implementing
a local PSE program--acting, in effect, as program agentsor they could
subcontract for specific PSE jobs, leaving planning and adninistration to
the prine sponsor. -

Douglas County, one of the constituents of BOS Oregon, chose the
secOnd option._ Of the more than 100 PSE slots assigned to Douglas
County by the prine sponsor, only a handful were in the county government

, itself. The remainder were assigned to the water, fire, and sanitation
districts; the cities and towns within the county; school districts; the
community college; and state offices.

RESEARCH PLANS

The plan for this study called for-concentrating the-first-round-
-

-observatiOns on employment,, fiscal, and programmatic effects. A decision

was-made to limit the number of items in the initial-analysis form

17
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S

relating to-the organization and administration of the PSE program and

instead'to -collect-Such data in the second round (TR-December 31, 1977).

The second-round-analysis form contains six major sections under the

,heading "Institutional Effects." Areas to be covered include: the role

of the employment service, the role orupions, the effect of civil

service requirements, the role of political officials, the policies and

influence of employing agencies, and relationships between the prime

sponsor and the Department of Labor.
4 The remainder of this chapter

presents preliminary data obtained in the first round of field research.

Attention is focused on the relationship between prime sponsors and the

Department of Labor through July 1977 and some of the important

characteristics of the organization and administration of the CETA-PSE

Program in large city governments included in the-sample.

-INTERGOVERWENTAL -RELATIONS- UNDER- -PSE

Though not actually a block - grant; the PSE program-resembles a-

block grant in being less conditional than so-called categorical grants.

PSE grants nevertheless have important strings attached specifying who

can be hired,_fon_how long, and under what conditions.- There are also

as noted above, for passing PSE funds through to

sub - jurisdictions qualifying as program agents. Tile administrative

. history of a progiam like PSE can be written in terms of how tightly

these and other strings are pulled by federal officials in dealing with

4*

4. The second-round field research analysis form isinot incldded in

thIS-report_ Limited copies are available on request.

18
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state- -and local_governments.5

The first stage at which program requirdments enter the picture

is the: application process. Although_PSE funds are allocated on a

formdla basis, their distribution is not autotatic. ---Each prime sponsor
-

is required-to submit an application describing theractivities it .11uns

to carry out with SE funds, and stating; through various assurances,

its intention to follow the regulations-and pursue the _goals of the

progrim. 'rime sponsors.nmstalso submit quarterly reports to-DOL,

providing data on their PSEenrollment and th-e characteristics of-

participants. (During the periodi0f-intense buildup, begidning:Zn-Wy

1977, prime sponsors reported weekly on PSE enrollment levels.)

In its own review processes, DOL may raise questions about the

-fulfillment of PSE requirements or suspected irregularities. In addition,

complaints by third parties--often dissatisfied participants or would-be

participants--come to the department's attention, frequently through

newspaper articles. Where IDOL investigations turn up evidence of local

violations, disciplinary actions ranging from verbal reprimands to

--v

reallocation-of funds nays- follow..

Althoughadministratii/e issues under PSE-were not among the major

topics specified in the analysis form for the first round of field

research, associates were asked to charapterize the relationship between

Don and the jurisdictions(s) they are studying. Several associates-

5. Thi; subject is highlighted in the second report -on the Brookings.
Institution_ monitoring study of the community development block grant
ratgram, charter 3, "Intergovernmental Relations under the BloCk_Grant
Programr""in Paul R. Dommel et al., Decentralizing- Community Development
(forthcoming)-.
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reported on, instances of tension or disagreement4betwee deral' and

_local officials. A number of general points emerged from-these data.
z -

The main area of federal -local -tension was program buildup. The

.administrationts economic stimulu.s = package authorized 45,000 additional

public service jobs by March of 19781,more than doubling the preexisting

program level. DOL subsequently notified prime sponsors of their increased

allocations and provided each with a formula for computing mon.tfily goals

for increased PSE enrollrbent,As a result, local officials felt they were

under constant pressure to increase \hiring. Although complaints

about this pressure were almost universally reported, DAL

went beyond exhortation in only two of the sample jurisdictions. In
,-.

neither ca6e was the jurisdittion far below target employment levels.
< ,--

In Seminole County, Florida PSE administrators received 'a

telephone call from the DOL regional office warning that -their; f,unds,

would be cut off' as of.5:00 p.m. that day if they could not report

significant progress toward meeting the local hiring quota. The /county

was in faci close to Meeting its target; the' regional office later

acknciviledged that their report had been Misread. The other case- involved

both over- and underenrollmtfnt.

Capsule 6-4. San Framidcot California

In mid-October d.4971, the regional office of DOL reproved the- San
Francisco PSE administration for exceeding title II and VI sustainment
'hiring goals and lagging in title VI project hiring. DOL pointed out that
expenditures for excess sustainment enrollment would be disallowed and cited
regional bulletins threatening reallocation of funds where hiring lags were
found. In response, city PSE administrators argued that reported over-
enrollment figures in sustainment PSE'resulted from lags in receipt of
*termination data in the management information system. To achieve full'

50
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compliance with the hiring schedule, they argued, it was necessary to
anticipate terminations and hire more than the authorized number of new!
eustainment PSE participants each month. At the same time, they acknowledged
the lag in hiring for title VI projects. In a letter to the.associateregional
administrutor, the *mayor wrote, "Steps have been taken to step up-[project PST]

hiring, and we will pubh forward aggressively in this area." But he
reiterated the position of his staff that the hiring pace in sustainment
activities was reasonable.

a

Following this letter, the associate reported no further DOL
action on this issue; later reports indicate that actual employment in
austainment PSE appeared - have exceeded authorized.levelth.

.Another major DOL concern and potential source of intergovernmental

tension is displacement,_ althouch again therewere only two sample

jurisdictions in w:ch allegations were made-Detroit and

Chicago. The Detroit case was dropped by DOL after an investigation.

In Chicago the Outcome was Suite different, d in fact, this case

received considerable national publicity.

Capsule 6-5. Chicago, Illinois

After an intensive three-week investigation prompted by
newspaper publicity, DOL alleged that the city of Chicago had
misused almost $1 million of its PSE fmds. The violations
involved political favoritism and displacement, chiefly in the
areas of street repair and parks. While not admitting the charges,
the city agreed to repay the allegedly misused funds by hiring an
eqVivalent number of properly certified workers at the city's expense.
In.addition DOL required that the Illinois Bureau of Employment
Security assume full responsibility for intake, screening, and referral
of PSE applicants; prior to the agreement the city and some other
employment agencies had often identified prospective PSE workers in
advance and then sent them to the employment service for eligibility
checks before hiring them. A full -time -DOL monitor has been appointed

to oversee the PSE program in Chicago to assure compliance with the
agreement.



Possible misuse of PSE funds is also being investigated in New

Orleans.

Caysule 6-6_ New Orleans.,Louisiana

As of mid-July 1977,/relations
between DOL and the city of New

Orleans were smooth, and the associate reported that DOL had been

complimentary toward thecity's PSE administration. Soon after,

however, a New Orleans newspaper reported that a-DOL team, invited by

the city's PSE administrator to study the local program and make

recommendations about possible improvements in administration, had
I

turned up irregularities. Most serious was the charge that more than

400 positions reported to DOL as being filled under the city's PSE

program were not in fadt filled.. By late summer the number of

/positions at issue had/increased to over 500,_and the city was being

threatened with' the reallocation of part of its grant. The Justice

Department is now investigating the case.

City officials in New Orleans were reported to ,be resentful that

their r4quest for assistance led to allegations of irregularities.

'Though misuse of funds is a possible explanation for the unfilled job

slots, thefact that city PSE officials were dissatisfied with the

managementinformation system and had requested DOL assistance suggests

that poor recordkeeping may be an equally plausible explanation.

Associates for Miany of the sample jurisdictions reported difficulties

with management information systems. Inadequacies in local reporting

systems caused major problems in preparing the first- round -field data;

the associate for St,. Paul, Minnesota, for example, cited this factor as

the chief reason for the delay in getting the inforination for his

t1

first-round analis. "What we discovered from the. enrollment data,"

he wrote,
is That many figures provided to us were at odds with our

aggregation of the data from DOL printouts," The associate for Kansas
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-(31.-ty, Missouri, reported, "One of the most serious Iiroblems, which may

Or may not be a function of national requirements, is the lack of

precision of the data."

In Boston a DOL investigation led to charges of impropriety in the

administration of the PSE program, especially for hiring and selection.

lamm126=1,132gLgAguacluseIts.

DOL conducted an extensive review of the Boston PSE program during the
spring of 1975, generated in part by a local newspaper investigation which
uncovered cases of alleged improprieties. A reportmas issued in October
1975, containing charges of patronage, nepotism, illegal activities by
participants, and violations of residency requirements and length-of-

unemployment regulations.
Corrective measures centered on the revision of Boston's participant

selection process. From the inception-of the program, Boston-had used
a lottery system to select candidates from an eligibility pool for
available PSE positions. Before January 1976, however, the lottery was
applied only to unskilled 'positions. Ile Boston FSE administration was
instructed by DOL to expand and revise this system to cover all PSE
positions. In October 1976:further changes and refinements were made
to expedite the selection process.

Although the lottery system proved to be useful as a tool for
selecting participants, the random proqess presented diffidulties in
matching applicants with positions which require special-skills. At

the time of field data collection, there was discussion of refining
the lottery system by adding a skill component to the coded application
form.

The DOL report dated October 1975 airected that funds expended
in violation of the CETA regulations be restored to the CETA grant.
In July 1976, noting the city's inaction, DOL notified the mayor of
its intent to reduce the city's letter of credit for the amount spent
on ineligible program participants. A hearind,was requested by the
city but as of the reporting date it had not ben convened.

In addition to the federal-local issue described earlier for

San Francisco, a controversy between the mayor and the board of

supervisors received local publicity and is now being investigated

by both the Departments of Labor and Justice. The issue in this'

instance is the application of the eligibility requirements for title

1;" o
-t.1 it)
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VI projects.

gareule 6-8. San Francisco, California

The FsE program in San FranCisco, which will employ over 4,000 persons

by March 1978, is controlled by the mayor's office. In an attempt to

influence the program, the board Of supervisors, using thirteen PSE

perticipants assigned by the mayor's.office to jobs inLthe budget office

of the board, conducted a study of title VI project Positions in nonprofit

organizations. Their report made widely publicized allegationS of creandng,

violations of reporting and other administrative requirements, and the -

hiring of persons who were nat referred by the state employment service.

No evidence of patronage was found, despite allegations to this effect.

The mayor responded to these charges by pointing out the high`

number of minority group"members participating in the PSE program and

denying that there were violations of the eligibility requirements. He

also pointed out that the board of supervisors would- not' have been able

to conduct Its audit of the PSE program without the help of =PSE participants_

assigned to the budget office, which included five,college graduates, two

persons with law degrees, and one with an1U.A.

As the PSE prograM expands, it is possible that thislind of

intragovernmental competition for control of the program may increase.-

The San Francisco case Suggests that internal policing Of the program

may be one of the side effects.

The cases described above illustrate some of the key issues in EIOL--

jurisdiction relations--pace of buildUplAisulacement, patronage; and

creaming, among others. The overall record of intergovernmental relations,

bowever, appears to have been relatively smooth-. Associates for a

majority of the sample jurisdictions reported that DOL-prime spondor

relations were generally good.

54
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON CITY OPERATIONS

The Brookings sample contains thirteen city prime sponsors and

three cities that are consortium members (fifteen of these cities have

populations above 250,000). A: number of preliminary observations about

their operations are preSented here. In particular, we note

differences between distressed cities and other cities in thls group

which- suggest-that tWevel of distresS of a city influences its

approach to the organization and administration of the PSE program.

Seven of the sixteen cities included in this analysis are classified as

distressed on the basis of their rating of over 250 on an "urban

conditions index" consisting of three factors: (1) percentage of

poyerty, (2) percentage of pre-1940 housing, and (3) rate of- population

change from 1970 to 1975.
6

Differences between the two groups were

found in- regard -to both program organization and administration.

One of the first decisions facing city prime sponsors and program

agents is the assignment of administrative responsibility for PSE.

Should it be managed by an existing line department of local government

or run out of the mayor or city manager's office? The sixteen sample

cities were evenly split between those assigning responsibility to a

line department and those where the PSE program was controlled by'a

staff unit of the mayor's office. Line departments administering PSE

6. See "Urban Conditions Inck'," reprinted from Dommell-Dedentraliz-
. inc Community Development (The Broo--ngs Institution, 1978; proCedsed)-.
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programs included,_ among others, the department of human resources

-_(Phoenix), the community,development department (Tulsa), the urban

affairs department (Kansas City)_, and the community services department,

(pt. -Paul).

Howeveri-distressed cities were found to be more likely to assign

responsibility for administering the PSE program to the-mayor's offide

than other"cities in theSample. Among the seven sample cities with-

index stores aboVe 250, table-6-1 below shows that only Detroit and

Bbchester choSe not to place =their PSE programs in the mayor's offite,

and the-associate for -Dettoit,reported that the mayor played a strong

role in PSE decisionmaking in that-city -(see capstle

Table 6-1. Administrative Arrangements for PSE in .Distressed and Other

Sample Cities

Index score

AdministratiVe
arrangements ,

Distressed cities:
St. Louis 515 mayor

New Orleans- 322 mayor

Boston 273 mayor

Detroit 267 line agency

Baltimore 265 mayor

Rochester 263- line agency

Philadelphia 259 -mayor

Other cities:
San Francisco 227 mayor

Chicago- 201 mayor -

-St. Paul 149 line agency

"Kansas-City 146 line agency

Los Angeles 82 line agency

Tulsa 51 line agency

Houston ' 33 line agency

Independence 20 city manager

Phoenix 16 line agency

V.11.. 6



Causule 6-9. Detroit., Michigan

The PSE program in Detroit'is administered by the city's Manpower
Department, one of a number of city departments. The director of the
department is appointed by the mayor. In addition, the chairperson
of the Manpower Advisory Planning Council is an assistant to the mayor.
Basic policy decisions regarding the utilization of PSE funds are
overseen by the mayor after input from the appropriate department
heads. The mayor's influence on the PSE program is enhanced by his
political ties. According to the associate, "Mayor Coleman Young was
one of the - earliest and strongest black supporters of President Carter."
Because of this, when the city has had problems with DOL, Mayor Young
has taken his case directly to the White House and has had Washington.
overrule regional directives.

Although more study needs to be done on the importance of this

distinction, one would expect centralized control over the PSE pr8gram

to give the mayor or city manager ire oppdittunity to coordinate the

allocation of PSE funds with the local budget;, this type of coordination

is 'likely to be more important, o distressed cities than to otheis.

Centralized managerial control, for example, might make it easier for

city of^icials to use PSE to avoid personnel -and program reductions

that would otherwise be necessary because of fiscal pressure. 'As

pointed out in chapter 3, this type of employment effect--the program

maintenance category of job creation--was found to be heavily

concentrated in the larger and more distressed jurisdictions. By

contrast, for cities without distinct hgrdship conditiond, where the

PSE program affords an opportunity to take on extra activities or

provide Special help for the disadvantaged, there may in fact be

advantages to assigning program management to a line agency. A social

agency responsible for aid to the disadvantaged might run the program

(as in Phoenix), or the agency responsible for the program area in which
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a substantial number of PSE participants are assigned.

This discussion suggests that one mould also expect distressed

cities to use a larger proportion of their PSE positions directly than

other cities. In fact, this was the pattern-found to apply for the

lirge cities in the sampler -For the seven distressed cities the

nnweighted mean of retained PSE positions was 83 nercent--that is,

these cities directly used 83 percent of their PSE positions in mid-

July in city operations. (It should be noted that for most of the cities

in this group, title VI projects mere still being planned or were just

getting underway in mid-July, which undoubtedly helps e2paain the high

rate of city government slot retention.) For the other nine cities, the

ummeighted mean of positions retained by the city government was'80

percent.

Two other subjects are examined briefly in this section, the role

- of planning councils and organizational arrangements for the certification

of eligibility.

Planning Councils

The law requires that each CETA prime sponsor establish a planning

council for PSE, including representatives of PSE client groups, nal-
,

profit organizations, business, the state employment service, education

and training institutions, organized labor, and agricultural organizations,

where appropriate, The planning council's role is advisory only.

Associates reported that among the larger cities, with few exceptions,

the role of the planning councils was limited. Policymaking

responSibility was primarily in the hands of elected andagencyofficials.

04-wever, for states and smaller jurisdictions, planning councils
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tended to have more-influence.)

Certification of Eliffibilitv and Referral

_Although City governments tended to assign responsibility for

major policy decisions and administrative oversight to a single

office or department, in many cases that office delegated operations

to other city or state agencies. Most cities, for example, contracted

with the state employment service for certifying the eligibility of

ESE participants. Several cities then used the city personnel

department to refer clients to city agencies with job slcts.

number of different and special arrangeMents were used for title VI

projects. Some cities separately designated a department, or

contracted with an umbrella agency, to work with nonprofit organizations

for title VI projects, initially sorting out the applications received,

and making recommendations on the assignment of Positions and people to

nonprofit agencies.

The following two capsules indicate the diveisity and complexity

of organizational and administrative arrangements for the PSE program.

Capsule 6-10. Chicago, Illinois

The responsibility-for the PSE program in-Chicago is in the hands
of the Mayor's Office of Manpower, which plans, monitors, and exercises
fiscal control over all PSE activities in the city. The responsibility
for central intake, screening, and referring PSE workers has been turned
over to the Illinois Bureau of Employment Security under a contract with
the manpower office. The manpower office also has an interagency
agreement with the city's Department of Personnel, under which the-latter
works with other city departments to develop specific job slOts and define
specifications for the personnel to fill Those slots. As of July 15,
197, the Department of Personnel managed subcontracts with 177 nonprofit
organizations who employed PSE workers. In a separate arrangement with
the manpower office, the Mayor's Office of Senior Citizens and the
Handicapped also managed subcontracts with a small group of nonprofit
organizations. Sixty-four percent of Chicago's PSE positions were filled
in thirty city departments. In addition; PSE workers in Chicago held

1.4J1::9
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subcontracted positions in the school district, the housing authority,

the park district, the transit authority, the Illinois Department of

Labor,the Illinois'Llepartment of PUblic'Aid, and the city colleges

.of Chicago.

Carsule 6-11. Philadelmhia, Pennsylvania

The mayor of Philadelphia controls the PSE program -through his deputy,

the managing director of the city, who determines the allocation of ISE

positions between the.city, the independent school district, and

various nonprofit organizations, in consultation with the Philadelphia

------Area_Manpowei Planning Council. Applications for positions within the

various agencies-of city._ government are approved by either the managing

director or the director of the-budget. _Nonprofit organizations apply

directly to the planning council.

-
Job descriptions are posted and abplications received by the State

Division of Employment Security. Candidates certified as eligible by-the

Division of Etployment Security are referred to the PSE unit in the

plannink council, which rechecks eligibility and then makes referrals

to specific agencies. The hiring agency has final say in the selection

ct referr6d candidates.
The school system hires in a different way. Candidates who'neet PSE

eligibility requirenents must also mass the civil service examination in

order to be considered for employment. Among those who pass, selection is

made on the basis of individual need and background, rather than on test

scores.

QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

There have been new develommants in CETA under the Carter administra-

tion which appear to move away from the block grant position and toward

the categorical mode on the federal aid continuum. (This is particularly

true of The new youth programs.) Nonetheless, the system retains its

distinctive decentralization features. In testimony on the administration's

extension proposal for CETA on February 23, 1978, Secretary of -labor

Raytcarbhall_indicated an intention to continue-the decentralized system.

1 Co
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CETA consolidated previous approaches while
decentralizing the formulation and delivery of
most employment and training services.

Responsibility was placed largely in the hands
of local elected officials who were encouraged
to deqign policy :and programs to meet local
conditions. We believe that experience
demonstrates the Wisdom of a decentralized,
decategorized system for delivering employment
and training services.7

Despite this general position by the Carter administration; the

recently proposed reauthorization legislation has tiiggered a-fresh

debate on the-question of what strings should be attached to CETA.grants,
. i

t The continuing _research for this study will not examine changes as a

I_ result of extension legislation, but it will provide- a baseline for

cOnsidering the impact of new legislation on the organization and

-adMinistration of the PSE program.

vo

"7. Testimony before the Subcommittee on Employment, Poverty, and
-Migratory Labor, Committee on Human Resources, United States Senate,
February 23, 1978, 3 -(processed).



Chapter 7

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

At this stage of the monitoring research, a number of questions are

unanswered'or only partially. answered. The analysis form for the December

31, 1977, observation date contains major sections on training, transition,

and institutional effects and will provide additional information for

appraising the net employment effects and social targeting impact:of the

ESE: program. By this date, the new provisions ofthe 1976 act regarding

eligibility, the project approach,. and the role of nonprofit organizations

are likely to have had more ihmact. The time available to prepare the

final report on this study will also permit additional work to compare

the findings of the monitoring approach with data and research from other-

sources. Although the discussion of policy implitations at this stage is

-necessarily tentative, this chapter addresses current policy issues on an

overall basis, relating findings made so far to the central policy issues

to be considered in assessing the role and efficacy of the CETA-PSE program.

Chapter 2 of this report begins with a list of eight objectives of employ-

Meni and training Programs of the federal governffient. These objectives can be

grouped into three major categories--countercycIical, social, and fiscal

relief. Each of these categories its the subject of a major section of

this chapter.
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-PSE AS A COUNTERCYCLICAL POLICY INSTRUMENT

Increasing attention in recent years has been given to the-proposition

that the economic policy of the federal government should operate in the -

public sector as well as the private sector. In 1977 a major package of

-countercydlical expenditure programs was enacted, .half of which was in the

.form of increased spending under the PSE program.

The'data on economic effects summarized'in chapter 4 of this report

suggest that the bulk ofPSE fundingapproxiitately 85 percent - -hag an

impact in mid-1977 similar to that of direct federal expenditures. (No

attempt is made in this study to gauge the indirect and induced effects

of PSE for,purposes of comparing this federal spending with other expbn-

diture stimulus programs.)' Another 12 percent of PSE spending was found to

have had an impact similar to a federal tax reduction. Most of thesre-

maihdet was unallocated. Hoarding- -that is, longtterm increases in fund

balance's built up as a result of PSE-was found to be minimal as of the first

observation date.

With regard to the displacement issue, the results of this study

indicate that the overall rate of displacement in mid -July 1977 was 18 perce4--

20 peragnt adjusted for the relative weights nationally of CETA pri2e sponsor

types. Differences between the displacement bindings of this study.and

.those of previous.studies are discussed in chapter 3 -in relation to the

changed fiscal setting and eligibility requirements of the current PSE

program, as well differences in analytical approach, particularly for

the program maintenance category of employment effects. ,For 31 percent of_

the positions studied, associates detdrmined that, although the positions

were in existing programs, they would not -have been filled in the ipsence-of
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ME-funding. Because the program maintenance classiacation is potentially

more fluid than the other categories of employment effects, a three-part '

framework should be used in comparing the findinga in this study with other

studies: new services and activities (51 percent), program maintenance (31

.

percent)- and displacement (18 percent).

The find-lngs for December 1977 may be different, ough the direction

-of change is-hard to ptedict. Improvements in national and local economic

conditions could cause the prograismaintenanee category t decline, thus .

raising the displacement rate. On the other hand-,_ the dislatement tate_

coUld- drop-in December becaute of the increased participation-of nonprofit

--organizations nder the project_ component of the PSE progtaisi -(Displacement

in the first- 4und was found to be lower for-nonprofit organizations than .

for governnental agencies.)
4

EVen if an increase in the displacement rate ia,reported in December;

.it isnecessaiy to consider the fiscal effects of PSE in aasessing the

('

program's overall economic impact. If increased displacement is judged by

:the associates to be reflected in local tax reductions or stabilization,

this shifts the stimulus impact of PSE from the public to the private-sector

but -need not materially reduce its magnitude,

Dqgpite changes that may be observed in the-second round, for purposes,

-of evaluating-PSE as a countercyclical tool, 'it is :1-11e first-round findings

that are most important. Assuming, that the pattern-of-employment and

fiscal effects found for mid-July 1977 is- regarded to be a satisfactory,

stimulus impact, the quetion of whether PSE should-1'0e used as a-counter-

cydical _policy instrument then mustte.addresasd on several bases --
_

operational, and social.
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The -Historical.Record-
.1

Experience under both the PEP prograth and CETA-PSE suggests that it

is-possible to,build -up PSE enrollment levels and expend funds fairly.

rapidly. (The one question that is still open-in this respect concerns the

project component of*PSE. The DeceMber`1977 field data-wili provide_

information about. the rate of b 'ldup and any major problems associated

With the buildup for this portion-of the program.)

Tile track record of PSE fpr disengAgement--the other side of the

countercyclical-equation--is much less clear. The PEP program was-passed,

as -an- emergency employment program for a two-year period. Altucugh-there

was a significant decline in enrollment from its peak level, 'it was carried

into CiE2A title II at a level of approximately 50,000 participants. The

CETA title II program was then expanded and title VI was added in the 1975-76

recession. Despite the fact that the economy was beginning to recover in

Rune of 1976, concern about stubbornly. high unemployment rates led to the

reauthorization and expansion Pi the CETA title VI program., The additional

415,000 PSE positions created under the 1977-78 stimulus package are now

to be funded through fiscal year 1979.

The Carter administration's legislative proposal for a second reauthori-

zation of thl CETA program, submitted to the Congress in February 1978, seeks to

reverse this growth pattern. It emphasizes the-idea of PSE as a counter-

cyclical policy instrument. Specifically, the administration proposes an

automatic triggering system which would take effect in 1980. The plan 'alls

for a base program of $1 billion to be augmented by an additional $1 billion

for each one - half -of 1 percent by which the national unempC 'ate exceeds
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4.75 percent. .Administration officials estimate that this would mean a

reduction in 1980 from 725,000 to 300,000 PSE positions.

/

On the bagis of .recent history, there is reason to question whether

Washington decisibhmakers--particularly in the Congress--would, in fact,

countenance sueh*a large reduction in PSE spending as business conditions

improve. ,If such a reduction does not take pJuce and if in future periods

of economic depline-emergency-PSE funds, are simply= added to the preeYcisting

i

ra
i

base; the result would be a steady tcheting upwards of PSE spending. The

- ,

6 1

. _
i

lOng-term impact under these conditions depends on one's assumption about,
;

...-

.-

-displadement,

If limiteld displacement is assumed, a steady ratcheting upwards of ESE

funding in pe1 of economic decline could result over, time in building up

-

1- "--

employment in,the public sectorito a point that-mould eventually raise

questions as -t between; "le prOper mix between Public and re 'ate sector activity

1

i

in the national economy.

On the other hand, if the assumption is a high level of PSE displacement--

I

especially over time--then the tissue raised involves intergovernmental

finance. If- the level of PSE spending is ratcheted -upwards under-circumstances

where -a -high Proportion of these\funds are "absorbed" by the recipiem.

governments, the federal government's contribution? to -state and local

revenue could increase to-the-point where the fisCal independenoe of other

levels-of government would be significantly reduced. As it is, with ISE at

the current leVel and with the recent growth of Other federal grants, the

federal share Of local budgets has grcwn substantially over the past five
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ars, in no small part due to the increase in employment and training

.:

ts from the national .government directly to local units.
1

lfficiency-and Eg uity Considerations

Even if one assumes that an automatically triggered countercyclical

PSE program would be workable- -that is, that national decisionmakers would

alamr PSE funding to be reduced appreciably in the recovery phase--there

are other reasons to question whether this is an appropriate national policy.

It can be argued, for example, that it is not only politically difficult

but inefficient to vary PSE employment levels with the business cycle.

The activities involved may not be capable of being turned on and off

quickly.

In additiOn it is possible that even if the federal government reduces

PSE funding, prime sponsors will not follow suit. A number of cases in'the

field data suggest that PSE activities create a demand and a constituency-
,

on a basis that makes it difficult; from a local perspective (especially for

fiscally healthy government) to reduce the size of the PSE labor force

quickly. To the extent local officials decide that PSE activities should be

continued out of local funds even if federal funds are.reduced, the impact

of PSE as a tool of macro-economic policy can be said to be asymmetrical.

1. The most useful approach-for comparieg the relative level of grants
to cities is to consider federal grant funds as a proportion of locally raised.
general revenue. On this basis, federal grants were equivalent to nearly
70 percent of locally raised revenue in 1978 for. Buffalo, Cleveland, and
Detroit, and over 50 yercPnt for St. -Louis, Newark, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
and Phoenix. These data- are based on an analysis-of fifteen cities by the
staff of the Brookings Monitoring Studies Group and the U.S. Advisory
Commission fur Intergovernmental Relations. The unweighted average for the
fifteen large cities studied was 45.6 percent.

1S7
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-There iffaalso considerations of equity in evaluating PSE as a counter._,-.

cyclical policrinstrument. Once jobs have been provided to disadvantaged

persons who-need a foothold in the labor market, local political pressure

nay-build up. to continue to fund these positions for an-appropriate period

of time so that participants can be placed in permanent positions in the

public or the private sector.

This subject, the use of ESE as a social policy instrument, is dis-

cussed further in the next section of this chapter. However, the relation-

ship between countercyclical and social objectives should be clarified here.

The extent to which there is a trade-off between the two objectives needs

to be considered on several levels. On the one hand, there are practical

.questions ofspeed and ethciency. As already suggested, the more the PSE

program is targeted on the disadvantaged, tl,e harder it maybe to adjust the

program level as required for countercyclical purposes.

Mbre fundamentally, the basic rationale of a program to relieve

cyclical unemployment causes it to focus on relatively short-term unemployment

as opposed to structural unemplOyment. The administration's CETA reauthori-

zation'proposall submitted this year, not only includes an automatic

triggering system to achieve countercyclical goals but also loosens the

eligibility requirements for PSE. It recommends that all participants be

required to have been unemployed for the previous five weeks, instead of

.L fifteen out of the past twenty weeks as' in current law.

This trade-off in terms of the characteristics of participants'

is central to the decision about the relative emphasis on countercyclical

and social objectives under the PSE program. Policymakers may decide that

1S8
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to the extent the PSE program is used for countercyclical purposes'its

emphasis on the structurally unemployed should be correspondingly reduced.

The-essential question of legislative strategy currently is: If the Congress
---

adopts the proposed-countercyclical rationale for PSE, will this reduce

iti,willingness to use public employment as a means of reducing-welfare

dependency as recommended under the administration's "Better Jobs and-Income"

welfare reform program?

PSE AS A SOCIAL POLICY

The goals of public service jobs as a social policy instrument can be

suMmarized under three heading0-=serviceprovision, social targeting,_ and

transition.

The "leaf raking" or "make work" arguments against PSE are not supported

by the data in- this report. Associates in general concluded that the work

performed under PSE is similar to that of regular employees. The "primary

services" of local governments are the functional areas of greatest emphasib.

On the other hand, the evidence on social targeting is more mixed.

There is considerable targeting overall, and it is increasing under the

new project portion of the PSE program. These findings are reflected in the

characteristics data in chapter 5 for participation by minority group members

and economically disadvantaged persons. However, the large proportion of

persons with a high school education in PSE and the still relatively low

levels of AFDC participants suggest that creaming may be taking place.

-Oh both of tmge issues--service provision and social targeting- -

additional field data are being collected for December 31, 1977, which may

P3



alter the'points just made. As title VI projects expand, for example, we

_my find less creaming, but at the same-tine there may be a redu-tion in

emphasis on _basic municipal services to the point where some observers would

conclude that the objective of performing useful work at the state-local level

is undermined.

In respect to transition, several associates pointed out at the-field

research conference an-February 1, 1978, that creaming is more likely

and social targeting more difficult in cases where transition goals are

stressed. But the jury is still out on training and transition. There is

not enough experience with the expanded program to generalize about its

success in preparing disadvantaged PSE participants for permanent unsubsidized

employment.

Combining Social Policy Goals

For those who regard the social policy goals of PSE as paramount, the

essential question is: How should the objectives under this heading come

together? Is social targeting enough standing by itself? Is targeting

enough if it is combined with the accomplishment of a considerable amount of

useful work in the public sector? How immortant is transition in this

equation? Without success in transition, one can,argte that the PSE program

must either (1) return participants to the pool of the unemployed, or (2)

serve as a permanent situation for the participants AS well as the jurisdic-

tions involved.

Even if the transition findings are positive, however, there is still

the question of the mutuality of PSE's social goals. As noted above, the

objective of service provision may be more difficult to achieve if transition

170



is also required. The same tension is possible between targeting and

k

- transition requirements. Such competition, where it occurs, is an important

constraint on program design.

Ihe Limits of Social Policy for PSE

Two practical points stressed at the meeting of the National Commission

for Manpower Policy at which the preliminary findings of this study were

presented need to be added here. First, a balance needs to be struck between

the national social objectives of PSE and the value of the program to

Trine sponsors. Because it is a decentralized program:under which the coopera

tion of state and local governments is essential;2 requirements-that_ are-not

reasonably acceptable to sponsoring governments may cause them either to

decline to participate or to find ways to circumvent federal mandates.

A second practical point about the social objectives of PSE relates

to its overall public acceptance -. In the same way that national requirements

for social targeting can,weaken the support of local governmental sponsors,

they can also cause the program to be characterized as a program-

for disadvantaged workers on a basis that limits opportunities_for PSE

_participants to obtain. Permanent employment in the private sector.

The administrationls proposed welfare reform plan has to'be considered

in relation to both of these points. Should disadvantaged persons be

separately identified under local CETAPSE programs and tied more closely
.

to the welfare system, as recomoended- under the "Better Jobs and-Income"

-proposal? The analysis form for the second round of-field-research for this

study asks associates to comment on the ability and willingness of the prime
.

2. See; the discussion of The CETA System" in'chapter 6,

7
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sponsor governments in the Brookings sample to create specially designated

minimum-wage jobs for welfare recipients.

There is a note of irony in these qualifications about the social

goals of PSE. In order to achieve the targeting and ;transition 'objectives

of a nationally funded PSE program which requires the active involvement of

local governments and private employers, it is possible that there is a
7-

point beyond which such social policy. requirements cannot go. One-can-argue _ _
that adapting a -cotmtercyclical rationale (with its emphasis on shorter-term

=employment) as one of the objectives of PSE may facilitate efforts to

relieve structural unemployrent under the current CETA format by trakilig the

program more attractive to local governments. Even if one were to decide

that national social objectives should be the main focus of PSE, the counter-

cyclical rationale could in two important ways relieve the kinds of

political problems which such a decision might produce; (1) by helping

to obtain needed support and cooperation from local governments, and

(2) by avoiding image problems for the program in the titivate sector.

Such a synthesis _of the countercyclical and social goals of PSE suggests

that, from an operational and practical point of view, there is an

advantage to having a single PSE program which includes both structural

and cyclical components but does not make a sharp internal distinction

between participants on this basis.



FISCAL RELIEF AS A PSE OBJECTIVE

The third main category of PSE objectives is fiscal relief. This

is an especially important issue to the extent that displacement occurs

under the PSEr-Trogram. Displacement *releases funds that Timid otherwise

have to be used to fund the positions involved and in this respect affords

.

fiscal relief to the recipient jurisdictions. Furthermore, this report

indicates that the program maintenance effect of PSE was found to be

greatest for distressed large cities. -Theme, even without displacement,

budgetary relief can be said to be provided to these jurisdictions.

To the extent that fiscal relief and service relief objectives aria

envisioned under PSE, we need to ask whether this budgetary assistance is

going to the appropriate places.3 TWO kinds of targeting are inmolveu here-:

jurisdictional targeting (to hardship jurisdictions) and social targeting

(to needy,individuals).

The former, jurisdictional targeting, ties closely to "urban policy,"

although there is no necessary reason to use employment and training

Programs to achieve fiscal and service relief objectives "as part of a

national urban policy focused-on distressed cities-. In fact, some Urban

_ experts argue to the contrzy that a concentration of PSE funds in-

3. Fiscal relief afforded by job displacement is, of course, prohibi-

ted under the law unless a waiver is obtained from DOL. 'Service relief

resulting from the use of PSE participants to maihtain programs and activities

that would otherwise have been cut is not prohibited. In the former case,

the point made here applies only if some measure of displacement is counte-
, nanced by federal officials, whether informally or otherwise, in the

operation of the PSE program.
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distressed cities is_ not appropriate because of declining population trends

fox, these cities and their typically high municipal salary levels, as

`borne out by the data on PSE salary levels presented in chapter 5.

formula Operations

The system for distributing PSE funds varies by title. Under title II

prime sponsors are eligible for funding:if their area has an unemployment

rate of 6.5 percent or more. Funds are allocated on-the basis of the

prime sponsor's share of national unemployment.

Title VI funding is more responsive to variations in the severity-of

local unemployment._ Half the funds are distributed- according-,to the

sponsor's share of national unemployment, one-quarter according to the share

of unemployment in excess of 4.5 percent, and one-quarter according to the

share- of-unemployed in "sub- areas" -with unemployment greater than 6.5 percent.

Michael Wiseman, in evaluating the distribution of PSE funds, concludes

that the- program has been successful "to a modest-extent" in concentrating

programs in areas with high and persistent unemployment, but less-successful

in channeling funds to areas that have experienced major declines in

employment as a result of the recent recession.
4

A more recent analysis

by the Office of State and Local Finance of the U.S. Department of the

Treasury shows the PSE program to be "minimally effective in targeting funds

to cities experiencing 'high' fiscal strain." The Treasury study-compares

the distribution of funds to sponsor governments under the PSE component

4. Michael Wiseman, "Public Employment as Fiscal Policy," Brookings

Papers on Economic Activity 1 (1976): 67-104.
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of the economic stimulus .package with that for the local public works (LPN()

and anti-recession financial assistance (ARM) parts of this package.
5

Because neither "f these studies analyzed-the effects of the title VI

'formula distribution separately from title' II, they do not provide an

adequate bags for projecting the effects of the adiinistration's proposed

extension.of PSE-funding, under which all PSE money would be distributed

according tokthe title VI formula.

Trade-offs for Targeting Objectives-
.

To the degree that it occurs under PSE, jurisdictional spreading- -

the tendenCy for federal:grant-in-aid funds to-be widelydiSpersed=among

jurisdictions - - should be considered-in relation to the national social

objectives of the PSE program. Spreading is more likely to beiacceptable

if social targeting is highlighted as a PSE objective. This trade-off

betweena "people focus"' and a jurisdictional focus for federal programs

permeates-domestic -policy. To the extent that PSE-has _a people focus_;

one might argue that other. instruments ought to be relied on= more heavily

to-deal with the' governmental dimension of urhanrhardship--for-exaimplei-ARFA-

or its-successor and the community development block grant program-(CDBa.

O

5. "Report on the Fiscal Impact of the Economic StiMulus Package on
Forty-Eight Large Urban Governments" (U.S. Department of the Treasury,
Office of State and Local Finance, January 23, 1978), p. 6. Adjustments

were necessary for consortia arrangements for somercities,studied. An
overall 21 percent deduction was also rnzide for positions which are

contracted out.

.16 4o
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:THE NEED TO SORT` OUT OBJECTIVES

The purpose of-this-chapter-is_not to present the authors' policy

preferences but to call attention to some of the trade-offs which must be

considered in charting the future for PSE. This program, like many

domestic programs, has had multiple obj;ctives. (In fact, the PSE program

can be said to be an especially distinguished example of.Eultiple objectives.)

This situation is unlikely to change dramatically in 1978: The major need

currently is to sort out and articulate more clearly the national policy

,4.

objectives of the PSE program. j-.

In the process, it is important that the displacement issue, which was

the-basic reason for initiating this research, be put in its proper per-
.

spective. Displacement under PSE is only part of the story of the programts

economic impact. If displacement occurs in a way that causes local tax

reduction or stabilization, there is a stimulus effect in the private

sector, although not necessarily on as job-intensive a "basis.as under

conditions in which displacement does not occur. However, if the creation

of hew jobs and the reduction of unemployment are primary goals of PSE,

then concern about displacenent is appropriately placed.

In regard to the social policy objectives of PSE, the displacement

issueis more complicated. If displacement occurs in a manner that changes

the composition of the labor force of a local gorrnment and at the same

time lbads to the transition of dithadVantaged persons into regular jobs,

it could_be determine& that this outcome is cost- effectiyn compariSon

to other social programs aimed-at reducing poverty and dependency.

176
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In the ease of fiscal relief as aipossible objective of PSE, the /

displacement issue has to be regarded on a quite different basis frOmswhat /

lasteen conventional-. To the e?ctent this objective is countenanced=under

PSE, it depends upon the acceptance of some measure of job displacenEnt and

fiscal substitution under the program.

In sum, the displacement issue is important in regard to the caOlbility

of the PSE program to stimulate the creation of new Sobs as a way of re-

lieving unemployment and in terms of aiding the disadvantaged without

penalizingother groups'._ Putting this issue in a better. .persPective should

be an important part of efforts to articulate more clearly the goals of.the

CETA-PSE program.

O

177.
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Appendix A

EXCERPTS FROM THE TRANSCRIPT OF THE FEBRUARY 1, 1978,

CONFERENCE. OF FIELD RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

The second conference of the field research associates was held in

Washington, February 1, 1.978. The purpose of the transcribed portion of

the conference, chaired by Richard P. Nathan, was to obtain information

from the associates on developments since the submission of their first

field reports. As in the body of the report, the names of field sites

are not given in discussions of the employment and fiscal-effects of the

ESE program. ///-

Program Buildup and Administration

7CHAIR: The -first topic we will consider_is the pace of program

builduplmad--administratiVe-problema and issues.

HALL:- In Phoenix, Aritonal_ at the purrent time there-are 3-1130-

positions authorized for that prime sponsor. Approximately one-half of,

those positions are maintained within city government, and the other half

are allocated to private nonprofit organizatio/p0'school districts, and

the state of Arizona. As of December 31, 1977, there were 506' vacancies,

N./ _

which is a-16 percent vacancy rate-.

The pace of the-program from the point of view of the-CETA administra-

tion in th(:-city and the U.S. Tepertment of Labor (DOL) has been

satisfactory 3.n- most areas. Problems have occurred; however;'esPecially

filling -slots allocated- to the state of Ai,izOna-._ The vacancy rate there

lAS 22.5 percent, mainly- because the state was not _able to find people who

qualified= for the kind's of jobs itcwanted to,create.
.

The Phoenix city-council met recently to do something about the overall

vacancy.rate. They took steps to achieve better cooperation between the

recruiting agency for title VI, which is the employment service., the city
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personnel agency', and the personnel agency ,of the state of Arizona. One

step involves placing an employment service recruiting Official in the

/Personnel office of the city so that recruitment and hiring will be

physically located in the same place for the first time.

This is not the filst organizational change. An official I talked to

described the early days as "mass confusioi." One result was the creation

of an agency within the city government, called the "job stimulus department,"

which was assigned the responsibility of filling title VI project slots

7retained by the city. That office is separate, although it is under the

CETA administration.

The CETA adminiutration, an umbrella agency, and the'job stimulus

department, are orly two of Lsveral units. Other city offices affected by

CETA are the city manager's office, the budget and research department, the

city council's CETA subcommittee, the personnel,department and the manpower

advisory
Nc
°omission. All are key actors that are implementing CETA_in_Phoenix;

---
_----1 -------I will just list briefly a few of the problems under t` is system. There

tk
are-problems caused by the speed of-the buildup and the city's:administra-

tive fragmhtation. There are also problems- of-sUpervision, occa.diration

of statistical and accounting information, verification of eligibility, and

until recently lack of job development.

LIEBSCHUTZ: Rochester, ge-q-York, has satisfactorily met its schedule

of-hiring under the PSE program, despite the fact that the city had to absorb

milliohs of additional federal dollars. As of the end of -December there

,were - approximately 1,000 authorized-PSE positions, with less than 10.percent

unfilled.
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Let me take a minute to talk about two causes of_those vacancies.

First, in many cases job specificatidns and the qualifications -of the

unemployed-did not match, for example, for such positions as School

nurse's aide.

The second cause of vacancies had to do with positions where the

turnover rate is normally high, as in the-case of security guards.

Rochester has moved from about 20 percent of its PSE positions in

July allocated'to CBOs* to over 50 perdent in December. The-adndnistration

of =the CB0 projects was handled in a decentralized fashion. The Community

Chest, under contract with the city, Was given the responsibility to
ft;

"aevelop, evaluate, recommend to the city, and later monitor the operatfons

of nongovernmental organizations with CETA projects."

in September, the Community Chest certified 53-of approxitately 110

project proponals that had been presented for funding, including ab5,000

imnje-Ct-fak-the-Oay Alliance of Monroe County to conduct a survey of _possible

-discrimination against homosexuals in employment and housing. This caused_

a great deal of controversy. Before the city council had an opportunity to

consider the certification by the-Community Chest; s member of the-council

became aware of this 2nMmendation and the resulting publicity took the

Niddle East off the front page of the Rochester papers. The council tabled

the matter. Many people protested to the. Community Chest, thinking that the

Community Chest itself was going to be funding this project. The Chest

reconsidered its relationship with the city and withdrew from its contract.

At that point, the city contracted with the Urban League-. The Urban Leag;c

-*Community-based organizations, referred to in the body of the report

as- nonprofit organiZ4ions.



.reconsidered all of the project propoials and recommended approximately
.

one-third of them to the city, including the proposal for the funding of

the Coy Alliance, which the council then approred.

MAC MOUS: In Houston, Texas city officials are generally wary of*

federal fundsfunds unless they are for construction projects. One of the problems

that I ran into was severe organizational shortcomings. The CETA prograts

are a separate division, as are community development and the administrative

units for other federal programs. They are .not housed in city hall. They

are commonly viewed as a payoff to minorities. Conseouently, the attitude

at city hall is basically, "Let these groups do what they want with these

funds." There was generally a low level of information about this prograt

on the part of,city officials and consequently one official pretty fully

controls these funds. There have been political problem and 'the city has

not met its goal; the highest it has gotten is about 59- percent. The

shortfall is mainly attributable to administrative problems.

To give an example of some of the problems that have occurred, the

city had trouble building up a pool of applicants because the administering

agency could not interview people who applied for title II and title VI

positions at the same time. Conseouently, many people werecoming down

there on reading advertisements in the paper, "Jobs Available," and being

told that they came on the wrong day, that it was title VI today and title

II Was last week.

Another problem vas also related to the advertisements, which implied'

that-if people came down they would-get a job that day and a paycheck the

next week. A large proportion of the city's program is ruu through CEOs;
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many of them.are snail and their financial systems are not capable of

paying these people quickly,. They have to wait until they get the money

_from the city; by that time three or four weeks have elapsed and par..'

'ticipants have not gotten their checks so theY quit.

Employment and Fiscal Effects

CHAIR: I would like to ask the next four speakers to concentrate on

changes they have noticed in their jurisdictions from July to December

in the employment effects of the program and its related fiscal effects.

ASSOCIATE: The expansion of title VI project has had a great effect

on our city in terms of the types of projects undertaken. Title II and VI

sustainment activities, which had some years tefore, were much more

likely-to be in the prime service areas, for example, public works,"parks

and-recreation-,--real- property, taking -care of the property of the city.

when title VI projects came along they gave the city an opportunity

to expand what they were doing and get into variable services', communi ty

activities, one-time
projects; it gave them a chance to be creative ant to

thirk abOut the needs of the community. I would-say that displacement

since the summer has been greatly reduced by the projeot approach.

There is another ihportant point here, and that is the fact that there

Li- a one-year limit on -project VI employment, It does not give- the city a

chance to become reliant on a particular service. It's nice to deliver

a new service, but you are politically vulnerable when you take that

service away,a-year later, so these projects -are often farmed out. It is

not-to the advantage of the city to use project slots in any kind-of a

1P
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political way because if someone is hired and fired in a- year, they often

remember who fired them instead of who tired them.

In terms of fiscal effects, I would say the main effects continue to

be job creation and tax stabilization, The city has a very high tax rate,

and very limited revenue instruments. The main burden falls on the property

tax. There are tremendous budgetary constraints-on local gOvernment.

ASSOCIATE: I will focus my remarks primarily on the city government

and the nonprofit CBOs. With respect to city government and the basic

title II and title VI sustainment programs, the PSE program was pretty much

in place some months prior to July 15. The 4nteresting thing is that there
P.

has not been that much expansion under the stimulus program in the city

government itself. 'The office administering PSE has had a fairly difficult.

-time sellingtherpproach; in general, city departments have been

quite wary about getting into PSE any deeper than they already are. This

is quite clearly indicated by the fact that city departments account for,

only about 12 percent of the title VI projects filled as of December 31, 1977.

Looking across all titles, I believe that employment effects in city

government have been almost entirely job creation, and within the job

creation category, the effects have been to expand services in a number

of-program areas including law enforcement, sanitation, libraries, and

health.

It is difficult to assess the extent to which these program expansions

are self - perpetuating =- whether they are creating their own demand. Many of

the people I interviewed are program managers, and as anyone who has worked
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in-the government budget process knows, the program manager is the first

to say that his program cannot possibly be cut. One official told me that

once a service, is extended in the city: it can never be withdrawn. I am

skeptical,about that. This city is quite fiscally conservative, and my

guess-is that if PSE were not available, much of the service increment made

possible by PSE would be cut back.

I will now shift briefly to the nonprofit picture. There is no question

but that much of the PSE growth which has occurredsince July 15 has been in

the nonprofit seCtor. The number of title,VI participants working for-non-

profits went up tenfold between July 15 and December 31.

In sum, what is- happening -is that the city through PSE is providing

jobs to many community organizations that were part of the OENModel

Cities network, plus many new organizations which, as one program manager

*aid, are "coming out, of the woodwork" and organizing to take advantage of

ESE availability. Thus, the nonprofits are generating the prograth volume -

which the city goveripent and other governmental units have been unable or

unwilling to produce_ in order to reach _hiring goals.

CHAIR: As the title VI projects have increaged, and as CBOs are

becoming more and more important as sponsoring agencies, what do you

think this, may man for transition to regular employment?

ASSOCIATE: As youdook at the list of some 300 to 350 organizations which

are,participarting as CBOs, you notice significant numbers of organizations

with Latin titles or with neighborhood. group or church affiliations. You get

the clear impression that there is a good deal of social targeting going on

as a result df PSE expansion to the CBOs. My impression, and the impression

of people I talked to, ipthat many of these are marginal operations. It will

.1, 5
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be very difficult to tell whether there is displacement going on, because

these organizations have proliferated and there is so much nzvement in and

out of them. Certainly, the general impression so far is that transition

will be severely limited, and these people will probably be looking to the

next strap to grab after ESE works its -way through the history of federal

lavgrams

CHAIR: Any other comments?

ASSOCIATE: My perception is that CBCs may present a better opportunity

for people to gain unsubsidized employment when their participation in PSE

is over, for two reasons. One is the turnover in CB0s; the turnover in their,

regular employees is so great that if they are happy with the iray a PSE

participant has performed on the job, they are likely to move that person

into a slot, or that person will be next in line to go into a slot when

someone leaves. It's ,not really a auestion of creating a new job. I agree

on-that. It is very difficult for a lot of these organizations which are

very small to raise money.

The other rgason is that it is to a person-11- advantage that there are

fewer people in CB0s, because then the organization can show more of a

concern and become more of an advocate for the people in the program. Even

if a job can't be found for a person in their particular organization, at

titres I have noticed they have gone out of their way to see what can be

done for'the person, becoming an advocate for them to get i job somewhere

else within the CRO or another agency.

CHAIR: Eli?

16
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GINZBERG: Implicit in what I heard you say is that the CBOs have to

continue to be.funded to have the overhead jobs which they will then put

these people into so-called structured jobs of their own. An- equally

critical question for us is, do the CBOs do better or worse in getting them

into the private sector and/Or regular jobs? All you have said is that as

long as there is enough Ctulding for CBCe and there is a turnover in the

overhead structure, you_can get some people out of the work force into the

overhead structure.

ASSOCIATE: It Could take place in another organization.

ASSOCIATE: Due to the fact that -most of-the people who have gpme into

project slots have not terminated yet, this spring will tell the tale of-what

will happen to the majority of these people. People have not had 4,o face

up to- that yet..

CHAP: Do you see a prospect that in the smaller organizations. with lines-

out to the community a successful wolker can be placed in some kind

-of permanent-and reguj.ar kind Of activity, possibly outside of-a CBO?

Ibes the federal funding have to continue for that transition to take place?

ASSOCIATE: I am not optimistic about the posSibillipy of it taking _place

privat sector. ?Zany of the neighborhood groups and CBOs in our

city that have public service employees? in .fact, are quite specialized.. In

addition, they are often looking for aspecial pelson under PSF who

happens to fit what they are doing at that particular time. These are

often things that don't have much applicability, necessarily, in the larger

labor market. _

CHAIR: 's there anyone else from a big, city who would like to quickly

make a comment about the relationship between increased title VI's and the

transition capability that goes with that? 1.)J17
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ASSOCIATE: I wanted to comment on that point. With respect to the

208 there are three kinds of CB structures, First are those that have

been estabaished specifically to serve particular functions under the CETA

program; the intent there is to provide a certain community with empaoyment.

If federal funds do not come down, that group -will dissolve.

There is another set-of CBOs which have been in the volunteer busimss

for an extended period of time. These groups may bring on one or two ISE

workers to serve in a particular capacity. They too will suriive only

insofar as there is federal funding, and then they will drop -off. Whether

the PSE workers-there get skills to then go to another job is a matter of

conjecture; they will only stay as long as fedekal funds are available.

They will oe replaced by volunteers.

There is a third group that is even more difficult to get at. These

are groups that provide particular kinds of services to-the community, be

it an old-age food program or the like. They have. suppaemental funding.

from other sources. On the question of,whether or not FSE workers in these

CBOs would later find'jobs in the private sector, in mr judgment, it is not

likely. '

ASSOCIATE: We may find well-established volunteer CBOs with boards

of directors who represent the private sector, where participants have a

good opportunity for transition from CETA positions within the volunteer

agencies into unsubsidized-employment in the private sector.

CHAIR: Have you seen any evidence of that?

ASSOCIATE: No, but I am goink to look for it.

CHAIR: Our next speaker is s-from-a-county government,

te
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ASSOCIATE': In my jurisdiction, I 'think there has been a major

increase in displacement since July. In trying to cliissify the causes

for that increase, haie identified four categories. The first is

absorption_ I am seeing a lot more of 'that than I expected to see, in

-the library, for example.

Second, there is simplt-,xore conscious displacement than there was

in July. The county has made a decision to put an-additional twenty PSEpeople

into That must be considered normal growth positions rather than-commit

funds-that they had available to those positions. I talked with-the

personnel director about this. He -said he advised the county, commissioners

against that, but in their words, PS.' was just too convenient to avoid.

They expect a decline-in tevenue.four to five years doWn the road, and they

ate-stockpiling funds- against that decline. i

The third reason for increased displacement in-my jurisdiction -has to

do-with transition policy._ The county has a policy which was -set by its_

manpower planning office, which has broad -boold community membership, that'

all sustainment positions must lead to transition to permanent employment

within two years or the subcontra4AOr will lose the position..

One effect of this policy appears tobe to reduce the number of people

that local agencies will put in sustainment positions. They don't want to

get committed to positiohs that they can't reasonably expOct transition from.

However, when that is a goal--to place people in permanent positionsagencies

seem to feel more free-to use PSE funds to train people or generally to use

the'funds for things that would not otherwise be done.
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Since transition from PSE frequently means moving into permanent public

.° employment, it appears to me that attempts to maximize the transition rates-

are frequently in conflict with other goals of the program, such as minimiz-

ing displacement and reaching social targeting objectives. Transition goals

seem to foster "creaming." If an employer makes .a co#oitient to traiisition-

ing all his people, he has to be prepared to put each personjn a regular

positicin. Generally, that also means there is- likely to be more of a

tendency to use PSE for positions that would lie funded anyway.

The fourth and final cause of increased displacement I think; is that

there has been some unanticipated demand for-public services-, where there

_would have -had to be ,a response; but since there was PSE available the ::county

simply -used PSE slots. An example of this is that the state has banned the

'use of herbicides for weed control alongside the roads. Some of tht

roads'would simply grow over if you did nothhave some weed con ol,__and= local

governments are vsing PE positions for this purpose. Had "PSE .pot been

available, they would havethad to hire some people for this task.

I am finding, some displacement too in CB0s, although less I am finding

some CBOs that are hoarding mor,ey while using PSE positions. I asked if

CHO officials thought PSE was going to go -away. They said that -ihey.did not

think it was going to /go away, 'hut- they did not think they would *get a piece

of the action- for very long, because the way the local governrhents were

eating up positions there would -be less and les s for CBOs. I don't think

there is- vali'dity to their.fears,-%ut it is their reaction.

CHAIR: .-Does tge increase in title VI- and project PSEs and CB0s- make

targeting- easier and transitioning- harder?

I
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ASSOCIATE: The city I am studying got starteklawfully late because

of political problems and the handling of RFPs [requests for propoSals]:

In the inif,141 round there were about400 proposals; 381i. projects

, 11.

were funded in July, -andhitAng for some Of -those positions is still going_

on. At the point at which our initial "snapshot " 'was taken there were virtually

. -

no projects; so that was not an important part of our analysis. We are just.

now doing the characteristics of people in iroject slats.

I 'think we can make se$eral quick, observations. "Ihe first is that we

are perplexed, by the system of filling project positi§a: The filling

of those Projects rivalled the Natiorial Science FOUndation-grant-making

in its complexity, with twenty -two attributes that projects were rated on.

We are trying to-analyze the revealed preference of the bureaucracy in

choosing among the applicants.- The -curious thing isk-th-t the initial funding

filled 384-Projects, but when they got more money; instead of issuing another

ro RF_Ps, they .kept going _doom the list. So ultimately. it only meant a

delay of requests,.
i6

,

OIL turnover, since projects have
.

been f-Slled recently, we have not seen/

very much o} tnat. I am intrigued by the- fact that CRCS to
)

be low -wage

operations, compared to city government, ani,that may,me higher transition.

. ---,

That- would be an interesting- consequence. I do not, however, hold out great

'...,

4,

- .

hues fOi. the ability
-

of. CBOS to effect transition into the .private sector..

.

Our' eviden0 --is weak on that.- I would like to wait awhile longer to-See..'
.

i

One of the things that seems to be coming out of the discussions We.
\-- I

have. been having iethe significance of personalit'y--the. style of business

cliand opeirati nit; this dgrams. The- perplexing thing for ah ecOnomisit i

J
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is that all those storied-we tell of response to grants in terms of the

marginal.pay rate and-all has nothing to do with it_ It depends an awful I

lot on-the personality of the key officials.

I-will mention two other points. One is the out-of-the-walls effect

for-CPCs. No One realized there were community based organizations-like

the community- based organizations we found. The second point, and the last

that I want to make is that Itam disturbed about.transition: as the only:or

_Main criterion of success,L It seems to me what the federal government is

in-doing is to buy a job with_a certain -kind of-dharacteristie

for certain:kJ d o£ person. The monitoring effort-should ask,_ when we go

-
inlotCB0s, do we see. that kind of person getting those -kinds of-jobs?- Eight-

I
to-five-jobs? Well- managed? ro they givet0Ople skills_ and_steady work

experience that they have not had?

As soon as we start pusning this transition everybody knows how you

Imake transitions--you hire the best people possibl . I am very frightened

Albotrttransition as a barometer of success or of the qualifications of organiza-

tions to operate these programs.

YunctionalAreas and ActivitiesofFSEf'articiants

1
_CHAIR:" We now move to-the third-subject area, the program effects of

PSE. What kinds of things are people doing' and what would you--say in

general, terms about their 'output forIhe community and relatle productivity?

IiASSOCIATE: -It is useful to- classify activities into- sustainment and

"project. Under_sustainment there have been major.nd minor changes, as

well as a_coniinuation of what has happened since July.

a
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Above all, there has been a continued emphasis on the preservation of

essential city services in the city I am studying in the wake of high,

although now declining, unemployment.

In the way of changes, something that did not show up in the first round

is the emphasis on educational programs. The first snapshot date was in

July, when the school systems were not operating.

The highest priority both in the city and the schools has been pro-

tective services. Crime is a major problem, there has been a strong

emphasis on crime prevention. Beyond that, there has been an emphasis on

ft

the utilities and sanitation - -garbagesollecting being a prime, example.

Another major activity/one that is continuing to grow, is social

service activities under sustainment, particularly youth activities, and

to some degree activities for the elderly and handicapped.

An additional activity has been beautification, making the city

aesthetically more attractive. This includes'recreational activities,

and in the public works area, cleaning alleyal improving parks, nature

trails, and the

In the area of educational programs, besides the security emphasis,

there-has also been, as: in many other jurisdictionS4 I would hazard to guess,

-an emphasis on educational and technical assistance program teachers1

aides, nurses_' aides, clerical help. -

Trider the project approach, as_ in-the-other jurisdictions, there has

been ap increased usage of CB0s. Now appfoxitately 40 percent of the project

-slots go-to CB0s, whereas-under the sustainment part of and title la

it has-leen a very -small percentage. Under projects the emphasis-has been in

the-area of socialiseivies-1-youth- activities, prOgrams for the elderly,

133
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programs for the handicapped. In the area we talked about earlier--

transition- -there have been some attempts at fairly innovative programs,

in terms of transition from the CBOs to private employment. The idea

is that there are some general management functions, if you will, that all

organizations do and all CBOs have to,provide, whether they are federally

funded-or funded from Some other organization. They have to have
1

accountants; they haye to have administrative staff. So through the

'accounting society, for one, there is a program to place accountants and-

bookkeepers in a community organization with the hope that a2terwards the

CBOs will te able to either hold these people on their staff or transfer
S

them to private employment.

And, in addition to placement into a PSE slot, there is also some

training involved, accounting training and bookkeeping train!ng.i Here

it's an OJT [on- the -job training] project, as well as having some classroom

astects to it.

In terms of output and impact, the major. -ones have been in the area of

crime prevention and protection services. Crime, while it is still quite

high, has declined significantly, and has declined to a greater degree

than in other large cities. I noted there was an emphasis on youth activities;

working with youth gangs appears to have been important where declines in

crime -have tebn achieved. Obviously, CETA is not solely responsible for

it, but I think its contribution has been significant.

ASSOCIATE: The city I am studying has used all of its title II and

title VI sustainment slots in traditional city jobs. Seventy percent of

its title VI project funds have been used in city jobs. This leaves 200
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positions for nonprofits. This, of course, is a low level of CBO activity

and it did not start until August of 1977.

The types of activities carried out by the PSE participants can almost

be predicted by the way in which the decisions were made as to how slots would

be filled. At the CETA Planning Office, the planning process was to receive

directives out of the mayor's office as to which existing city departments

had budget deficits and to provide PSE participants for positions in those

agencies.

Prior to title VI projects, the city was taking 35 percent rehires into

the program. These were people who had been laid off and were not teing

brought teckinto their city. jobs. Title II positions were heavily used

for police and fire. The Department of Labor finally leaned on the city

heavily enough, so that situation has changed, but title II slots are still

being used for traditional functions, like street repair and maintenance

and parks, although very few white-collar positions. These are jobs you

can see. That seems to be the thrust of the administration: We want people

to- see -that these are 'real jobs.

Title VI sustainment positions are fairly widely distributed among city

agencies, parks and streets, etc., although they have now begun to use title

VI sustainment positions for projects such as emergency medical services.

In terms of the type of activities, once again, it is jobs you can see

operatives, 'truck drivers, laborers.

The- main effects of PSE are maintenance of service levels within existing

tunetiOns and- expending some services in tinder-budgeted areas. For title VI

projects, It is:_my impression that these positions are seen- as -a nuisance

that go away and therefore should be used for jots where you don't

195
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, want to build up expectations. This is not the whole story. Title VI

projects are being used to suppl'ment police services to get policethen

out of the office an-'_ onto the street by hiring para-police under PSE.

They have 250 positions, though they canst hire that quickly; para-police

are largely female. This is a real benefit to the city. We had a problem

of lack of policemen on the streets; this should help-change that situation.

I want to talk about two other things: One is subcontracting and

outstationing. As.I said, we have had little subcontracting under PSE so

far. Of 200 people, about 50 haye been assigned to the schools, all of them

as guards. Another 25 have been assigned to the housing authority, all as

guards. Another 15 to the libraries, not all of them, but most of them, as

guards too. The remaining 100 or so -seem to have focused on culture and

the artsr-dance, theater, the art association, things that people come and
1

sde and. can- identify with the city. There is an informal policy against

using any PSE moneY to support 'research type" positions-.

We were told-by the CETA administrator that- -plans are no*.:being_mide

to outstation _under title II. This would represent-a major change; they

want to-outstation- to nonprofits. 14y spedulation is that the city antitipates-

&cutback and is trying to hedge its bets. They have been vastly overextended

in the use of title II funds for traditional services. They plan to

outstation:30'to-35 percent of their-allotment to nonprofits-. If a PSE cut

comes they-will.stop outstationing to nonprofits and not hamper=city-services -.

They want to focus on highly-Physical kinds of activities- - winterization

programs- -for the elderly,_ for-example.

LUCY: I Am-going-to talk about-Charlottesville, Virginia, a, city of

about:40-0600. The-city manager told-the department -heads to meet two primary
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goals; One was to create slots that would involve prcductive work and

increase output, but to make certain that those jobs would not need city

funding in the abtence of PSE or at the end of PSE.

A second goal was to have a reasonable mix of participant characteristics,

but that was-definitely a second-order goal, assigned to the personnel

department to implement and monitor.

The types -of positions that have been funded has been very diverse,

more blue - collar than white-collar,'but a substantial number of white-collar

positions. The mix includes maintenance and construction jobs, management,

.clerical jobs and social service jobs. There have been no jobs in protective

services, or education.

-The -new= projects ran the gamut. They involved fencing, landscaping,

repairing playground equipment, working on new parks, hiring someone to

handle recruitment of-senior citizen volunteers, and-doing-land-use_surveys.

Other activities have been in the nature of increasing the qua:ity

of regular-services) things like weed cutting on rightssof way, street

Aignreplacement, relocating gas-meters, youth-counselling in community

detention halls, cleaning up the mall, and things of that sort. The impact

on the Community-has been quite positive_ lepartment heads in-general

are enthusiastic, There is some concern_about the productivity- of some of

the workers, espedially in the paiks, and because of problems -UNETth-e

_pats department mill have fewer slots inthe future. =Park officials

telieVe-the hassle- of managing TSE-workers isynot worth the effort it_ takes.

Since July) there has been only about a 6"pqrcentincrease in-the

total number of slots in the city. This suggests that the-city may be

=nearing its Saturation- point -as= far as its- direct use of PSE participants'

1.97
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is concerned.

TEIB:
,0

ere have not been major changes in PSE activities in Tulsa

since the summer, with the exception that PSE is being used to fill public

school teaching slots. Since school was not in "session -in the summer,,

such a change would be expected.

There are 681 authorized slots vrith*a vacancy rate below 10 percent.

Those 681 slots are divided between CBOs and the city government.

In describing the activity in the city government I think the most

telling thing is that 80 percent of its slots are in four departments: water

and sewer, parks and recreation, refuse, and streets. The activities of those

people are fairly typidal. They are expanding services as well as maintaining

services. We especially observed an expansion of park and recreation services

and an increase in the. frequency of refuse collection.

Within CBOs there is a wide .array.of services_in_ninety_CB0s.,_.a_typical-CB0

having two, or three PSE f:ositioris. There is some emphasis on health care and

aid to the handicapped-, cultire and the Warts, and social services.

Zaracteristics of Particivants

ATHOS: Seminole County, Florida, is a small county with urban, suburban,

and rural areas. Despite the fact that women make up approximately the same

percentage of the county's labor force and the PSE labor force the:d.i.Lterence

in the occupational classifications is phenomenal. Within the PSE force,

we found women in all occupational categories, well represented. In the

county labor force, they are almost exclusively concentrated in service and

clerical positions.
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In terms of minority representation, which is quite distinguishable,

the PSE labor force is 27 percent black and Spanish-American--an

increase since our first snapshot--compared to the county's labor force

which is 13 percent.

There is no doubt that the use of CBOs explains the social targeting

of this program. If you look at Seminole County over he last three or four

years, minority representation in the regular county labor force has been

unchanged. They don't even have an affirmative action plan. Despite this,

25 percent of all title, II participants are black, which basiCally reflects

the philosophy of the county, which is that this is a federal program.

They've never had a federal prpgrm of this size. Their attitude is that PSE

has as an objective social targeting; whether we like it or not we're going

to do it.

Since the first snapshot, one .of the most obvious changes in the

participant mix is due to the fact that many of the managerial and

professional PSE participants have moved into the regular county laboir

force. A higher percentage of minorities are left behind, blacks

particularly, and to a lesser extent women, concentrated in lower occupational

and minimum wage PSE -positions. ThiStrend also reflects -the increase in

title VI project positions. What we're doing-is getting down-to the bottom-

-of the-barrel. -Th eregrejewer innovattvg_mjects-andlot-morg_short-

term_olean,-up, labor-type projects.

-Briefly, since should also discuss other participant Characteristics,

there has teen-a small increase in the number of participants-under the age

of- twenty -two. -However, it is significant. Since July we've had-a-20-percent
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increase in the total number of PSE participants and the proportion of _

young people has increased by 5 percent; so has the number of people.

with less than twelve years of education. There has also been an increase

in the number of AFDC recipients which obviously is a reflection of the

increase in project positions.

GAGE: There are-similarities between Seminole County) Florida, and

-Arapahoe County, Colorado. Arapahoe County has a relatively small program

of some 300 slots. It is relatively affluent suburban county with a lot

of urban development. This naturally influences who comes into the

prog;am. Although there are dangers in generalizing ESE participants

tend to be younger and inexperienced. There is a higher-ninority

representation, particularly in terms of Chicanos, than there is in county

government generally. There is social targeting on female heads of

households, divorced women with children. _Thereis also quite a number of

order- participants, particularly-in-projects. This shows up a series of

polar comparisons. You have young and Old,--but not too many middle-aged

persons-. You-have hard-,cor-problempeople in the younger- -group in

particular; you also have-highly trained people for selected positions-

There-seems_to-be a greater-number of people since July at the

professional levels, people with- master's degrees. I think this is-- caused

tyAhe start up of increased CBO activity, now-25 per%ent of the 300 jobs

being _tined_ The mix would, I suspect, be very different in a large-

core city.

_JERNBERG:- I am reporting_ on St. -Paul, Minnesota-, along with

Dana- Young. St. Paul treats: CETA-and PSE -very seriously, They have as

2O
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their primary goal employment,_ not displacement,._ not providing traditional

-services.

In terms- of characteristics, St. -Paul does not target for .any

particular group except veterans, though they are having trouble meeting

this goal. There is no special stress on AFDC recipients or women or

minorities. The prime- sponsor feels that the outcomes they have been

getting since they started are as good as if they had had a more elaborate

- ,

strategy. They feel they have a good information network, there IS no bias

in the system and evexybody's got a fair chance.

One of the things .I think we ought to stress IA that targeting goals

are- not easily met in-Minnesota. We have a very small minority population,

and-, while- "Minnesota has a sizable liatiVe American population, it turns out

that the Native Americans, in urban areas are concentrated in Minneapolis,_

not St, Paul. Minnesota also has a_ reputation for success in terns of the

completion of _high school, reflected by the rather low turndown rate for

the military draft in previous years.

The population of St. Paul is about 300,000, about 5 percent minority.

_ Alt.nority employment in city governirent generally is about 5 percent. When

you look at PSE you find that- St. Paul is doing a good job. In title II

there is 26 percent minority, for title VI sustainment it is 46 percent as

o December 31 and 36 percent in titre -VI, projects. St. Paul is doing its

share.

Even without a targeting strategy,- there-are Many more -women than otherwise

=would =be the case. The city government wbrk force is 73 percent male. pa

title II is 60 percent Male, title VI sustainment, 59 percent male, and title VI

20i
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project, 64 percent male.

The interesting thing to me is that there has been little noticeable

change in characteristics from the first snapshot to the second. One

change, however, was. a doubling in minority participation in title VI

projects, mostly I think because there were just a lot of unemployed,

highly talented -people waiting for something like projects and St. Paul

early on approved a project for highly skilled artists. So there was very-

-.

low minority. participation in projects in August, and a doubling to 36

percent in December. %

To me, the interesting comparison is not ftom summer- to December but

what happened =before ISE. *St. Paul has a- couple- of dedision rules. One is

a $10,000 there is no Supplement on- that. This rule-serves to push=

towards PSE employment outside of government.. Some 70 percent of total

PSE employment is subcontracted out, most of it to nonprofits. There is

- also a one-year limit on employment. -Eiiiploymnt is the goal and, since

the fall of 1976, St. Paul has had a policy whereby to- be- eligible you must

be eligible under the_ new title VI eligibility requirements. There is a

"de- creaming" effect in St. Paul. If I can give you a few contrasts, the

-previoUs year-,- minority employment -under title= II -was- 15- percent.

August of --977 that had -gone up -to_ 26 -perdent. -In- title- VI thistainthent in

1976, before the- new .eli-gibiIity requirements, minority =eniployment was -24
4

percent. It had=-goile_tp.-to: lb-percent by December- 1977.

InHterms -of -ecOnomic -48advantage-,_ PSE-II the -previous year vaa_35_

------ percent; this past August" it -was- 79'-percent,,-tuiCit dropped- to 78- perdent.

by Decemlier. "In title ATI.,...su-stainnient, --it_ r_Was_:42 -percent the year-before.
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With the new eligibility requirements it has .gone up to 86 percent and now

87 percent. For title VI projects it's now 87 percent.

We don't have a love affair witir St. -Paul; we had some data gathering

problems' with- them,- but my impression is they seem to be trying hard to

get the job done in teris of meeting the eligibility requirements and

policies of DOL and getting'people to work.
c

WISEMAN: Do you know how niany other prime sponsors are taking everybody

on the new title VL requirements, shifting all hiring over to those

requirenients? San Francisco does that, too.

JENDEL: -St .,Louis always did.'

CHAIR: Our next speaker is studying two counties: or parishes, in

-1(>

Louisiana.

_WAGONER: -Toth Orleans Parish TNew "and_leflerson__PariSh-'a.re

_about 90 percent urban; In- all -other respects-1_ however, they" differ

significantly. Sinde my discussio of, the characteristics of the: participants. .

24"
will depend on what parish the are in I want to make a few remarks- on

the parishes themselveg.

'Jefferson -Parish is roughly 13 -perceit black and -New- Orleans is -46

percent black. In terms of population growth between-1960- and_ 3.97o,

Jefferson= -grew by 61 per-cent, Orleans'- population _fell -by 5.6 percent, The

-educational level of Jefferson Parish ekceeds__12 years, which for Louisiana;

is- well educated. Orleans Parish is less than 11-- there's a 1.5 year

difference in ethicational level. The median family income in Jefferson

Parish 4s 140 percent that of Orleans PariL. Jefferson Parish has only

8.5 percent poor families find Orleans Parish has 21,6 percent.
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In essence, Jefferson Parish is a bedroom-for New Orleans; the bulk

of the labor force in Jefferson commutes across the parish line to work in

New Orleans.

I have to start off by apologizing because in November the Department

of Labor found that 549people claimed to be in the CETA program in New

Orleans were not there. As of now this looks like- a management systems

problem. People

-CETA-people were

Let-me make

have been resigning for a long ;bime and no one -noticed.

not told about it and continued to carry them as employees.

some remarks about the differences between now -and July.

The total for CETA =in New Orleans is up. It's difficult to say exactly how

many, given what I tve just said, but it is. up by more than 500. In title-ITI

there are now, and;this--is a fairly hard figure, 1,836 people. Participants

are 55 percent male and 45 percent female.

July is the large increase in the number of

in July to 45 percent in December. .

-One ofithe biggest Changes :since

females -, -up -from barely =a third

The CETA population in New Orleans unden title VI was 84 percent black

-at; of December. Again, remember, New Orleans has a. 46-47 percent black

_population. There has been a :relatively irnportant.increase in these terms

since July-. It's- -hard- to -say -exadtlY how much, but there -haabeen.-an-

increase. There li°as also -been-an inerease der title -VI in-- the -number and,

percent of participants on aid to, families with.. dependent children or some

other form=sof pUblic assistance.
-. 44/

Title II Tor Ne*:Orleans how= has a total of 637 participants.' Again
_---.

that is up but I doriTt_know exactly hbw much. That group:is. 42- percent

female; there hag-3 been little Change in this proportion since July.

'group' is= about 95 percent black and that _represents a signifidant ind -se;

Milk
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up from about 85 percent, in July. Again there has been an increase in the

number and percent of participants on aid to families with dependent

children.

Now I come to the most distressing statistic of al.. Fi:om October, 1,

December31,1977, of the total 1,836 people in title VI, six

entered unsubsidized employment. Of the -637 in title `II, two people--

entered unsubsidized-jobs.

. In JeA:ferson Parish, overall CETA employment is up by 144, not a -great
,c1

deal, but it is up. Under title VI, there er, 424 people, up by 160, male

43- pereent, remale 57 percent. There is very little -change in these terms

the white-black proportion has also remained- about constant, althOugh-

there has been a slight increase in the percentage of blacks in the program,

now about half. There has been 100 percent increase in the number of

Indians--from onei; up to two. Again, there has been in Jefferson Parish a

relative increase in the 'number and percent of participanth on aid to families

with; dependent children and other forms of public adsistance under title

v.
VI -.

Under title there were 102 people in December, down 16 since July.

I don't know why it fen: but it did. Males,_ accounted for 34 percent, females

66 percent. That represents' e ;ain a-- significant increase An females from about

46 peivent in July. There were 55= percent whites and 45 percent blacks

under title VI in Jefferson Parish in-December; here we had an increase:- in

the "percentage ,of white's sinee July. Title IL was about 63' percent black, in
4

July, and now it is about 45 percent black. 'Again, in Jefferson Parish, under
O

title II, there has been a relative increase in the number, and percent of

people on aid to families with dependent children.

INV
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There has been very little change in the age distribution so I will

stop here.

CHAIR: You get the prize for covering a lot very quickly.

Transition Experience

CHAIR: The next group of speakers will concentrate on transition

experience.

JACKSON: -I am studying five rural counties in Southern Illinois. Trans-

ition is something that is given a lot of lip service. It is an important kind

of symbol and I think it helps to legitima:te the program. The people I deal

with are very conservative people -. especially- public officials and the

repreadntatives of private industry on various advisory commissions. They

are very big on- transition and how this is an,important-program-because-it--

telpstrain people and get-them into some kind of permanent job, ultimately

in -the private sector.

Yet in _reality they are somewhat vulnerable on this point. The place

where it operated test it seems to me is clearly inthe public-sector slots.

"There has been some transition -and there continues to be -- some successful
.

transition frompublic sector CETA spots into standard-jobs at the court

houseaand-city, hall. -What they do is take the CETA people and put them -to

work and when a regular slot cotes-open, when there is a retirement or

resignation or whatever, they take the test -CETA person-and move them into

that-slot.

A county commissioner told-me that CETA enabled them toget.away from

patronage -as- a_ way of filling these-slots-. It gives-them a chance to find-out.

who=are the best employees; they take them=instead of-hiring-in a patronage

-fashion.
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There is less transition taking place to the private sector. They did

a study of this which I have not had a chance to get through yet, but officials

are aware of this as a problem and they are making an effort to do better.

They are giving high priority to several special projects, because the projects

are in areas where there are related personnel needs in the private sector.

There is a big special project on registered nurses, for example, with

training by one of the community colleges. There is another project on

the maintenance of industrial machinery because several large industries

have indicated a need for Maintenance people. I think they are really

worrying about transi4on. I think they woulA say that giving people a

job and training is terribly important in spite of the fact that they are

not_ as- successful as they would ]Ike -on transition. They would point out

that a lot of times this -is -the first job a person has had. While they may

not be getting a specific technical training that they did not have before,

they acre getting something perhaps more .important and that is .the experience

of having a job, the experience of showing Up at -'work on time. They are

learning_ whatwhat it means to work with peers, what it means to get along with

the boss 1 -and a_whole lot_of things_we take for granted. Officials

involved in the Shawnee consortium would say this is terribly important- -

that while PSE may not lead directly to an unsubsidized job, it will make

these people much more marketable in the long run.

PALMER: Jim Horan and I,are reporting on the Penobscot consortium which

covers two: _counties _In Maine, ,Penobscot County and :Hancock County. They have

a total population of about 200,000 people and about 170 PsF, positions.
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I would like to start by talking about the relationship between

training and transition. The primary government we are looking at in

this consortium is the city of Bangor. Bangor does not have its own

_program as such because it is not a prime sponsor. But several of the

positions that Bangor got from the consortium involve training, positions

such as work in the rodent extermination and lead poisoning control program.

The consortium itself maintains an extensive training program. The

consortium utilizes CETA title I as the core program, ard the entire

emphasis of title I is on training programs, work experience-, classroom

training, and on-the-job training.

The consortium regards training potential r3 a significant factor in

choosing employing agencies. One of the responsibilities of sponsors is

to ensure that a particular job holds the promise of meeting dertain

criteria, such as training opportunities and transition possibilities.

Again, although the city of Bangor does not here a transition policy,

th4 =Penobscot Consortium does, and it applies throughout the entire two-

county area. The consortium's planned transition rate for fiscal,year 1978

is 64 perdent under title II and 52 percent,under title VI. In the first

quarter of fiscal year 1978 the actual transition rate on subsidized

employment was 80. percent under title II and 50 percent under title VI,

,These figures are high, probably'due to three factors.

gumber one, vef careful selection, In- -this consortium we are talking

about 170 positions gOing to perhaps 80 wilts in total, which includes

both governments and CBOS. Units have to demonstrate a need for the

__pOsition and' -therefore- tha rate of _job creation, too; has -been very =high.
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:Second, we are talking about small governments that have traditionally,

.
because of the conservatism of,Maine, tended to be understaffed. Therefore

there is more opportunity for more people to remain in employment once

they conclude their PSE program.

,Third,-and probably most important, the consortium maintains a conscious

policy-of-transition.--The-rate_of_transition varies among communities in

the consortium. It. is relatively low in Bangor, we think because of the

emphasis Bangor on title VI positions. It was much higher in the other

governments that have one, two, or three'positions each, mostly under title

It is also characteristic of transition that it tends to-be into the puling,

sector tether than.the private.

There-are-no-formal-reports- on-t-ransition---experience. The data I'M use

are frit the- manatement- infOrraation_zyntem, filed with the -consortium, -and_

cross-ohecked with" the persOnnel departments of` the particular conmiunities:

The consOrtium states its transition policy in a letter sent to potential

employment agencies. At the present time this letter is being revised. In

a few w:eks the consortium will be sending out a -new letter saying that the

employing agency must return a signed form certifying the length Of time

required for the PSE position, the - kind -of outcome to be expected, and a

realistic expectation of the - transition- possibility.

"-KATZ: To date, the city of Boston has ;done little more than pay

lipservice to the transitioning of PSE, Participgits. Although the

importance of transitioning is- mentiOne&in contracts and used as_ a

criterion for choosing projects, the lack of a monitoring process and

Apliance standidid relegates transitioning to the status of suggestion

2.09.
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rather than a program priority. There are two explanations of the

negligible role of transitioning to date. First of all the title VI

project legislation with_ its heightened _ealphasis on fast job creation

in areas with ."--gh-----unemployment-has-reduced_transitioning to a concern

(rather than a program, requirement). This orientation has spread to

"the sustainment programs as well. The other influencing factor is

that -pie BostonPSE office has nOt had to deal with a mass wave of

parti-cipants, leaving the program. Nine hundred sustainment .participants

have been in the program for over -- three years and the title VI projects,

will "not produce a large turnover spring.

A recent regional DOI, decision limiting all PSE participants to

one year in the program = means that -0-11-33-8004PSE employees-will:1)e

terminating over the. course of this calendar!year. This -decision and

the cOnscious strategy of creating 'new ,jobs as the key to =- economic

-deiielopment has eleVated transi-gioning to a top priority status for the

new PSE administration.

Plans tO create a strorg,,transitioning capability are emerging on

two leveLs_. -On -an -organizational level _all -eritIoYirtent training programs

lave been organized -under -an- Employment and- Economic iblicy Administration._

-This:-office--a.lsc _has responsibility -for the Youth--EtapioYm_ent Grant -and-

fOr -attradting new- jObiL -in- the- :private sector in- -Boston."7 -City officials

tope- -that this reorganitation-_-will offer thaadvantagea_of better

-coordinatiOn _between- :Skills training; etiployment rexperieride 1_ and"the-

tr_aiviitioning- _process. The- adMini#tration _plana- to- pUt a- greater-

apiphatis-oril.client -assessment _and= appropriate 'Placement by_ =having- 0
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its hands-a wider range of training and employment opportunities. A

centralized computer system which matches the needs of participants to

available programs and jobs is also planned.

The other effort to improve transitioning will take place in the

---contracting_and monitoring process. A new goal of 50 percent

transitioning will be pursued by adopting placement standards in`

contracting with city and nonprofit agencies. Withdrawal of slots or

no fUtUre contracts would be the penalty for noncompliance.

Even with this elaborate plan on the boards it is evident that

major problems lie ahead. Perhaps the biggest-barrier will be-matching

the- types_ of jobs -created -PSE- to private- sector-- opportunities. As

is the case- in- many cities ldw-skilled- and_ no-skill jobs are the

suidkeat and-easiest to create iiiTait4it to -meet. the requirethent -for

larticipatiOn-of target groups. =New timetable pressures- instituted-

by TOL -have_:reinforced this-type of job creation. At the. end of the

program the participant is a low-skilled transitioning prospect who

will have to' take a -salary cut to- -enter a Comparable job in the =private,

sector. That job -more -often than not is nonexistent.

In order to transition PSE workers in Stagnant and declining cities
I

the PSE program will to build stronger links with private industry

_(perhaps even include them in the program), have their finger on -the=

pulse of yegional industrial developMents, and change the image of the

-PSE: program -for- the- -participants, -the -comeruhiVt-and the =business sector.
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WENDEL: There are a number of uniqte aspects of the St. Louis program

which give us an opportunity to at least address and maybe test some

hypotheses, including Eli Ginzberg's challenging one concerning the ultimate

test of Pa of being transferability.

St. Louis has 3,400 PSE employees on board right now, half in the city

and half in CB0s. St. Louis has, from the very beginning, insisted upon

targeting-for- low4ncome-population._ In other Tords,-the kinds of title

VI- requirements which are coming down now are what St. Louis has followed

intentionally since the very beginning. As a r4sult, 30 percent of the

PSE employees in St. Louis are from the welfare rolls, 75 percent are male,

70 percent are low-Ancome as-defined in" the guidelines.. There are no

salaries in St. Louis above $10,000. There is a one-year maximum. There

is no inter-title transfer. Since 80 percent of the participants are

black; this has resulted Win a rather considerable outcry from white South

St. Louis neighborhoods which claim that the four to one ratio which is a
. .

target ratio of the St. Louis manpower office4 discriminates against whites.

Sow, what about the question of transition? As far as the city side

is concerned, we have. estimates that there is a fair amount of transition,

even though most of the City employees under PSE are in- entrance-level jobs,

given the $10,000 limit. I would say, -as a ballpark estimate, that there

may be 20 to 30 percent transition taking place. One of the reasons for

this is that the city of St. louis, in its regular employment, has very high,
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turnover. One out of, our city jobs turns over each year. Of approximately

.9,000 employees, 2$0 leaveeach year,..approximately half by discharge

and half by quitting.

The city has a $25,000 pay maximum, including the mayor and all the

surgeons in the city hospital. This norning we used the term "shovel jobs."

This is a connon one in St. Lads. You can always get a shovel job in city

service in St. Louis because there is such a high turnover in these kinds

of positions. We expect that in all likelihood this ballpark estimate

which we received- from_a city manpower official of 20 to- 30 percent

transition in the cityli PSE positions will probably be borne out as time

goes along.

It is a much -more difficult- in the CB0s. AS- Alan Tomey .has. already

said, it is our belief that CB0 pay scales generally are lower, although

we accept the points made by several -associates that there are different

types of CBOs and one must look at theni caretully. But generally speaking,

for the forty small CBOs which have literally come out of the woodwork

in St. Louis as everywhere else and have approximately half of the 7,800

CHO -eirpioyees, we find that the skills involved are very specialized and

not very transferable.

Let's look at some other sponsors. The board of education is an

iriketesting test case. It received= 500 Vositions; that's -going to be- an

interesting test of transferability.

About 500 slots. were aSsigned to the housing authority. St. Louis is

ahead of -other places in tenant management; a lot of PSE slots have -been

subcontracted to tenant managenient corporations. Hat do you categorize

these 80 lobby guards? lam not sure about the transferability there.

213
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One other thing that has happened and this will be'our final point.

There have been a couple of bad scandals in the city which involved PSE

employees. We had a break froM the city jail. It turned out there were

a lot of PSE guards and they were blamed publicly for laxity and

inefficiency, contributing to the prison break. We also had a scandal

on ambulance service and it turns out a large percentage, -4o percent or

so, of the ambulance attendants and drivers involved are PSE. This got

sticky, so- they were put through a- -crash program of_training and only 25

of 32 could pads the state ambulance attendant examination after training.

This is contributing; unfortunately, to a bad image of PSE. We are

prepared to offer a hypothesis that if these. factors obtain in your area

you may find that J3SEexperience will prove to be a _negative factor in

transition, particularly in the private sector.

Characteristics -o£ the -Program_in Rural Areas

=FARBER: In- contrast to the metropolitan and _subuitan--gOvernments,

public service employment-in rural. _areas-, if- -I may generalize from- the

South Dakota experience,has somc rather significant aspects. With respect

to the- need =an-d- justification of the- program,_ I _have the -feeling -that- rural

problems = that need to- be -met are being slighted in- favor -of the- greater

clout of politically motivated mayors' and congressmen dependent upon urban.

votes. Many communities in South Dakota, plagued by lack of economic

opportunity, need economic growth and more jobs. Yet many projects

have.little to'do with meeting long- run employment needs.

I would like therefore to make several. comments on this theme.

=911-__ the-basis -of the-work I_ have-done:, r think 'ME- is: relatively

214



activities are neither necessary for supporting governmental functions nor
related to plans for economic growth. Sustainment Slots have tended to be

different, ordinarily being assigned to essential activities or services, and'
they have much more chance of leading to permanent employment.

AMC: I have one exception to bring up in a minute which suggests
that, as we bring in PE people without extra-capital, productivity may

fall off.

-But_ the -overall pictUre in this respect is godd. If you- have
(--

teachers -aides- in eight classrooms, those _people -may be less productive
than regular teachers, bUt yoU-free regular teachers to do more productive
tasks. There Is likely to be a Washout *here average produetivity -does
not actually

Anothe'r point I want to make is about displacement. We found no

,diapladement in these counties or .in the -town of Seneca, on the. first
-snapshot ,date, and-- we have done half the work coming back through- for
December. As far as we can tell there is still no displaceint. There

are -Several reasons for-that. For one, Officials in this area tend= to-
distrust the federal government and federal programs. They are wary of
the feds IR _general, -So- -they stick_-by what they Tercel.* the rules- to be.
Theie -1;re -no problems- with -- rehiring Teople -who- are- laid-Off or anything
like that. very visible when you'-are ten' Or
twenty- eMployees- in, a Small town :or -agency. They can- -be found-

very easily' and wou3.d be,- around there.

As for social targeting-i_ national targets- are not going -to -Work for

_South -Carolina -and rural-areas -like ,SOuth =Dakota. I -0-along iiithe -Bill
_Farber-_on-- that. -There arf; -Very feW-minoritied in-_ these- two= counties-.

2_14
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unproductive in a rural area like South Dakota because it is unrelated to

the probles of economic and community development

There are some favorable things that should be noted. More and more

the PSE jobs, about half in South pakota, are being used for on-the-job

training and testing the justification for personnel expansion.

A real need, when you have low per capita income, is for part-time

employment projects. What would help is some v:ay to _supplement the

state's low level of income. In short, PSE distribution, relaying heavily

on unemployment statistics, may not be the best for rural areas, declining
--

in population and income, and.needing assistance ,for economic growth.

'MABRY: Tom _Schaa-p -and -I are studying a couple -of South Carolina counties_,

Pickens -County- and- -Anderson- COunty, and- one _small town- which I ieere- for. the

end. I wanted to. talk ,about four things--displacement, productivity,

social targeting, and a couple of recent changes. I will reverse the order

from what I would have started with and disagree vrith Bill Farber on his

productiv-ity point. The programs have been very productive in the two=

rural counties thai I ani familiar with.

That productivity has come in the form of traditional public service

jobs, from garbage collection to around-the - clock police dispatchers and

the like. Ptiblic officials are very favorable in their comments- ori*the

productivity of PSE workers versus regular employees.

FARBER: -Title VI projects in- South Dakota_-have -been_ wotthwhiie.

Tree _pruning-__and- college admissions evaluations- (present -projects)- rimy

indeed--have -dOnaiderable--Uti-lity.. Such projects- for- the most- part, as in

South -Carolina, have been --Meritorious-. But my point is that -many -such
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. To give you an example,-when the title VI money came down in the summer

(or at least these groups became aware of it late in the summer), in

Pickens County where they have 100 Or 120 positions, they determined how

many people were eligible. Only 90 people in the entire county could be

.found who Were eligible for the program.

There are several reasons, for that. One is that people don't go to

the employment service id register for such things in the first place.

Secondly, you have changes which= I learned-about under AFDC that make a

difference here. Evidently that program requires you to regtster with the

g-

employmentservice, bilt not if you are in a "remote" county. I don't

know-Who mares that determination, but Pickens COunty is defined -as a-

remote dounty_,_ meaning, they cannot get -good- transportation.. -Since they

don't have to- register, they are not known, other than for purposes of

getting their direct AFDC checks in the mail.

I asked the employment service to review some of the cases'in the

program and tell me how long they had been out of work before- getting into

PSE. He cited cases of 56, 75, 34, and so- on. I-said-, -"That's quite a-

feie weeks." .And he said, "No, that's months." The highest -one, the-

prize, was 84 months. 'Cat we were look at was housewives who had been,

out of work for seven years , Thit is the only Way they could find people who

were unemployed longer than 15 weeks. So you get strange differences if

you move outside a normal city situation.

The last thing- to bring up involves very recent changes. The city

of Seneca dropped its program in December. There was it catalyst, a

personnel problem with one .4PSE employee, but. generally speaking it was

- 21
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because of-the- negative attitude toward public programs in the first place.,

As soon as they had a problem with. PSE, they lboked at their budget and

saw that they had no monerproblem, so they just dropped the whole thing.
.

, CHAIR: Thank you, Rod.. Our final speaker is Beadle Moore.

MOORE: I want to begin hy talking about general characteristics, of a"

the program in Arkansas. It is adthinistered by the CETA adininistrator in

- the state. manpower office.. I looked at two 'counties (Conway! and White,

both rural) and'-a, sttlite agency. These two, dOlintie's are considered

subgrantees of-:the sfate "program_

"odd like to talk about the counties firet; ;there are s'everaI

problemsi,they have in dommioni. The first -problem -area that exists- for both

:is that local offidials ,are 'very concerned about the probleto of comMunica-

tion between, their -offices, the state, and: the regione3, bOL,office. I
don't thia they uhderstand the goals 'of the CETA program.. Sedoixt, they _

complain that they :are not\ oriented. properly by _the state office in terms

of--whai4ETA -means, _whet they _should- be .shting--fOr, what the -targets-
--,ie- i

ob-..,.

-are; -What_ the rules and rege'l,are. County PSE =hires are characterized
l' \ , .

=. -

by anagffor_t to and- expen4- .programs; there Is -very- little-

! 4displadement,_ none that I pOulo\i'deptity at thee, county level.. The majority
s.----

Of-CETATTSE hires, in -bah 'Po Countt a4d-White_,Cotnyty, were placed-..--
on- -road crews -..

InArkanssa the CETA adininistEk4tor for the Z:alance=of-state ,program
^ 4

arbitrarily made =a dedibion to fund ol.trtiee with, title VI monies and fun
= %.k- ta=

otate agenci,es-- with title II monies:- \Counties are. riot allowed any-title

II monies.
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The County judges consequently are upset about the fifteen-week

requirement. As my two colleagues from the other rural. Areas- have

noted, county ;judges are conservative . They feel that if people haIe

been JuiegApipyed for fifteen weeks there must be something wrong. with

them. They would like, therefoie, to be able .to operate under the title

II proVialons rather than the title VI provisions.

'5.1ere is; also a seriOus"131anning Problem for county judges and
.-/-

_ - cs

adMinistrators in Arkaneas. Their fiscal year is the calendar year, The

state's fiscal year is July-June. Neither conforms with_ the-federal-

fiscal year-. C,oneequently these- people, who have not had a lot:_of

training in budget P.lanting, have a tough- tithe When they are given an

allotment of mom/ an told-.all of a -sudden-to- fit- twenty new-employees:-

into; a- road constructibn -program -or any.-other -program, -where this has

'been unplanned and- there are -.no" -capital -expenditures-appropriated for

these purposes._

4
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REPORT FORM

First yield Research Report

Due: September 1, 1977

MONITORING STUDY" OF CETA .TITLES AND in PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

The prookings Institution

3.775 Massachuset,ts Avenue, N.W.

Washington; p.c. 20036

PriMe Sponsor

Government

Associate
a

please send 9ne COW of this Report to:

Dr. Richard= -W -, -Long

The BrOOkings InStitution loom -622

1775 Massachusetts Avenue -N,-W-,

Washington;- D.C. 20036

You should- also retain a- copy for yourself.

Note: Wherever necessary, you should insert continuation_ sheets in the

repott form. 'However, to facilitate. analysis the report must be

made on thie retOrt form.
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Introduction to the Report Form

We have organized this first Report Form in five parts; yellow
pages contain introductory material. Only the white, numbered pages
ask for information from- you.

Based on field data, there will be two Brookings reports to the
National Commission for Manpower Policy and a Brookings book to follow.
Each Associate will submit two field research reports:

1st report from the Associates due September 1, 1977

2nd report from the Associates due March 1, 1978

Reports from the Associates will present data for a particular point in
time, what we have referred to as "snapshots" of the PSE program for
the sample jurisdictions.

Report by Associates

1st (due 9/1/77)

2nd (due 3/1/78)

Date of "Snapshot" Analysis

July- 15, 1977

January 15 1978

The essende of our approach consists of using a uniform framework
of effects to have knowledgeable, uninvolved observers -(i.e. politically
uninvolved) provide what is considered a .reasonable interpretation of
the effects of PSE, 'taking into account the policies, finances; and
pOlitics of the jurisdictions being studied. We will present the data
on a=- basis that makes this clear.

1

You will note that sbme questions are Major Analisis Questions.
For these questions we want longer answers incorporating your major
conclusions on the issue under discussion._ Please give special
attention to these answers a:.; we may, excerpt them for the first report.

You will also 'reeeive a copy of a field memo from the Department
ofi Labor to the prime Sponsors in the sample explaining the purpose of,

the study. No information on compliance matters affecting specific
prime sPonsors, or local governments will be included in our reports and
no Administrative use w-111 ,be made of the data.

-The :stuOY, is =concerned- Norl-th_ title II "-and VI _public -service- employthent
-(PSE)- -under the 'Comprehensive--Empioyment and Training:Act-of- 1973- -(CETA)r.
Title- 71 -is -subdiVided into "sustainment- ands "Proieat" -PSE- and for most
of the report -title VI sustainment will be combined -with- title-,11.. Our
Priinary- cOncern is with the ctploythentr programmatic -, =and fiscal effects
of the- _prigram -Under these two headings. We.- -are- also interested- in
Program,otitComes,_ the placement of participants-, the- decision' making,
process', administration,_ andAnterrelationshipsz with other- Programs
-The-Sirbt rep_ ort- to -the :Commission -and- this report- "form, -however,

221
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concentrate on the first three areas listed - -employnent programmatic,
"and fiscal effects.

The sections of the Report Form are

Part I Baseline Information
This section asks you for background information on the
.sample government with regard to its fiscal condition,
personnel (level and composition), the organization of
its PSE program, the size of the local program, an the
amount and funding for this program as well as other
federal grant programs.

Part II Job Creation
This section- is concerned With the-net additions to
employment that result from the PSE program and the

= charaeteristics, and activities of those employed.

Part Displacement
This section asks for information on employment that
does mk result in net additions to employment, but
rather Uses CETA funding to subsidize existing
employment, =or for jobs which tould have =been = filled in

.-the absence of PSE. It also requests information on the
composition and activities of those assigned to these
positions.

IV Fiscal Effects
This section-is concerned- with the fiscal impact of the
ftuids released as the result of the PSE displacement
effects described in Part III above.

Part V Summary and Concludinz Section
This section asks for your summary-analysis of the PSE
program. We are interested in your judgment as to the
impadt, effectiveness, and administration of the program,'
and its interrelationships with other federal grant
programs.

For ease of handling, we have organized this report form into
standar& rata Formats used for the various se_ ctions, of the form. Some

of them ask for information in written form, as well as numbers and
percentages of PSE participants. We plan to use the same Data Formats

tor the second repor. For purposes of distinguishing between them
We have given the formats for this report the preface-number "1". So

they are indicated, for,eicaniple, as 174, 1-3, etc,

' Introductory and- definitionri. information is provided at'the
beginning-of each section. If you have any questions as yOu proceed,
Acme =do= not- heeitate to call collect (Dick Long:- 202-797-6061).
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0

The completed first Report Form is due September 1, 1977 and
shoUld be mailed to Didk Long at Brookings (address on cover page).
Ibis must be a firm date in order to provide an interim report to
the National Comrssion for Manpower Policy on February 15, 1977.
We aSk yoU:t6-keep one copy, of this report for yourself so we can
discuss your findings with you as necessary during the analysis
phase.

The next page is for you to. list the personS you haye interviewed
and their titles, We do not specify the persons you-should interview,
but we want a list of the respOndents you have selected.

We look forward to receiving your first report.

Richard P. Nathan"
Project Eirector

"293tvi
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Government

Associate

Title

_

First Report. 9/1/77'
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Part I paseline Information

Under the regulations governing PSE funding for fiscal year 1977,
-there is a provision seperating out the maintenance of title VI PSE
funding ("surtainment") at the level of the total of title II and

title VI enrollments at the higher of June 30, 1976 or October 31,

1976, less the number tO be .carried under base fiscal year1977 title

II funding. All title VI positions above this level must be employed

in "projects which meet the following criteria. They must:

1. Be completed within one year.
2. Have a public service objective.
3. Result in a specific product.
4. Be something that would otherwise not be done with

existing funds.

A copy -of the May 131 1977 implementing regulations i^ included

with these materials. Eligible participants for positions above the
sustainment level, and flfty percent of the vacancies below that level,
must have been unemployed fifteen out of the twenty preceding weeks,
have exhausted their unemployment benefits or be AFDC recipients and

meet the requirement of a family income below 70 percent of the lower
living standard for that area (see field memo 269-77). The requirement

for the remainder. of title VI is. 30 continuous days of unemployment.

Under title II the requirement is 30 days of continuous unemployment

in areas where the unemployment rate is in excess of 6,5 percent for

three consecutive months and 15 Lays in areas where the unemployment

rate exceeds seven percent.

You will receive the -title II and VI-funding levels for-fiscal

year 1977 for prime sponsors_ =However for governments below the-prime

gponsor level we wobld-like to-have-the level of-funding received by
that toVernment. -We are also interested in-other -federal fundihg

reeeived'as well -as- lode' revenues.

We-find-it useful to-reeeive-docutents (_reports, news clippingS,_
policy statements, program data,- budget-6, the-original and-modified

fiscal year plan, etej on the PSE -programs- and policies-otthe sample

jurisdictions. Yoe-can-append thesematerials-to-yOur report and- theh_

refer to them in your-answers_

225
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Associate

Ia. How is the PSE program of this government organized? roes the

government operate the program= directly? roes it subcontract

for-the operation of some or all of the program? If so, what
part? Ibes this-government receive PSE poSitions from a prime
sponsor(s) tor a larger population area? _

Alb

-First -RetiOrt
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Government

Associate
4R.

lb. How would you characterize the policies-of this government regarding

the PSE program? What-d're the primary objectives for PSE? What
are-priority-groups to be served? (These are to be noted in their
plan.)- Please'attach-pertinent policy statements, minutes of

meetings, etc.

227
First lieportv 9/1/77
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Government

Associate

le. Are all partrcipants in this gOvernment's PSE program counted and
paid as employees of this government or are PSE. participants in
this government's program who are working for other organizations
(e.g. a nonprofit agency or a school 'district) paid by that.
orgahization, rte. under a subcontractual,agreement? (Some studies

have assumed that all PSE participants not counted as direct 4
employees of the local government jiepresent displacement.)

-1d. In order to -separate title VI "sustainment" PSE from "project"
PSE, it is necessary to find out what the sustainment level of _

the_program is. The "sustainment" level is. the higher of the total

of l'itle II and VI enrollments .of June 30, 1976 or October 31,
1976 less the,number that are Inaintained in Title II. Title VI-

"eustainment" level

le. When did this government last raise taxes-or attempt to raise taxes?

Please .discuss.

First- Report 9/1n7

- --
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Government

Associate

O

lf. Please indicate how you would rate the fiscal 'pressure to which
this goVernment is subject. As discussed at the conferenct, in
reaching..your conclusion ve would like you to consider two Limas of

information. First, bioget data for the preceding five years yrhi.ch

would include: trend of ,year-end cash balahceb; the rate of growth
Of taicd's and expenditures; presence or absence of fund deficits; the

use of short term borrowing; increases or decreases in the tax base;

and increases or decreases in the tar rate. A second kind of
infornatiOn is assessments by local officials of the fiscal position
of the jurisdiction, and- their perception of its capacity to expand
activities or add new programs or services. Please summarize the

reasons for your rating.

Ertreme Moderate Relatively little None

-piequssion:

a

O

-4-

-First zRetiort -9/1/77--

p

c.

=liall
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Government

Associate

lg. We are interested in the impact of federal funding on local

government budgets. We would like to know the total of' federal

grant funds received by this government in the fiscal year ,that

includes June 30i 1977. What proportion of the general fund

of this goVerninent for the same period is this total? We- would_

also like to know the -extent to which federal funding: -has-

increased=- relative to the general fund-budget in recent years. -

Specifically, what was the proportion 1 year-ago, 2 years ago?

O

This fiscal year % of general fund

Last fiscal year
It tt tt

i
tt

Preceding fiscal year
tt tt It tt

Are -there i-dentifilable- amounts =of-- federate -grant -npney-- :that- -are

1101L---thisughV_La higher leVel of government- to this government_

-which the ---a-c-COUnting-system--ubedzalliOws- you to identify? _(We_

_are- particn1arIy interested= in-LEA-A andrSodial -SecuritY title-MC
funds- for social services-.)_ If so,_-Would you= pleaee- indicate the

amount.* .

-LEAH_e
'Title XX- -$

:Other __(-111:e_ase--speCify -and-

-died-use)) = -

1
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li. Malor-Analvsis Question

Govern n

AssoCiat

0.

We wouid'like to have your highlight comma*
of increases in the level of theefederal_fun
the general fund budget-of thiazgovernment.1
such matters as how much is available for -disc
opposed to hoti-mudh is passed through to Othier
Wkat piPact have these-increases'haeon progra
proVided-by this,govetnment?

orthe signifiCance
ng in relation_to
ease comment on
tionary use as

organitationa.
and services

eat

C
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Associate

1j. It was agreed at the conference that we would add questions to
Part I asking you to obtain data on the leVel and ebmposition of
the employment of this jurisdiction. We are not asking you to
collect -data or to do extensive work to rearrange data: available
locally.. What we want is to have. you obtain the best available
information and we will work with itin Washington.

,As a first step, we are interested in tracing the level of
',employment of-this jurisdiction back to 1970 (fiscal year) in
Order to observe the impact of new CETA-PSt'funds on the latest
data on this,-juriediction's employment, both on an ,overall basis
and try major activity or agency. The, rest of' this _page has been

left blank for-You to- discuss the data, y6u have provided.

=(liga: Please use personnel data .on Tyll-time .equivalents if it
"available'-in that form.) -
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Government.

AssoCiats:

lk. We now want to do a similar analysis for the composition of this
jurisdiction's labor force. There are likely to be available
records to do this in connection with federal requirements for'
equal employment opportunity in employment. The U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission requires governments to fill
out a form--EEQ-4--on the come Lion of their labor force. its
form includes'employment data L race, sex and occupation. (A
blank copy of this form is enclosed with the final report form.)

In addition to providing data going back to 1970, you should
make any observations you can make about differences in the
com"tosition of CETA-PSE participants and the government's labor
force, overall and, by major activity or agency.
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Goveinment

Associate

1(1). It is possible that the characteri-tica_of new hires (apart from
PSE) are different for this jurisdiction from the past pattern
and thus the ESE labor force is more Similar to the-new hires.
Have you observed this, and if you haVe do you think that'ESE
has had an impact on the-hiring practices -of this jurisdiction?
What does the data-discussed in lk indicate in this-connection?
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- Part II Job Creation

In this sectionwe are interested in the incremental employment
effect :)f PSE as of July 15, 19'77.

Job creation effects can be of tseveral types:

1. New Programs and Services: Additional programa undertaken
or-services provided with PSE funding.

2. Expansions: Increased levels of service provided-within
existing program as the result of PSE hiring.

3. Special Projeets: New one-time projects with a duration of
one year or less tuidertaken with PSE funds.

4, Program Maintenance: Existing services which are continued
that other-glee =would have been curtailed (or employ-
went--reduced) in- the abaence of PSE funding,

-For--the new "project" PSE, -all participant--are to be placed in_
what the law calls- "projects"- that have a =duration of one year or less.
We _would= -therefore expect that -most such enrollments- would -be in what
-we -call -Special -projects (No-. 3 above):. However, sponsor-can- use
DOL-defined "projects" in other Ways-. For example, _ they can maintain
programs- With "projects" if they demonstrate to the -DOL Regional
:AdMiniatratoi that this -Would not have been =done under- existing funding.
-Therefore What-,DOL-Calla- "project" employment may occur 14 any of
-cctegories- above.

-Before focusing_ on job-creation alone_-question 2a-2e request,
totals on- PSE I program participation -and- _funding-.

The questions in this section focus, not on individual PSE
participants,. but rather on maJor acti-v-ities in which PSE vositionp-
are involved: We begin by asking the number of PSE positions for
July 15, 1977, the Ilumber unfilled, and then ask you to break dtt-the
IYX positions acc:Jrding- to the four job creation categories above.

7,
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Government

.Associate

2a. Hoir much CETA title II and. VI funding does this government receive?

What is their base allocation for fiscal year 1977; for fiscal

1977-78 under the economic stimulus funding increase:

Economic Stimulus
FY 1977-78

FY 1977. (2 year add-on)

Title II

Title VI

2ba What is the amount-of-total current monthly funding (July, 1977)

-planned-for-title II and titles 11 If the title VI figures -are-

broken down for-ststainment and-project, we-would like-to have-it

in that form. -Note:- Please-be-sure-that ,these are revised figureS-

that-include the-econ0Mit-stimulus money.

-Title- II $ -Titi6 VI 4-

236

is

First -Report 9/1/77
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Associate

2c. -What is the planned level of PSE positions for the month of
July 1977? Indicate your source and any other important facts
you think we need to know about these numbers. These planned
levels should be available from the "Program Planning Summary"
and the "Monthly Schedule." .1lote: Please be sure. that this.
planned figure includes the new funding for the economic stimulus
package. e,

Title VI Sustainment

Title I
Piseassion:

Project

flowrimudh total current funding fdr the imonth_bf July 1977 is
devoted to-employment -_Of the planned-enrollment levels in 2o-.?
That_ is, -how-i'mUch of the -total is_ for= Wages, -al-lowances; -fringe-
benefits; and i- unemployment -compensation- taxes- -for the program
participants ?_ _These figures shOuld---exclude -adiainittration,
(salaries; -etc-._ of -program -managers)=,_ overhend-_(-rent; utilities,
etc. E Program-Staff =(those- that -are--nOt -participantS)_, -supplies;
etc-. L-Again if title- VI can-be- broken out intb-sUatitinmezit -and-
projetitilre- -woUld, _prefer- to -have it -in that_ =for%

Title II $ Title -VI $

--Sustainisent =

Project-L.

r41-2.t.2/2mori_gili
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Government

Associate

2e. We would also like to know how many of these positions are unfilled
and- how much of the current funding is unobligated as of July 15,

19.71.*

Positions unfilled as July 15, 1977 Title II
Title VI

Funds unobligated as of July 15, 1,977 Title II $
Title- VI $

Please indicate what you think are the main reasons for these

positions being unfilled?

41.-11e -areexcluding Trolivour _analysis _any -FSE--under CETA title I. Prithe-

sponsors may provide titles I services -(e.g, classroom- training, on-the
jab= training)_ under title -III and -VI.- If-this is occurring tO_ any
significant degree- in_ the programiyou- are examining- please indicate this.

=Fire_ =Report _9/1/4,7-
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Pate Format 1-1

Job Creation Activities
Title VI Sustainment and Title II PSE

We now divide the analysis of job creation into (a) sustainment
title VI and title II and (b) title VI project positions and ask you
firSt about the job creation effects of. sustainment positions. For

the sustainment Pa that according to your interpretation represent
job creation you should fill out Data format 1-1- below. We are also

interested in who (what agency or governmental or private entity)
employs these participants.

For each category of job creation (e.g. New Programs/Services) indicate
in -the space provided the number of positions (slots) provided for
each of the various different kinds of sponSoring agencies. The first
column refers to the governmental jurisdiction you'are examining. In

column (a) vre would like to have poSitions in school districts listed
separately. Would you please check whether the school district is a
part of the local government (dependent) or whether it is a separate
jurisdiction (independent.) Because the responsibility for education
varies from one local jurisdiction to another and because the
characteristics of employees in education are different, we are
interested in keeping them separate (even for dependent school
districts) for comparative purposes. Column (3) is for other local
government entities which receive PSE positions from the government
you are examining (e.g. a city or town within a county you are
examining).

In the remainder of-the box '(below the- number-of slots for each entry)

would you pleaSe indicate the agency or agencies within that jurisdiction
in which the PSE positions are located. For example, the street
department within a city, a, child care center Which is a nongovernment
community agency,. etc. Please include in your narrative a brief
reference to the kind of activity in which they are engaged, for exam-ple:

Parks Department, park maintenance- Housing Authority, weatherization-
etc. need additional space use a. se r 22Latesheet and si 1" n
the code number of the activity

re:there is--Mores -than one agency or organization-- for an-

-actiVity- Celli_ we- -would like you-to- indicate total; =slots -and-then__sub-
totals With--deaciiiptive- information-for -eaCh agency and-. type -of
activity

(Batt: At the conference we decided to stay with activity as
originally defined-. That is, in -Data Format 1-1 we =are interested in

-obtaining data on the activity -perfoimed by participants in positions
within an organizatibn. For example, within expansion of existing
programs .(cell 12.1:), you might list the following "activities:"

159partinenti, park Mainteriandei, .25 _Slott

--:Tarka-Pepartalen,i\--tlay datap; 15 =slots)



Data Fort 1-1

New
Programs/
-Services:

ExpOsioh-of
lxiStiAt
programs-

Special
-Prbject

Program
1.4aintenance

Total

2

job Creation Activities - Title lkauptain_ment and'Title II PSE

1. This 2. School 3. Other
government i district local

Ind. government
Dep. jurisdictions

4. State

GoVarnment

Associate

5. Federal 6. Non-
governmental'

lb%

Total

.
slots iii)siots (L12)

.
slots (113)slots iiii)siots (115)slots 116:

slots (121) slots slots (123) lots --- (124)slots (125 ) 3lots (126)

slots (131) slots= 32) slots (133) lots (134)slots 135)31ots (136y

slots -(141) slots (142) slots ( 143) slots ( iworsiots 145 3.46:

0
.0

ror
-.2
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Data Format 1-2

General Occupational Pattern

Job Creation - Title VI Sustainment and Title II PSE

We are also interested in the types of jobs in which PSE- participants
are placed. Following the discussion at the conference we have decided to
collect this, information only on an organization' basis. That is, 'for
organizations in each column heading of Data Format 1-1, please :indicate
the occupational distribution, using five percent magnitudes if necessary.
We would also like to have the average hourly wage, particularly for each
occupation which accounts for 20 percent or more 01'J-the occupational
distributions shown in each- cell of Data Format 1-2.

This analysis is requested only for organizations thit account for
5- percent or more of all sustainment PSE. We will prsent the data in
a manner that makes clear the kinds of general approximations which you
have- been asked- to make. We are interested here in the "general.
occupittiOnal pattern" of PSE job creation.

6-



Data Format 1-2 Government

Associate

General Occupational Patterh

Creation Sustainment Title la and Title II PSE.

Organization

Positions

'=Managerial

TrefesSional

Technida-

Clerical

-Craft

=Operative

taboret

Service

Average_

Percent= hourly wage

219_

'Organization

Positions

Average
Percent houKy wage

Managerial

Professional

Technical

Clerical

Craft

Operative

laborer

1Wrvica

3

Organization.

POsitions

=Managerial

Professional

-Technical

=Clerical

-Craft

-Operative-

Aacret--

-Service_

_

Average
Percent 'hourly wage

OWN/111111

Organititicin

Positions.

Average
Percent 'hourly wage=

Managerial-

Prbfessional

Technical
I

Clerical:

Craft

Operative

=Laborer

Service

243

oagammole.....simos
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Data Format 1-3

CharacteriStics

Job Creatio t inment Title VI and Title II PSE

; -We are also uktere e in the 'characteristics of the PSE workforce
for organizations; that employ five percent or more of title VI sustain-

' merit arid title II partiCipants as-op July 15, 1977. For each organiza-.tion we now ask you for information about :the characteristics of theworkforce. Please indicate the organization, the number of slots, and°then, in 5 percentage -point magnitudes if you-need to do on that basis,
the proportion thathave the characteristics specified in Data Format1-3; This information should be available from the sponsor recordsused to generate the necessary participant characteristics reports'for foL.

_= Motet. --The- Lower -LiVing Standard
differs by spon.§or ands family size;

In the materials =you -receive _are the pages- -frotn-_Field- Memorandum= 269-77{May -10., 1977)m indicating the LOiter Living Standard for your juris-;
diction(s),Aandi the- adjustment for family Size.;
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Characteristics
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Government :

Associate

Job Creation - $uetainment Title VI and Title II PSE

Organization. '
Positions

Male

itinori.ty

Under 21 years of age

Lets= than 12 -years
edutatiCn,

`171jr_ftg0Yed- 15 'lieelee or
=wire of -prior= 20- weeks-

-Unemployed 15 days. -but-
less than -_15- weeks= .

AFDC' recipient

Family-inco under 70-
=cent of laiter living
-standard/ I

Economically
-disadvantaged_

Percent

.Organization

-PosAidhs

.tia; f

'MLnority,

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 years
education

Unemployed 15 weeks or
more of. priot 20 .weeks

Unemployed 15 days but'
less than' 15 weeks

Percent

J

AFDC recipient

Family iilcome 'under 70 -iSer-
cent _of lower living

=standard-

,Economical -ly
-disadvantaged

>
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Tata Format 1-3

Organization

*Positions

Percent

Male

Wnority-

Under 21 -.drs .)f age

Less thdn years
education

Unemployed .15 wee' or
more of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 days but
less than-15 weeks

AFDC recipient

Family income under 70
percent of lower
living standard

-Economically disad-
vantaged'

.

Government

Associate

Organization

Positions

Male

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 years
education,

Unemployed 15 weeks or more
'of prior 20 weeks

,Unemployed,15,ddys but
less than 15 weeks

AFDC recipient

Family income under 70
percent -of lower

living standard'

Economically disad-
vantaged

Percent

-Organization

- Positions

Male

Minority

Under 21 years of age

.Less than 12 'years

-education .:

Unemployed 5 weeks-or
more of' prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15-days-but
less than 15 weeks

-AFDC recipient

-Family income under 70
_percent of lower

living Standard_

16onomically disad-
vantaged-

Percent

Organization

Positions

Percent

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Leas-than 12 years=
education-

UneMployed 15 weeks or-more
of prior 20 Weeks

Unemployed-15-days but
/ less than- 15 weeks

AFDC recipient

'Family income under 70,
percent of lower
living standard

Economically disad-
vantaged

,..

ammimmelw1.1.=

11!

Iliall!
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Job Creation Activities - Title VI Project PSE

We now turn to project PSE that has a job creation impact. We

would like to have'these projects classified according to the type

of job creation caqgory.and the organizational location of the

project according to the various classifications in the column

headings. With each cell please indicate the total number of

positions, the appropriate agency, and the type of activity involved.

An example for the government you are examining might be, Housing

Authority, weatherization, twenty-five slots.

N21.2: For each 7project", as defined by DOL, the sponsor must till

out a "Project Data Summare which includes, the title of the project

and a brief desCription, the agency in which'it is located, the

number of positions, a list of job titles, and the average wage for

each job title. There is a copy of this form in your materials.

4.

a

2417



Data Format 1-4

=New
Programs/
Servicen

Expansion-of
Existing
Programs

-Zpecial
-Project

Program
Maintenance,

Total

248

Government

Associate

gob Creation Activities - Title VI- protect PSE

1. This- 2, School
-government distrlit

Ind. ,

Dep.

3. Other-
local
government
jurisdictional'

4. State 5. Federal 6. Non- Total
governmental

slots 111Aslots___(112) slots (113)slots (114)%lots (115)slots (1161

slots OW slots 122)slots (123)slcts (1210Aots (125)olots (1261

lots (131) slots (132) slots (133)slots (134,slots (135)slots (136)

.

,

.

lots (141) slots 4142) =slots (143)slots (144)slots (145)31ots_______(146,

\

.

.

--...-- 4-

24.....4
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Associate

General Occupational Pattern

225

Job Creation - Title VI Project PSE

For those parti nts considered to be project PSE that represent
job creation we are MIErested in the ,types of jobs in which they are
employed. Again, for organizations that account for 5 percent or more
of all project PSE positions please list the proportions of the participants
in the occupetions-shown in five percentage- point magnitudes and the
average hourly wage for each occupation.
Trojeat Data Summary mentioned earlier.

This data is available from the
You may wish to do it for each

project.

Organization Organization

Positions Positions

Average Average
Percent lourly wage Percent hourly wage

Managerial Managerial

Professional Professional

-Technical Technical

Clerical Clerical

-Craft Craft

Operative- Operative

Laborer Laborer

=Service Service

Organization Organization

.Positions Positions

Average Average
Percent hourly wage Percent hourly wage

Managerial- Managerial

Professional Prafessiohal

Technical Technical

Clerical ,Clerical

-Craft Craft

-Operative Operative

laborer-Laborer

Service -Service_
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Characteristics

;a Creation - Title VI Project PSE

For each organization that accounts for 5 percent or more of all
project PSE participants as of July 15, 1977, we now ask you for
information about the characteristics of the workforce in Data Format
1-6. For each'organization indicate the number of slots, and then, in
five percentage point magnitudes if you need to, the proportion that-
have the characteristics shown in Data Format 1-6. You might wish to,
refer to the instructions on Eata Format 1-3.

Organization Organization

Pbsitions Positions

Percent Percent

?Ale Male

-Minority,

Under 21 years of age

Minority

Under 21 years
of age

Less than 12 yrs. education Less-than 12 yrs.
education

Uhemployed 15, weeks

or more of prior 20 weeks Unemployed 15 weeks
or more of prior

Unemployed 15 days but
less than 15 weeks

20 weeks

AFDC recipient
Unemployed`-l5 days

but less -than

15 weeks
-Economically disadvantaged

AFDC recipient

Economically disad-
vantaged



Data Format 1-6_

Organization

.Positicms

Percent

Mae

Minority

Under 21 yea;2 of age

Less than 12 years

education

Unemployed 15 weeks or
more of prior 20 Weeks

Unemployed 15 days but

leSit than 15 weeks

AFDC recipient

Econosdeally disadvantaged
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Government

Associate

Organization

Positions

.Percent_

Male

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 years:

education

Unemployed-15 weeks or more

of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 dais but
less than 15' -weeks

AFDC recipient
-

Econoniically disadvantaged

=w1PrwmgammO

Organization'.

Positions

Percent

=Minority

Itbdst--21 years -of age

Less= than_ 12- years

education-

-Unemplbyed 15 _weeks _or
-awe of -prior-20 Iteeks-

-Uneniployed- 15-days- but

lees than 15 weeks

=AFDC= = recipient

=Economically disadvantaged =_

Organization=;

Positions

Male

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 yearci

education

- _Unemployed 15 weeks
Of prior 20 weeks

= tInempIoyed 15 days but
less then 15= weeks

AFDC recipient

Economically disadvantaged=

or more

Percent
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Part III Displacement Effects

There have-been many statements to the effe-ct-thTra substanLial
amount of CETA title II and VI PSE represent displacement--that is, the
use of PSE participants to fin "regular" positions provide
services that would otherwise have beeh provided in the absence of the
program. We are iriterested in your assessment of the way in which,
and extent to which, displacement occurS. The new regulations are
designed.to reduce displacement, ccinseqUently we again think it is
going to be useful to. separate out sustainment and project PSE.
Displacement can occur either directly or, indirectly (i.e. on the part
of outside agencies to which participants, are assigned).

We have identified the following types of displacement:

11 Transfers: Existing local government positions transferred to
CETA-PSE funding.

2. Rehires: Local government employees who are laid off and then
rehired with PSE-funding.*

3. Potential PSE positions that in -the absence- of the
program Would have -been -filled_ using local revenues.

4. Contract Reduction; PSE participants used to provide services
or work on.projects that had been, or would normally be,
contracted to a private firm.

Although we are interested in estimating the extent of displacement;
ye are not interested in =ascertaining complianoe and will not ablish-
ffiny data that shows noncompliance or could be iised for administrative
purposes.

We are also interested in the characteristics of the participants
in, Part III. Even where 'displacement occurs, if the employees hired
through PSE are from the target population, the composition of the local
government's- workforce may be changed.

In,determining the positions that represent displacement, we recommend
that you first identify job creation and then work with the residual
positions. Useful probes =for determining displacement could include:
was this function -- performed before; are there any vacancies in the roster
of regular employees; is there an implicit or explicit freeze on new
hiring;; have= there been layoffs; are any of the ME, participants rehired
regula.r employees; etc.-

* We-realize that :the distinction betWeen Program Maintenance as the
impact of ,job creation PSE identified in Part II and ithis category-of
Rehires (displacement) is a difficult one. In the fi'rst case what is
involved it the use of PSE funds for programs which, in your best judgment,
would have been reduced or eliminated. Rehires invol4res your judgment
that Without PSE _funds local funds would hale been fotind to continue the
program or that the- reason- fOr the layoff was to transfer the employee to PSE.

g5g
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We realize that in some cases positions.cannot be assigned to

job creation or displacement. Consequently there is a question et

the end-of-this section on unallocated positions.

Also, in some cases a determination of occupations and character-

istics cannot be made. If, for example, there is a project with

twenty positions where half of the participants are performing functions

which had previously been performed by regular employees, in such case

you. cannot determine which ten participants are displacement positions.

Where this occurs and limits your analysis, you should insert note

calling our attention to this fact.

There may also be casea in which_you judge that displacemtht has

occurred-but cannot determine the category. We have added an "Other"

eategOry to Data Formats 1-7 and 1-10 for this purpose.

For the title-VI sustainment and title II PSE that according to

your interpretation
represents displacement we- ask you first to fill

out Data Format 1-7. We are interested in tie category of displacement

and 'the type of organization in,which it occurs. To provide for data

comparability we would like you to classify positions in school districts

separately and note whether the district is independent or dependent.

Within each displacement category would you please indicate, the

appropriate department or agency in which the Positions are located,

the type of, activity performed,.and the number of positions involved.

:YOU nay wish to refer to the instructions fbr Data Format 1-1.



pate Format 1-7

Transfers

Rehires

Potential
Hires

Contract
Reductiori

Other ,

Total

Direct

1. This
government

Displacement Activities - Sustainment Title VI and Title II PSE

Indirect

2. School
district

Ind.
Den".

3. Other
local
government
jurisdiction

4. State

Goverhment

Associate

5. Federal 6. Non- Total
governmental

slots ' 1)SlotS (112) slots t 113) slots (111dslots (115) slots -(116

slOis (121) slots- -( 2 ) slots- -(123) slots (124)slots -(125) Aots (126)

_.

4

slots 1131) slots (132) slots (133) slots- (134)slots (135) slots -(136)

.

slots (141) slots- Tim) isiots (143) slots (=144,, slots- (- 145 )slots 0.46-:

.
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General Occupational Pattern -

displacement -- Title VI Sustainment and Title II PSE

m

For those pakcipants in sustainment title VI and title II PSE

that you classifyas representing displacement we are interested in

the typesofjtbs in which people are employed. For organizatiahs

that account for 5 percent of sustainrent PSE positions or more,

please list the proportions of the participants in the occupational

classifications shown, if necessary in five percentage-point magnitudes.

We would also lik to have the average wage, particularly for
occupations that represent twenty percent of the distribution.

-

Organization

Totitions- t_

-Average-
.

=Percent- 'hourly wage

-Managerial
--1

Professional

TechniodI

Clerical

Craft

Operative

Laborer

-Service

Organization

POsitions

Managerial -'

Professional

Technical

Clerical

Craft

Operative

Laborer

Service

Average-
Percent tourly-wage

Organization

, -Positions-

Average
:Percent hourly wage

Aanagerial

=Professional-

Technical

Clerical

CrOM

Dperative

Laborer

Organization

Positions

Managerial

Professional

Technical

Clerical

-Craft,

-Operative

Laborer-

-Service=

Average-
Percent hourly wage
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Characteristics

Displacement - Title VI Sustainment and Title II PSE

For any organization in Data Format 1-7 that; accounts for 5 percentor more of all title VI suStainment and title II PSE participants as ofJuly 15, 1977,we now ask you for information about the characteristicsof the work force. For each organization Andicate the number of slots,and then/ in 5 percentage point magnitudes if necessary, the proportionthat have the characteristics listed 'in Data Format 1-9.

tftanization-
Iteitions_.

Percent
Male

11inority.

Under 21 years of age
Less than 12 years

education
Unektployed 15 Weeks or

tore of prior 20=weeks
Unemployed 15 days= but

lesst-thsm 15 weeks
AFDC recipient

Fondly income under 70
peicent of lower
living standard

Sconomical*.disad-,
lantaged

Organization
Positions 4

Percent
'Mate

Minority
Under 21 years of age
Less than 12,years-

education

Unemployed 15 Weeks or more
of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15.days but'
less= than 15,-weeks

!AFDC recipient
Family iiicipMe under 70

percent of lower,
living.standard

EconoinidallY disad-
vantaged '=
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Organization

Positions

Peicent

Male

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 years
education

Unemployed 15 weeks or

more of_ prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 days but

less than 15 weeks

AFDC recipient

Family income under 70
percent of lower

living standard

Economicallk disad-

vantaged

Organization

Positions

Percent

Male'

Minority

Under 21 years of age

'Less than 12 years
ontifedUCa

Unemployed 15 Weeks or- -more

of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 days but

:lea's than 15 weekt

AFDC recipient

Family income under 70
percent _of lovrer

living standard

Economically disad-

, vantaged

Organization

POsitions

Mhle

Minority

Under 21 years of age

Less than 12 years
education

Unemployed 15 weekg or
more of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 days but

less than 15' weeks

AFDC recipient

Family income-under 70
percent of lower

living standard'

EcOnomically disad-

vantaged

Percent.;.,;

Organization'

Percent

Male

Minority

Upder-21 years -of age

Less than 12 years
education

Unemployed 15 weeks.or more
of prior 20 weeks

Unemployed 15 days but
less than 15' weeks

AFD& recipient

Family incoMe under 70
percent Of lower

living standard

Economically diad-
vantaged..

.61....

1.0
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Data -FormA 1-10

Displacement Activities - Title VI Project PSE

We are not interesibd- in title VI project PSE- that according to

your interpretation rep,:..sents displacement. We ask that you fill

-out Data Format 1-10 to indicate the type of displacement and- the

organization in which the positions are local:el. For completeness-we

have added an "Other" category for cases in vhich you judge that

displacement has occurred but the category can..ot be determined.

Within each
displacement,category, you should indicate at the\ top

the total number of positiAd that belong in this cell and below that

the activities by positions and the organization in which they are

located. As noted in DEqa Format11-4 a good source -of this inform6tion

is the "Project Data Sunman*" reqUired by DOL.

4,

.



Data Tornilat 1-10

`Trans fers

Rehires

Potential
Hi.res

-Contract
Reduction

°Pier,

Total

Direct

pisnlacement Activities - Title VT Project -PSE

Indirect

1. This . 2. School
gOvernment district

3. Other
local

Ind. government
Dir. jurisdiction

4. State-

Government

Associate

5. Federal 6. Non-
governmental

Total

slbtsi (111 ) -lots ! (112) slots -(113) s11ots (114)clots (115) slots (116:

/
i

/

.

pslots) (121) slots I (122) slots (123)31ots-

.

(124) lots (125)31ots: (126)

siot4_ .. (131-) slots! (132) slots (133) slots (1310-1ots (-135)31ots (136)

i

i

1

. _ 4

-Islots -(141) slots. (142)
.

slots (143)slots (144 SloiS (145 )slots t1161,

i

,

\
1

.
- t

\
,

.

t

)
i 1

(
1

1

12
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Data-Format 1-11 Government

Associate

General Occupational Pattern

Displacement - Title VT Project PSE

For-those participants considered to be project PSE that represent
displacement as of July 15, 1977 we are interested in the types of jobs
in which they are employed. 'For organizations that account for 5 per-
cent or more of project PSE positions please list the proportions of
the participants in each occupation. For others pleaseindicate,a
representative occupational structure. You may wish to refer to the
instructions for Data Format 1-5. We would also like- to have,the

'average wage for these, occupations.

-04:anizatim

PoSitions-

Organization

Average
hourly wage

Positions

Allerage

Percent- hourly wage Percent

Managerial Managerial

Professional Professional

Technical

Clerical

Technical

Clerical
ti

Craft Craft

Operative Operative

Laborer Laborer-

Service Service-

Organization =Organization

Poditions = Positions

Average Average

Percent hourly wage Percent hourly wage

Managerial Mknagerial

Profeasional Professional

Technidal Technical

Clerical Clerical

Craft= Craft

=-;
Operative Operative

lAborer Laborer

Servie Service
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Characteristics

Displacement - Title- VI Pro Sect PSE-

*For organizations that amount for 5- percent or more of all project
PSE.participants as of July 15, 1977 we now ask you for information
about the characteristics of the workforce in Data Format 1-12. You
may wish to refer to the instructions for Data Format 1-6.

a

Organization
Positions

-Male

:Minority
=Under -21 years -of -age

--Less= than= 12: years__

-education-

zUnell oyed 15- weeks-or-
tore of --prior .20_ weeks_

tbemployedi i5 day6-
less-.than 15 weeks-

AFDC- recipient_

-2conoi4ally disadvantaged=

Organization-
Positions

Percent Percent
Male

Minority
Under 21 years of age
Less =than 12 years

education
Urtemployed 15 weeks or more

of prior 20 weeks
Unerfrployed 15 days but

less than 15 weeks
AFDC recipient

Economically- disadvantaged

=Organization

PobitiOns
Percents

alt=

-MirioritY

Under 21 -0-ears -of =age

--Letts -than 12 years
-eduation_

UnemplOyed.-15---weeki-or-
-aore-_or_prior 20 weeks_

bemployed: 15- ddys
_letiJ -tban_15-ireeks,

1rD0=--recipient,

konoodtaliy_-diitadvantaget

Organization
Potations

Percent
Male

Mtnority
-Under 21 years of age
less than:12 years

edUcation,

Unemployed 15 creeks or ITPM
of ,prior 20_ weeks

Unemployed 15 days- but
3.06 than 15 weekti

AFDC' recipient

,P.corOmical1y disadvan aged
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Associate

3a. In-the instructions-we noted that you -might not be able to allocate

sone positions between job craation and uisplaeement. We would

like to know how many positions-are unalloeatedgand the amount of

the funding that they represent. We would like you to discuss the

reasons why these positions could not be allocated.

School
District Local Non-

This Govern- Ind. Govern- govern-

ment Dep. ment Federal State. ment Icrtal

Unallocated
Positions

Dollars

Discussion:-

First -Report _9/1/7
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Part IV Fiscal Effects

This section is concerned with the fiscal effect of PSE funding.
It focuses on Part III above, that is, the data on displacement. If

job creation occurs, then the immediate fiscal effect is assumed to

be expenditures or additional employment. If displacement occurs then

the fiscal effect depends upon the Uses of the local funds released.
The possibilities for direct subStitution by the government inclaide:

A. Expenditure Effects

1. Capital: Funds diverted through displacement may be
used-for capital projects or the purchase of

Capital equipment. In essence what was to
be a subsidy to labor becomes a subsidy to

capital.

2. Employment: -Funds-released through displacement= may be

be used elsewhere in- the government to increase

employment. In this case there is a net employ-
menteffect but -it may or may not be for target

population.

3. -Other:. Yunds released may-be exre.ided_but the tyre-of
-eipenditure-may -not be observable.

B. Tax Effects

1. Tax reduction: In this-case-funds released -as the result
displacement are used to:reduce the tax levy at

the local level.

2. Tax stabilization: In this case,taxes are not redUced
but rather PSE funding is used to avoid local
tax increases or to reduce the amount of

increases.

C. Acreased fund- balances: In this case the funds released
through- displacement result in increased fund-

balances.

The two Brookings books on revenue sharing are a good source of

information for waling on this section.

26s
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at

4a. We are interested in estimating the fiscal-effects that result
from_displacement. Again, fisCal effects refer to the various
uses of the funding for the positions that in your judgment
represent displacement: In order to obtain the dollar estimates
please use current (monthly) expenditures. Indicate the dollar
amount and the prorortion of current funding that is accounted
for the categories-of fiscal effects. Please discuss your
conclusions.

Fiscal Effects of Displacement PSE

Expenditure
Capital
Employment

-Other

Tax effects
Tax reduction
Tax stabilization

Increased-fund balances

thlallocatae

Total

Da liars of Funding

ak.

First Report 9/1/77

4
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Government

Associate

4b. phior Analysis Question

We would like to have you discuss your assessment of the fiscal
effects resulting from displacement described in 4a. Axe these

decisions overt or inadvertent? Please refer back to question
(1/) about the overall impact of federal aid and indicate what
you think were the main reasons for the major substitution
effects which you have identified and what in your view is likely
to happen in the future (if, when) FSE funding is significantly
reduced.

-First -Report 9/1/77.
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Part V Summary and Conclusions

This final section asks for information on what you consider
the "most important" effects of PSE, program administration and
program interrelationships.

We consider all of these question to be Major Analysis uestions;
we may excerpt your answers for the discussion sections of the first
report.,

2

If th'ere are important aspects-of the impact of PSE in this
jurisdiction which you think we have missed with this first report
form, we would appreciate it if you would_ include these points in
the answers to the questions in Part V or add an additional page for
these items.

l
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t.
.0

We would now like to get your assessment of the ,iob creation

activities of PSE. Specifically, are the activities undertaken

with project PSE different from those under sustainment? Is

title I treated differently than title VI sustainment and are

the participants different? In your view, are the PSE activities

more or less productive and effective than the activities of

regullemlocal.government employees?

' 1

4

First Report 9/1/71
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5b. Please provide a discussion of the displacement resulting from the

PSE program. Why was this done? Was it understood and in your

view a deliberate decision? Are tliere differences among project,

sustainment, title II? Are there differences among organizations?

Another important and related question that came up at the -

conference is whether there is more or less displacement if a
few positions are assigned to an activity (organization, project)

-as oppoSed to a larger number of assigned positions.

In your answer, please compare the activities of PSE participants
in displacement positions to those in job creation positions.

7

,
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We would like to have your ojudgment concerning the administration

of the PSE program. How would you.characterizthe program
ddministra.tion? GoOdZ_Bad?-3fiediura? Give your reasons for-the
assessment youlirake. What _kinds of problems ;Arose as a results(
of the implementation of the increased funding? HoirritOuld yogi
characterize the relations between this jurisdiction and the
Department of Labor (or the prime sponsor if this is- a program
agent or -subcontractual government)?

I

sr

First fWRart 9/1/77
1

7
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r
5d.v We would like you finally to comment on the effect of the,new

project approach of PSE under ,the 1976 amendmintSfand the eligi-
bility regulations aimed at reducing displacement and emphasizing
the employwent of certain target groups. In your judgment9have
these changes bad an important effect? _Please discuss the reasons
for your answer.

A

sr

ti

First Alport -9 77
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When -CETA was first_enacted-in 1973 title II was orie-ted toward
structural problems in areas of substantial unemplOyment. In 1975
title VI was added as a countercyclical employment program with
-an unemployment rate "trigger". When the enabling legislation for
title VI expired in = June,, 1976 additional funding_ was provided

under title II which 'resulted` in a mixing of title II Lnd title VI
_participants. Title VI vas-extended-in October, 1976 but with
the wojeot approach andyeligibility requirements discussed-earlier.
The long and theghort-Of.itis that the-countercyclical title is
now more like a-structuralTrogram and the structural title hag the
Mirdial-requireilents Of a countercyclical program.' In the process,
tha'tvp-have tIen mixed and participants shifted from one to the
other-And-back.-

0

low-have, these-Various-program changes -- affected -the PSE progrcm-of

thWgovernment in-terms= -of such factOrs-aspeople served,
adenistrationl_aize, major adtivities, policieaand-objectiyesT
Is-there now any-discernible-differende between title II and title
VI suataitment?-

lratRnOrt-9/07
h. -4
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5f. Spending for PSE in 1977-78 wihl Coincide With the receipt by many
of the sample jurisdictions of countercyclical funds under the
local public works and countercyclieal revenue sharing programs.
We are :Interested in the extent to which, and the way in which,
these programs are interrelated, both substantively and for

Would you please provide information
as the way in which the uses of PSEfunds as of July 15,_1977
have been integrated .or coor4nated with (1) the use of other
countercyclical funds (2) funds__rec,4.ved u_ nder the block grant

prograth "rot- community developilent, and (3) funds received under
other block grant or major federal aid programs.
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